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Abstract

One of the major challenges in understanding neural information processing is

the identification of the functional roles of the different network elements. Aim-

ing at this goal, neuroscientists have traditionally employed perturbation studies

in order to localize a network’s function in a causal manner. However, most

of the perturbation studies have employed single lesions, in which only one el-

ement is perturbed at a time, limiting their ability to reveal the significance of

interacting elements. The previously developed Functional Contribution Analysis

(FCA) method has addressed the functional localization challenge by analyzing

the functional performance levels of multiple perturbation experiments, employ-

ing an operative machine learning approach. The primary goals of this thesis are

to test the role that the perturbation method itself plays in function localization,

to develop a new rigorous function localization framework, overcoming the short-

comings of the FCA, and to apply it to the analysis of artificial and biological

neural networks.

The first study presented in this thesis is motivated by the need to address

the essential paradox that arises from the aim of the perturbation methodology

to learn about the network’s normal mode of operation by examining it in a series

of perturbed states. The hypothesis underlying this study is that this potential

caveat may be overcome by a perturbation method that employs very minute per-

turbations, and thus studies the network in perturbed states that are close to the

network’s normal mode of operation. We present a new, Informational Lesioning

Method (ILM) which views a perturbation as a noisy channel and supplies con-

trolled perturbation to the network by varying the lesioning level from large to

arbitrarily small magnitudes. Studying the ILM within the FCA framework, our

main results are threefold: First, that lower lesioning levels permit more accurate

predictions of the performance levels of multi-perturbation experiments. Second,

that the usage of minute ILM lesioning levels can uncover the long-term effects

of elements on the network’s functioning. And third, that as the lesioning level

decreases, the contributions assigned to the different elements tend to approach

limit values, reflecting the importance of these elements in the intact, normal



functioning network.

While providing accurate predictions, the values the FCA assigns as the con-

tributions of the different network elements are defined in an operative manner,

without any inherent notion of correctness. In particular, the algorithm may as-

sign quite different contributions in different runs, although applied on the exact

same data set. The second study in this thesis presents a novel framework that

addresses the same challenge of defining and calculating the contributions of net-

work elements from a data set of multi-perturbations. The Multi-perturbation

Shapley value Analysis (MSA) overcomes the shortcomings of the FCA by viewing

a set of multi-perturbation experiments as a coalitional game, borrowing relevant

concepts from the field of game theory. Specifically, the desired set of contribu-

tions is defined to be the Shapley value, capturing the unique fair division of the

network’s performance among the different network elements. The calculation of

the Shapley value requires the full set of all possible multi-perturbation exper-

iments, a problem that is overcome by several methods suggested by the MSA

to compute it approximately with high accuracy and efficiency from a relatively

small set of experiments. The MSA framework further quantifies the interactions

between groups of elements, allowing for higher order functional description of the

network. This is the first approach to interpret multi-perturbation experiments

in a principled, rigorous and scalable manner.

The development and study of the MSA have been carried out in the theoret-

ical modeling framework of neurally-driven evolved autonomous agents, a very

promising model for studying neural processing and developing methods for its

analysis. One of the major challenges in this field is deciphering the neural mech-

anisms underlying the behavior of evolved agents. The third study in this thesis

opens with a demonstration of the applicability of the different MSA methods to

the analysis of agents, while establishing the MSA’s superiority over the FCA,

as well as its accuracy, efficacy and computational efficiency. After validating

the different methods and their usefulness for the analysis of artificial neural net-

works, it goes on to present several more detailed applications of the MSA that

address fundamental questions within the framework of evolved neurocontrollers.

In each of these applications, conducted under different evolutionary environ-
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ments, an array of MSA analyses allow to decipher the behavior of the agents

and address the pertaining research questions.

The thesis is concluded with several MSA applications for the analysis of a

neurophysiological model and real biological data. First, it is shown that the

MSA can provide new insights to the working of a classical neural model of

lamprey swimming controller, successfully uncovering the neuronal mechanisms

underlying its oscillatory activity as well as the inherent redundancy in this activ-

ity and the mechanisms underlying its specific characteristics. Second, reversible

deactivation and lesion experiments in cats are analyzed, identifying the contribu-

tions and interactions of different sites to the brain functions of spatial attention

to auditory and visual stimuli. Last, laser ablation experiments in C. elegans

chemosensory neurons are studied across four different attractants to reveal how

the functionality of the different neurons varies and how similar the processing of

chemotaxis is among the attractants. In all these applications, the MSA does not

only provide a more rigorous and quantified reinforcement of previous findings,

but also suggests a new refined picture of the distribution of the functions in the

network.

The potential contribution of the MSA, the first framework addressing the

task of causal function localization in a formal and rigorous manner, far exceeds

in its scope the particular applications presented in this thesis. Being a gen-

eral framework, it has a wide range of potential applications to the analysis of

both artificial and biological networks. Its neuroscientific applications include the

analysis of lesions, reversible deactivations, neuronal laser ablations and transcra-

nial magnetic stimulation “virtual lesions”, as well as the analysis of computa-

tional models of neurophysiological systems, providing insights into their inner

workings. Going beyond the realm of neuroscience to biology in general, the MSA

may also be applied to the analysis of gene multi-knockout experiments and other

molecular studies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Thesis outline

How is neural information processing to be understood? One of the principal

first challenges is to identify the roles of the network’s elements, be they single

neurons, neuronal assemblies or cortical regions, depending on the scale on which

the system is analyzed. Even simple nervous systems are capable of performing

multiple and unrelated functions. Each function recruits some of the elements

of the system, and often the same element participates in several functions, pos-

ing a difficult challenge when one attempts to understand the underlying neural

processing. A precise quantification of the contributions of the elements to the

different functions may provide insights regarding the functioning of the nervous

system, raise new hypotheses and lead the way to further research.

Localization of specific functions in the nervous system is conventionally done

by recording the activity of the system elements during cognition and behavior,

mainly using electrical recordings and functional neuroimaging techniques. Based

on the recorded activity, the correlation between elements and different behavioral

and functional observables can be inferred. However, this correlation does not

necessarily identify causality. For example, it is possible that a region does not

contribute to the processing of a function, but its activity is still raised when

the function is performed, since it is activated by other regions that do play a

role in performing the function. Such difficulties and others that arise using a

correlation-based analysis have been discussed by Kosslyn (1999). To overcome

these inherent shortcomings, a system analysis approach has traditionally been

adopted in neuroscience and lesion studies have been employed, in which the

function performance is measured after lesioning different elements of the system.
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Lesioning enables, in principle, the correct identification of the elements that are

causally responsible for a given function. Grobstein (1990) provides a thorough

discussion of what can and cannot be concluded from lesion experiments, giving

evidence for their usefulness.

The vast majority of lesion studies in neuroscience have been single lesion

studies, in which only one element is lesioned at a time (e.g. Squire, 1992; Farah,

1996). Such single lesions are very limited in their ability to reveal the signifi-

cance of interacting elements. One obvious example is provided by two elements

that exhibit a high degree of functional overlap, that is, redundancy: Lesion-

ing either element alone will not reveal its significance since no reduction in the

performance will occur. Another classical example is that of the “paradoxical” le-

sioning effect (Sprague, 1966; Kapur, 1996). In this paradigmatic case, lesioning

an element is harmful, but lesioning it when another specific element is lesioned is

beneficial for performing a particular function. In such cases, and more generally

in cases of compound processing, where the contribution of an element depends on

the state of other elements, single lesion analysis is likely to be misleading, result-

ing in erroneous conclusions. The problematic and limited value of single lesion

analysis has already been widely noted in the neuroscience literature (Sprague,

1966; Farah, 1990; Sitton, Mozer, & Farah, 2000; Young, Hilgetag, & Scannell,

2000).

Acknowledging that single lesions, and any other type of single perturbations,

are insufficient for localizing functions in neural systems, Aharonov, Segev, Meil-

ijson, and Ruppin (2003) have presented the Functional Contribution Analysis

(FCA) and applied it for localizing functions in neurocontrollers of Evolved Au-

tonomous Agents (EAAs). The FCA assumes an existing data set composed

of numerous multiple perturbations that have been afflicted upon the network

along with the agent’s performance scores resulting from each such experiment.

In each multiple perturbation experiment several elements of the network are

perturbed, by concurrently disrupting their normal mode of operation. The FCA

is a machine learning algorithm which uses these data to calculate the elements

contributions, with the aim of yielding an accurate prediction of the performance

of the agent when a new, untested, multiple perturbation damage is afflicted

upon it. Sections 1.2 and 1.3 provide detailed reviews of the FCA and of EAAs,

correspondingly.

Previous FCA studies (Aharonov et al., 2003; Segev, Aharonov, Meilijson, &
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Ruppin, 2002) have employed stochastic lesioning, in which perturbing a neu-

ron in an artificial neurocontroller is performed by randomizing its firing pattern

rather than by completely silencing its output, the latter perturbation alterna-

tive termed biological lesioning. In stochastic lesioning, at every network update

a perturbed neuron fires with probability equal to its overall mean firing rate,

independent of its input field. This type of perturbation maintains the neuron’s

firing rate but disrupts the precise firing pattern it transmits to other neurons

in its intact state. It has been shown (Aharonov et al., 2003) that the FCA

algorithm predicts the performance much more accurately when using stochas-

tic lesioning in comparison to biological lesioning. Furthermore, the elements

contributions assigned by the FCA differ significantly when the two distinct per-

turbation methods are used. These results have pointed out that the perturbation

method employed by the FCA is very important.

Considering these previous results, I have hypothesized that FCA using sto-

chastic lesioning outperforms that using biological lesioning because biological

lesioning causes larger perturbations to the neurocontroller firing patterns. Fur-

thermore, large multiple perturbations result in a stronger deviation of the net-

work from its normal mode of operation, our main region of interest. This is

a manifestation of the inherent paradox that arises from the aim of the pertur-

bation methodology to learn about the network’s normal behavior by observing

its activity when it is perturbed. The first research presented in this disserta-

tion adopts the FCA algorithm and studies this new intriguing and challenging

issue: the role played by the perturbation method. To address this challenge,

I have developed a new perturbation method that permits the FCA study of

neurocontrollers without incurring the problem imposed by large perturbations.

Chapter 2 presents this Informational Lesioning Method (ILM) that allows the

application of controlled perturbation to the network, maintaining the damage

arbitrarily small. The results testify that the perturbation method itself plays a

critical role in determining the outcome of the FCA. Specifically, the ILM leads

to a more accurate FCA as well as allows to reveal the long-term dynamics of the

neurocontroller. Moreover, as the ILM damage is made more minute the elements

contributions approach a set of limit values, revealing a set of contributions at the

limit of normal functioning. Parts of this chapter appear in Keinan, Meilijson,

and Ruppin (2003).

The values the FCA assigns as the contributions of the different network ele-

3



ments are defined in an operative manner, without any inherent notion of correct-

ness. In particular, the algorithm assigns quite different contributions in different

runs, although applied on the exact same data set. Furthermore, since the con-

tributions are calculated in an embedded manner with the prediction component,

the statistical significance of the results is unknown. This last shortcoming also

entails serious limitations on the size of networks the FCA can analyze.

The main contribution of this dissertation is the introduction of a new frame-

work to address the challenge of defining and calculating the contributions of

network elements from a data set of multi-perturbations. The Multi-perturbation

Shapley value Analysis (MSA) overcomes the shortcomings of the FCA by view-

ing a set of multi-perturbation experiments as a coalitional game, borrowing

relevant concepts from the field of game theory. Specifically, the desired set

of contributions is defined to be the Shapley value (Shapley, 1953), capturing

the unique fair division of the network’s performance among the different net-

work elements. The Shapley value requires for its calculation the full set of all

multi-perturbation experiments, a problem that is overcome by several meth-

ods suggested by the MSA that allow to compute it approximately with high

accuracy and efficiency from a relatively small set of experiments. The MSA

framework further quantifies the interactions between groups of elements, allow-

ing for higher order functional descriptions of the network. Chapter 3, after

elaborating on the FCA’s shortcomings, presents the new MSA framework and

the different methods it encompasses, replacing the earlier ad-hoc error mini-

mization algorithm with an axiomatic framework based on a rigorous definition

of the contributions. Parts of this chapter appear in Keinan, Sandbank, Hilge-

tag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2004), Keinan, Sandbank, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and

Ruppin (2005), Keinan (2004), Keinan, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2004),

Keinan, Kaufman, Sachs, Hilgetag, and Ruppin (2004) and Keinan, Kaufman,

Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2005).

While much progress has been made in developing neurally-driven EAAs (sec-

tion 1.3), the challenge of deciphering their inner workings largely remains an

open one. This challenge is more difficult than in other neural computation fields

since the neurocontrollers are evolved, rather than trained, and typically consist

of recurrent synapses. Being a very promising model for studying neural process-

ing (Ruppin, 2002), their analysis, while also standing in its own right, may serve

as a testbed for analysis methods to be employed in biology. The development
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and study of the MSA, as with the FCA, have been first carried out in this theo-

retical modeling framework of evolved neurocontrollers. Chapter 4 addresses the

challenge of deciphering the mechanisms underlying EAAs behavior. It opens

with a demonstration of the applicability of the different MSA methods to the

analysis of agents, while establishing the MSA’s superiority over the FCA and

its accuracy, efficacy and computational efficiency. After the validation of the

different MSA methods and their usefulness for the analysis of EAAs, chapter 4

continues to present several, more detailed, applications of the MSA that address

fundamental questions within the framework of evolved neurocontrollers. In each

of these applications, a different evolutionary environment is introduced, build-

ing upon the environment presented in section 1.3.2. Then, an array of MSA

analyses of the different types of evolved agents, while defining new functional

measures and a new perturbation method, allow to decipher the behavior of the

agents and address the pertaining research questions in each of these studies.

Parts of this chapter appear in Keinan, Sandbank, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Rup-

pin (2005), Keinan, Kaufman, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2005), Keinan,

Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2004), Keinan (2004), Saggie-Wexler, Keinan,

and Ruppin (2005), Saggie, Keinan, and Ruppin (2004), Saggie, Keinan, and

Ruppin (2003), Ganon, Keinan, and Ruppin (2005) and Ganon, Keinan, and

Ruppin (2003).

Chapter 5 presents three MSA applications for the analysis of real biological

data. First, a classical model of lamprey swimming controller (Ekeberg, 1993)

is analyzed, successfully uncovering the neuronal mechanism underlying its oscil-

latory activity as well as the redundancies inherent in this mechanism and the

mechanisms underlying its specific characteristics. Second, reversible deactiva-

tion and lesion experiments in cats are analyzed, identifying the contributions and

interactions of different sites to the brain functions of spatial attention to auditory

and visual stimuli. Last, laser ablation experiments in C. elegans chemosensory

neurons are studied across four different attractants to reveal how the function-

ality of the different neurons varies and how similar the processing of chemotaxis

is among the attractants. Parts of these applications have been presented in

Keinan, Sandbank, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2004), Keinan, Kaufman,

Sachs, Hilgetag, and Ruppin (2004), Keinan, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin

(2004), and Keinan, Kaufman, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2005).

The MSA framework offers a novel way to make sense out of multi-perturbation
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experiments. It is the first to address the goal of causal function localization in

a formal and rigorous manner. As a general framework, it has a wide range of

potential applications, to the analysis of both artificial and biological neural net-

works. Going beyond the realm of neuroscience to biology in general, the MSA

may also be applied to the analysis of gene multi-knockout experiments and other

molecular studies. The applicability of the MSA, the methods and results, as well

as future work are all discussed in chapter 6.

1.2 The FCA

The FCA algorithm (Aharonov et al., 2003) starts by measuring the perfor-

mance (fitness) of the agent over many perturbation experiments. In each such

experiment, a different perturbation configuration is afflicted upon the agent’s

neurocontroller. Each configuration specifies which of the agent’s neurocontroller

elements (which may be synapses, neurons or any higher-order modules) are per-

turbed. The FCA algorithm is designed to use these data in order to search for a

contribution vector c = (c1, . . . , cn), where ci is the contribution of element i to

the function in question and n is the number of analyzed elements. The goal of

the FCA is to find a contribution vector that provides the best prediction of the

agent’s performance in terms of Mean Squared Error (MSE), under all possible

multiple perturbations.

More formally, a perturbation configuration is denoted by a vector m where

mi = 0 if the element is perturbed, and mi = 1 if it is intact. The prediction

of performance in this perturbation is based on a linear model generalized by a

nonlinear transformation. Given a contribution vector c and a non-decreasing

function f , the predicted performance p̃m when a perturbation m is applied to

the network is given by

p̃m = f(m · c) . (1.1)

Denoting the actual performance of the agent under perturbation configuration

m by pm, the mean squared prediction error is

MSE =
1

2n

∑

{m}

(p̃m − pm)2 , (1.2)

where the summation runs theoretically over all 2n perturbation configurations.

A vector c which minimizes this error is a contribution vector for the function
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tested, and the corresponding f is its adjoint performance prediction function.

The performance prediction function is a non-decreasing piecewise polynomial.

It is non-decreasing to reflect the notion that beneficial elements (those whose

perturbation results in performance deterioration) should have positive contribu-

tions, and that negative values indicate elements that hinder performance. Since

multiplying c and scaling f accordingly maintains the prediction, c is arbitrarily

normalized such that
∑n

i=1 |ci| = 1.

In practice, the goal of the FCA algorithm is to find a contribution vector c

and a performance prediction function f which minimize Eq. 1.2 given a subset

of the full 2n configurations set. The optimal c and f are determined using a

training set of perturbation configurations m and the accompanying performance

levels pm. The algorithm works as follows:

1. Initialize c by selecting each element ci randomly in the range [−1, 1].

Normalize c such that
∑n

i=1 |ci| = 1. Compute f as in step 3.

2. Compute c by gradient descent to minimize Eq. 1.2 while keeping f fixed.

Normalize c.

3. Compute f to minimize Eq. 1.2 while keeping c fixed, by performing an

isotone regression on the pairs {m · c, pm}, and smoothing the result with

a cubic spline.

Steps 2 and 3 are repeated for a fixed number of iterations.

1.3 Neurally-driven evolved autonomous agents

1.3.1 What are EAAs?

Neurally-driven Evolved Autonomous Agents (EAAs) are software programs em-

bedded in a simulated virtual environment, typically performing tasks such as

navigating, gathering food, evading predators, seeking prey and pursuing mating

partners. An EAA is controlled by an artificial neural network “brain”. This

neurocontroller receives and processes sensory inputs from the surrounding envi-

ronment and governs the agent’s behavior via the activation of motors controlling

its actions. It is developed via genetic algorithms that apply some of the essential

ingredients of inheritance and selection to a population of agents that undergo

evolution. In recent years, much progress has been made in developing methods
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to evolve EAAs which successfully cope with diverse tasks (Floreano & Mondada,

1998; Gomez & Miikkulainen, 1997; Scheier, Pfeifer, & Kunyioshi, 1998; Kod-

jabachian & Meyer, 1998b; Marocco & Floreano, 2002; Beker & Hadany, 2002;

Stanley & Miikkulainen, 2004b, 2004a; Reisinger, Stanley, & Miikkulainen, 2004),

employing neurocontrollers composed of several dozen neurons and hundreds of

synapses (see Kodjabachian & Meyer, 1998b; Yao, 1999; Guillot & Meyer, 2001,

for reviews).

EAAs are a very promising model for studying neural processing and devel-

oping methods for its analysis (Ruppin, 2002). They are less biased than con-

ventional neural networks used in neuroscience modeling as their architecture is

typically emergent, rather then pre-designed. Their potential as a research tool is

further substantiated by their feasibility: the small size of the evolved networks,

the simplicity of their environments and behavioral tasks, coupled with the full

information available regarding the model dynamics, form conditions that help

make the analysis of the networks’ dynamics an amenable task. Furthermore,

numerous EAA studies have already yielded networks which manifest interest-

ing biological-like characteristics (Cangelosi & Parisi, 1997; Ijspeert, Hallam, &

Willshaw, 1999; Aharonov-Barki, Beker, & Ruppin, 2001).

One of the major challenges in the field of EAAs is deciphering the neural

mechanisms underlying their behavior. The challenge in this field is greater

than in other neural computation fields since the neurocontrollers are evolved,

rather than trained, and typically consist of recurrent synaptic connections. The

analysis of their inner workings, while also standing in its own right, may serve

as a testbed for analysis methods to be employed in biology.

1.3.2 The EAA environment

The EAA environment that I build upon in this dissertation has been presented

in detail in Aharonov-Barki et al. (2001). A brief overview is provided herewith.

The EAAs live in a discrete 2D grid ‘world’ surrounded by walls. Poison items

are scattered all around the world, while food items are scattered only in a ‘food

zone’ in one corner of the world. The agent’s goal is to find and eat as many food

items as possible during its life, while avoiding the poison items. The performance

of the agent is proportional to the number of food items minus the number of

poison items it consumes. The agent is equipped with a set of sensors, motors,

and a fully recurrent neurocontroller.
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Figure 1.1: The EAA environment. An outline of the grid world and the agent’s
neurocontroller. The agent is marked by a small arrow on the grid, whose direc-
tion indicates its orientation. The curved lines indicate where in the arena each
of the sensory inputs comes from.

Four sensors encode the presence of a wall, a resource (food or poison, without

distinction between the two) or a vacancy in the cell the agent occupies and in

the three cells directly in front of it (Fig. 1.1). A fifth sensor is a ‘smell’ sensor

which can differentiate between food and poison underneath the agent, but gives

a random reading if the agent is in an empty cell. The four motor neurons

dictate movement forward (neuron 1), a turn left (neuron 2) or right (neuron

3), and control the state of the mouth (open or closed, neuron 4). Importantly,

eating only takes place if the agent is neither moving nor turning. Thus, eating

is a costly process requiring a time step with no other movement, in a lifetime of

limited time steps (consisting of 150 steps in all the simulations).

The neurocontroller is composed of binary McCulloch-Pitts neurons (McCul-

loch & Pitts, 1943), with fully recurrent connections. Network updating is syn-

chronous: In every step a sensory reading occurs, network activity is then up-

dated, and a motor action is taken according to the resulting activity in the

designated output neurons. The field of neuron i at time t is defined by

fi(t) =
n

∑

j=1

sj(t − 1)wi,j, (1.3)
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where sj(t−1) is the state of neuron j at time t−1, wi,j is the synaptic weight from

neuron j to neuron i and n is the number of neurons, including the input sensory

neurons. The neuron fires (si(t) = 1) if its field at time t exceeds a threshold, and

it remains silent (si(t) = 0) otherwise. The thresholds are set to zero in all the

experiments presented in Aharonov-Barki et al. (2001). The synaptic weights

are evolved using a genetic algorithm (Mitchell, 1996; Yao, 1999) by encoding

them in the genome as real values (in the range [−1, 1]). Evolution is conducted

over a population of 100 agents for 30, 000 generations, starting from random

neurocontrollers. In each generation, every agent is evaluated, after which the

parents forming the next generation are chosen with probability proportional to

their fitness (roulette wheel selection). The next generation is created using a

uniform point crossover with a rate of 0.35, a mutation rate of 0.02 and a mutation

range of [−0.2, 0.2].

Previous analysis (Aharonov-Barki et al., 2001) revealed that agents evolved

to successfully solve this task possess one or more command neurons that de-

termine the agent’s behavioral strategy. Artificially clamping these command

neurons to either constant firing activity or to complete quiescence causes the

agent to constantly maintain one of the two behavioral modes it exhibits, re-

gardless of its sensory input. These two behavioral modes are exploration and

grazing. Exploration, which usually takes place when the agent is outside of the

food zone, consists of moving in straight lines, ignoring resources in the sensory

field that are not directly under or in front of the agent, and turning at walls.

Grazing, which usually takes place when the agent is in the food zone, consists

of turning towards resources to examine them, turning at walls and maintaining

the agent’s location on the grid in a relatively small region.
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Chapter 2

Controlled Analysis of

Neurocontrollers with

Informational Lesioning

Previous studies based on the FCA (Aharonov et al., 2003; Segev et al., 2002)

have employed stochastic lesioning as the perturbation method for the analysis

of EAAs. This perturbation method maintains the neuron’s average firing rate,

while disrupting its precise firing pattern. It has been shown (Aharonov et al.,

2003) that the FCA predicts the performance much more accurately with this

perturbation method, compared with using a more trivial alternative, termed

biological lesioning, according to which neurons are simply removed from the

network. Moreover, the contributions assigned by the FCA, denoting the part

played by the different neurons in carrying out the agent’s function, differ signif-

icantly when the two distinct perturbation methods are employed.

Considering these previous results, I have hypothesized that FCA using sto-

chastic lesioning outperforms that using biological lesioning because biological

lesioning causes larger perturbations to the neurocontroller firing patterns: Us-

ing biological lesioning, the effects of the perturbations propagate strongly to

other network elements. Thus, the effective part of the network that is damaged

is much larger than that originally perturbed. Stochastic lesioning also spreads

the damage from perturbed neurons to other neurons, but to a much lesser ex-

tent since the average firing rate is kept. This discrepancy between the originally

induced and the actual perturbations is a likely cause of error reducing the FCA

prediction accuracy. Furthermore, the larger multiple perturbations occurring

effectively with biological lesioning result in a stronger deviation of the network
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from its normal mode of activity and operation, our main region of interest.

This is a manifestation of the inherent paradox of the perturbation methodology,

according to which one wants to learn about the network’s normal behavior by

observing its activity when it is perturbed. Consequently, it is logical to conclude

that perturbations should be as small as possible to reveal the network’s normal

working.

The challenge of the work presented in this chapter is to develop a new per-

turbation method that will permit the FCA study of neurocontrollers without

incurring the problem imposed by large perturbations. To this end, we present a

new Informational Lesioning Method (ILM). This method, in contrast with both

stochastic lesioning and biological lesioning, keeps the output of a perturbed el-

ement stochastically dependent on its input field. As a consequence, the method

allows the application of controlled lesion to the network, maintaining the damage

arbitrarily small. The damage may be applied with varying probabilities, where

the most extreme disruption coincides with stochastic lesioning. Thus, when ap-

plying small ILM damage to a number of elements in a multi-perturbation con-

figuration, the network continues to function in a relatively normal fashion. The

smaller the damage, the closer the perturbed network to its normal functioning

and the better the elements’ contributions capture its intact state.

The specific goals that are successfully addressed in this chapter are threefold:

First, to study whether using ILM can lead to a more accurate FCA. Second,

to examine if applying subtle perturbations can reveal the long-term dynamics

of a neurocontroller. In both biological lesioning and stochastic lesioning, the

perturbation effect is too extensive and eliminates the possibility of measuring

such long-term effects. Third, in light of the motivation of introducing small

perturbations to learn about normal behavior, to test whether as the ILM damage

is made more minute the elements contributions approach a set of limit values.

That is, whether the FCA with the ILM perturbation method reveals a set of

contributions at the limit of normal functioning of the network.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 presents the ILM

and section 2.2 describes and analyzes the results of applying it to the localization

of function in EAAs’ neurocontrollers. Our results and their implications are

discussed in section 2.3. The theory and results presented in this chapter have

been published in Keinan, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2003).
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2.1 The informational lesioning method

2.1.1 Overview

As discussed in the introduction, previous analysis (Aharonov et al., 2003) has

suggested that the method of perturbation has a considerable effect on the FCA.

Using biological lesioning results in a much larger prediction error than that ob-

tained with stochastic lesioning. The perturbation method also has a significant

effect on the contributions found. To study the effect of the perturbation magni-

tude on localization of function in more depth, this section presents a method for

applying controlled perturbation, devised to allow one to modulate the amount

of perturbation from the neurocontroller’s intact firing state within a given per-

turbation configuration.

The concept of informational lesioning is based on viewing each perturbed

element in a given perturbation configuration as a noisy transmission channel,

where the channel inaccuracy (noise) determines the magnitude of the perturba-

tion. It is convenient to think first about the elements as neurons, but we later

extend the analysis to synaptic elements. The input to the channel representing

a perturbation of a given neuron is the activity state the neuron would have se-

lect given its input if it had been intact. The output of the channel is the actual

firing of that neuron in its perturbed state. The perturbation is controlled by

setting the channel fidelity, i.e., the similarity of the actual firing of the perturbed

neuron to its firing in its intact state. We use Mutual Information (MI) as an

information-theoretic measure of the channel transmission fidelity.

In the rest of this section I introduce the notion of MI, formulate the ILM

paradigm and present the experimental protocol for the analysis of EAA neuro-

controllers using the ILM-based FCA.

2.1.2 A channel view of perturbation

The information theory measures used here were first defined by Shannon (1948).

Our notation and definitions follow Cover and Thomas (1991). We begin by

introducing the concepts of entropy, conditional entropy, MI and channel. Let

X and Y be discrete random variables with alphabets X and Y respectively and

with probability mass functions

p(x) = Pr(X = x), x ∈ X and q(y) = Pr(Y = y), y ∈ Y . (2.1)
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Let p(x, y) be their joint probability mass function. The entropy H(X) of a

discrete random variable X, which is a measure of uncertainty, is defined by

H(X) = −
∑

x∈X

p(x) log p(x). (2.2)

The conditional entropy H(Y |X) is defined as

H(Y |X) =
∑

x∈X

p(x)H(Y |X = x). (2.3)

The mutual information I(X; Y ) of two discrete random variables, X and Y , is

defined by

I(X; Y ) =
∑

x∈X

∑

y∈Y

p(x, y) log
p(x, y)

p(x)q(y)
, (2.4)

which is symmetric with respect to X and Y . It can be shown that

I(X; Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y ). (2.5)

Thus, the mutual information I(X; Y ) is the reduction in the uncertainty of X

due to the knowledge of Y . More intuitively, the mutual information quantifies

the amount of information Y gives on X, and vice versa. I(X; Y ) ≥ 0 and

equality holds if and only if X and Y are independent. A discrete channel is a

system consisting of an input alphabet X , an output alphabet Y and a probability

transition matrix p(y|x) that expresses the probability of observing the output

symbol y given that one sends the symbol x.

In ILM, each perturbed neuron in a given perturbation configuration is mod-

elled as a noisy channel. The input to the channel (X) is the original firing of

that neuron, given its input field, in its intact state. The output of the channel

(Y ) determines the actual firing of the neuron under perturbation. An ILM per-

turbation configuration is simulated and implemented in the network as follows:

At every network update, the intact firing state X of all neurons is calculated as

usual from their input fields. Then, the firing state of each perturbed neuron is

passed through its perturbation channel to determine its actual firing. Based on

the probabilities induced by the channel, the firing of a perturbed neuron may

be inverted or left intact. The firing state of unperturbed neurons is always left

intact.

As the neurocontrollers analyzed in this chapter are composed of McCulloch-

Pitts neurons (McCulloch & Pitts, 1943), the perturbation channel input and
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output are binary. There are two parameters to set in the channel, namely

p = Pr(Y = 1|X = 1) and q = Pr(Y = 1|X = 0). The former is the probability

that the perturbed neuron fires when it indeed should fire and the latter is the

probability of firing due to inversion (Fig. 2.1.A). The marginal distribution of X

is fixed, and may be approximated by observing the neuron across many lives of

the agent. We shall denote Pr(X = 1) = a, which is the neuron’s average firing

rate.

Hence, a perturbation channel can be characterized by the MI, I(X; Y ), be-

tween the intact (X) and perturbed (Y ) outputs of a perturbed element. This

MI value can serve to quantify the amount of perturbation employed. As I(X; Y )

varies in the range [0, H(X)], where H(X) = −a log a − (1 − a) log(1 − a), we

define the lesioning level λ to be the proportion of input entropy H(X) lost by

the channel. That is,

λ = 1 − I(X; Y )

H(X)
=

H(X|Y )

H(X)
. (2.6)

The same lesioning level λ is applied at different channels. The next subsec-

tion presents additional constraints under which the lesioning level determines a

unique channel.

2.1.3 Constructing a perturbation channel

Let us construct a channel with the desired lesioning level λ, i.e., with a certain

level of MI between the intact and perturbed outputs (Eq. 2.6). Let us first

note that the mutual information, like all information theory quantities, depends

only on the distributions’ probabilities, and not on the actual variable values.

In the extreme case, a channel with p = 0 and q = 1 gives an optimal MI

value, just like the case p = 1 and q = 0. While the latter channel denotes an

intact neuron, a neuron perturbed using the former channel always fires when it

shouldn’t and remains quiescent when it should fire, reflecting the most extreme

possible perturbation. In order to solve this ambiguity problem, the perturbation

is bounded by stochastic lesioning as the most severe case (p = q = a) and the

channel perturbation space is restricted by adding the constraint

p ≥ a. (2.7)

We further demand that the channel maintains the average activity of the

intact neuron, i.e. Pr(Y = 1) = a. This constraint is motivated by the need
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Figure 2.1: Constructing a perturbation channel. (A). Illustration of the pertur-
bation channel between the intact firing (input) and the perturbed firing (output)
of an element. Each value in the channel denotes the probability of the corre-
sponding output given the corresponding input. (B, C). The lesioning level, λ, of
the channel as a function of p, for average activity of 0.4 (B) and 0.8 (C). Only
p ≥ 0.75 is plotted for a = 0.8 since in order to satisfy q ≤ 1, the inequality
p ≥ 2− 1

a
must hold. The region of interest is only p ≥ a (see main text). (D–G).

Several perturbation channels calculated by the ILM for the indicated values of
λ and a.
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to afflict small and unbiased perturbations to the neurocontroller, following the

previous findings that large perturbations result in fairly poor FCA prediction

accuracy (Aharonov et al., 2003). Maintaining average activity provides the

constraint1

a = (1 − a) · q + a · p. (2.8)

Once a p value is assigned, q = a·(1−p)
1−a

is set according to this linear constraint.

Thus, given a desired lesioning level λ, it is sufficient to find a p value yielding

the desired λ, in the range p ≥ a (Eq. 2.7), where λ is monotonously decreasing

in p (Figs. 2.1.B-C): p = a corresponds to stochastic lesioning, where λ = 1 since

the perturbed output is independent of the intact output. For p ≥ a the lesioning

level decreases in p, spanning all values of λ in the range [0, 1], ensuring a unique

solution for a desired λ, which is found numerically. Figs. 2.1.D–G illustrate a

number of such channels, calculated for the indicated lesioning level λ and average

activity a.

As a first test of the ILM, we measured an agent’s performance when applying

a perturbation of lesioning level λ to all its neurons, for different λ values. Fig. 2.2

shows that the higher the lesioning level the lower is the agent’s performance. The

decrease is monotonous and very smooth. Thus, we verify that the introduced

measure serves as a reliable index for the level of perturbation.

2.1.4 The experimental protocol

In the experiments presented in the next section, the FCA algorithm is used to

analyze evolved neurocontrollers with ILM. That is, in each perturbation configu-

ration (section 1.2), the activity of those elements that are perturbed is disrupted

by applying an ILM channel with a predetermined lesioning level. Given the de-

sired λ value, the appropriate channel is calculated for each perturbed neuron of

the neurocontroller (section 2.1.3). Note that the actual channel parameters are

different for different neurons since their average activities differ, but all channels

maintain the same λ value. The performance pm for each perturbation configu-

ration m in the training and test sets is obtained by running the perturbed agent

1Note, however, that under perturbation the neurocontroller’s firing patterns change. Hence,
the designed channel may fail in achieving an activity level of a exactly. Moreover, the desired
value of a, which is the activity of the intact element, may change due to the perturbation of
other elements. Nevertheless, the smaller the perturbation to the neurocontroller, the closer
the activity level is to a and the smaller is the effect that a perturbation has on the average
activity of other elements.
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Figure 2.2: Agent’s performance vs. the percentage of lesioning employed. A
uniform level of lesioning is employed to all the neurons of agent S10 (introduced
in section 2.1.4). The lesioning level in this experiment ranges between 0% (λ =
0), which implies no perturbation at all, and 100% (λ = 1), which corresponds
to stochastic lesioning. The lesioning level is sampled every 1%.
The figure illustrates that the higher the lesioning level the lower is the agent’s
performance.
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in its environment and measuring its fitness. Thus, the only difference between

these ILM-based FCA experiments and the FCA employed in Aharonov et al.

(2003) is the perturbation method2.

A single FCA run consists of 10 trials, each executed for a fixed number

of iterations after starting from a different random initial contribution vector

choice, choosing the results of the trial which reaches the lowest training error.

All FCA results presented below are mean and standard deviation of 10 FCA

runs (each consisting of 10 trials). The test MSE results are normalized by the

variance of the distribution of the agent’s performance pm in the test set. Thus,

the normalized MSE equals 1 − R2, where R2 is the explained fraction of the

variance. That is, if one would predict for all configurations a performance which

is equal to the mean performance value, then the normalized MSE would equal

1 (R2 = 0). The smaller λ is, the smaller is the perturbation and therefore the

range of performance values obtained in different perturbation configurations is

reduced. Since both the mean and the variance of the distribution of the agent’s

performance values tend to covary with λ, this normalization of the MSE is

crucial for comparing the FCA of different λ values. It should be emphasized that

this measurement of normalized error puts the task of predicting the performance

under small lesion perturbations on equal footing as the task of predicting the

performance under large lesion perturbations, making it, at least in principle, as

difficult.

Throughout the below section, we mainly focus on the analysis of one agent,

S10, successfully evolved to solve the task in the environment described in sec-

tion 1.3.2. The agent’s neurocontroller consist of 10 neurons, with one command

neuron that determines its behavioral mode (section 1.3.2).

2.2 Neurocontroller analysis with ILM

2.2.1 Accuracy

We first measure the performance scores of agent S10 under the entire set of all

210 possible neuronal perturbation configurations. This calculation is repeated

for 10 lesioning levels, λ = 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1. We then apply the FCA to the data

2As in the FCA using stochastic lesioning, also in the ILM-based FCA, when perturbing
motor neurons we do not alter the activity transmitted to the motors themselves, in order to
isolate the role of the motor neurons in the computation of the recurrent neurocontroller.
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Figure 2.3: FCA accuracy with ILM. The mean and standard deviation of the
normalized MSE are plotted against the lesioning level λ. For each λ, the FCA is
trained using the full set of all 210 perturbation configurations with that lesioning
level. The λ values are plotted on the x-axis in decreasing order, reflecting our aim
of starting at large lesioning levels and examining the results as λ is decreased
gradually toward the zero limit. The vanishing standard deviation of small λ
values is too small to be detectable.
The figure illustrates that the MSE monotonously decreases as λ decreases and
that the standard deviation of the MSE is much smaller for low λ.

set obtained at each lesioning level. In section 2.2.3, we show that the ILM-based

FCA can rely on a small training set and successfully generalize to a test set.

Fig. 2.3 displays the mean and standard deviation of the normalized MSE in

these experiments as a function of λ (the results for λ = 1 coincide with the results

using stochastic lesioning presented in Aharonov et al. (2003)). It is evident that

the MSE monotonously decreases as λ decreases; the smaller the perturbation,

the better the ILM-based FCA is capable of describing the neurocontroller. Fur-

thermore, the standard deviation of the MSE among several FCA runs is much

smaller for low λ. This testifies that the convergence of the FCA is more stable

for smaller perturbations. The accuracy of the description obtained with smaller

perturbations may seem straightforward, since smaller perturbations obviously

result in a narrower range of performance values relative to larger perturbations.

But note that since accuracy is measured by the normalized MSE, this possi-

bility is implausible (as explained in section 2.1.4). Rather, the larger accuracy
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observed with smaller ILM perturbations reflects the inherently ‘well-behaved’

dynamics of the system when it lies close to its normal operating mode.

2.2.2 The contributions

The previous subsection shows that the ILM-based FCA accuracy is improved

as the lesioning level λ is decreased. This subsection examines the contributions

obtained in these experiments across different lesioning levels, to see whether

the contributions approach limiting values as λ is decreased and to gain further

understanding of the network processing.

The contributions of the neurons of S10 are shown in Fig. 2.4.A. The identity

of the important neurons is consistent for different lesioning levels; for all λ,

neurons 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 have large contributions while neurons 4, 6, 7, 8 and

9 all have near-vanishing contributions. Figs. 2.4.B–D zoom in on some of these

contributions (neurons 1, 2 and 5) to examine in more detail how they vary in

a broad range of lesioning levels. The small standard deviation testifies to the

consistency of the method: For each lesioning level, the FCA converges to similar

contributions in all runs, starting from random contributions.

Comparing the contributions on a finer scale, they vary for different lesioning

levels (Fig. 2.4.A). In particular, the contributions of neurons 1, 5 and 10 vary

monotonously in λ (decreasing for 5; increasing for 1 and 10). The change in the

contribution of a neuron as the lesioning level is decreased is explained as follows:

The smaller λ, the more rare are the occurrences of inversions of the firing of the

perturbed neuron from its intact firing state. Thus, its contribution might be ex-

pected to drop for lower λ. However, the contributions are normalized to a sum

of absolute values of 1, which may lead one to expect that as long as the lesioning

level is equal for all neurons, which is the case in these experiments, the contri-

butions will remain similar in all lesioning levels. This is not the case, however,

since a rare inversion has a different effect on different neurons in the network:

If a neuron fires during a certain network update when it shouldn’t (or vice versa,

doesn’t fire when it should), this event may affect other neurons, starting in the

next network update. Depending on the evolved network’s dynamics, the effects

of this inversion may continue to propagate and affect the firing of many other

neurons in subsequent network updates, in principle continuing even until the end

of the agent’s life. When these effects hinder the agent’s performance, the longer

they last, the larger will that neuron’s contribution become relative to the other
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Figure 2.4: Different contributions of the neurons of agent S10. (A). Con-
tributions of the 10 neurons, plotted for several values of lesioning level λ.
(B, C, D). Mean and standard deviation of the contributions of neurons 1 (B), 2
(C) and 5 (D) for all lesioning levels studied. (E). The Euclidean distance (y-axis)
of the 10-dimensional contribution vector obtained with lesioning level λ (x-axis)
from the contribution vector of lesioning level λ = 1 (stochastic lesioning).
The figure illustrates that while the identity of the important neurons is con-
sistent for different lesioning levels, their actual contributions vary, approaching
limit values as λ decreases.
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neurons as λ decreases. Since the contribution vector is normalized, this relative

increase is transcribed to an absolute increase in the contribution. The shorter

this effect, the lower is the neuron’s contribution, due to the normalization.

The two largest monotonous variations in the contributions are observed for

neurons 1 and 5. Previous receptive field analysis of the agent revealed neuron

5 to be a command neuron modulating the agent’s behavior (Aharonov-Barki

et al., 2001). When this neuron is active the agent manifests exploratory be-

havior, whereas when it is quiescent the agent switches to a grazing mode (see

section 1.3.2). The computational basis for the activity of the command neu-

ron is its short-term memory, maintaining grazing mode for several time-steps

after eating. An inversion in this neuron switches the agent to the wrong be-

havioral mode. Such a switch, even lasting only one network cycle, affects the

agent’s behavior for quite a long time, and as a consequence influences greatly

the agent’s performance. That is, switching an exploring agent to the grazing

mode may cause the agent to take a wrong turn and it will then have to explore

for a much longer time before reaching the food zone. Furthermore, due to the

memory dynamics maintaining grazing, the agent will keep the grazing behavior

for several cycles. In turn, switching a grazing agent to the exploration mode

abolishes its memory of the grazing mode. Consequently, the agent will eat less

in the next several cycles. Furthermore, it might leave the food zone during those

cycles and will have to find its way back. Therefore, the effect of a rare inversion

in a command type neuron is long lasting. Thus, its contribution monotonously

increases as λ is decreased, as observed. The command neuron (number 5) has

the highest contribution among all neurons for small λ, while being only the

third most important neuron when stochastic lesioning is employed. For λ = 0.1

it governs almost half the sum of all contributions (Fig. 2.4.D). The long-term

importance of perturbed neurons is hidden when severe perturbations are used

since every firing inversion is followed shortly by other inversions, masking these

long-term effects. A small lesion, in contrast, allows for the measurement of the

propagation in time of the perturbation effects by opening a ‘temporal window of

opportunity’ and thus reveals the neuron’s long-term effects on normal network

dynamics.

Neuron 1, the motor neuron enabling the forward movement, shows an inverse

dependency of its contribution on λ. An inversion in this neuron’s firing in

one network cycle might cause the agent to perform a wrong action in the next
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cycle. Nevertheless, this neuron does not exhibit memory and its effect on the

rest of the network is mainly restricted to a single cycle after which it rapidly

decays. Therefore, this neuron’s contribution is monotonously decreasing as λ is

decreased. It has the highest contribution when stochastic lesioning is employed,

while it is only ranked third at low lesioning levels.

Figs. 2.4.B–D also indicate that the contributions of the neurons tend to

approach limit values as λ decreases. This observation supports the possibility

that such limit values exist, reflecting the contributions of the neurons in the

neurocontroller’s normal, intact state. Further verification and substantiation of

this observation requires extensive numerical studies at very low λ values (and

therefore extremely computationally exhaustive) which are beyond the scope of

this study.

Another factor one should consider in assessing the dependence of the con-

tributions on the lesioning level is the neuron’s activity level. In all lesioning

levels, the probability of the neuron to undergo inversion in a certain cycle is

higher for neurons with higher variance (i.e. with average activity closer to 0.5),

due to the constraint of constant activity (Eq. 2.8). The lower λ is, the lower

is the probability of an inversion, but importantly this decrease in the inversion

rate as λ decreases is faster for neurons with higher variance. Thus, neurons with

higher variance might exhibit lower contributions (in relation to the others) as

λ decreases, independent of their real significance. Yet, according to our exper-

iments, this effect vanishes and the ILM-based FCA is very robust in capturing

the long-term effects of a neuron, practically independent of its average activ-

ity. In particular, the command neuron analyzed above has the highest variance

among all neurons in the network. Nevertheless, its contribution increases as λ

decreases, rather than decreases, as may be suggested by its average activity.

Fig. 2.4.E plots the distance between the ILM contribution vector and that

obtained using stochastic lesioning, as a function of λ. As expected, the distance

increases as λ decreases. Interestingly, at least in the example of S10, when

small lesioning level is employed, the ILM contribution vector obtains an almost

random position in space relative to the stochastic lesioning contribution vector.

In summary, the neuronal contributions are stable across different runs of the

FCA. The lesioning level has a strong effect on the contribution: For a small

lesioning level, the contribution vector reflects the longer-term contribution of

the elements to the network’s processing. For quantifying the shorter-term con-
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Figure 2.5: Normalized MSE obtained with two lesioning levels. Mean and stan-
dard deviation of the normalized MSE are plotted for three agents — S10, S5
and G10. Training and test sets are the full 210 configurations sets for S10 and
G10, and the full 25 configurations set for S5.
The figure illustrates that the FCA is more accurate when based on a lower
lesioning level.

tributions solely, one should use a higher lesioning level. To gain further insights

to task localization in the neurocontroller one may compare short-term and long-

term contributions by using several lesioning levels. And last but not least, the

contributions tend to approach limit values as λ is decreased.

To test these results further, we have performed ILM-based FCA on two addi-

tional agents: S5, with a sensorimotor environment identical to S10 (section 1.3.2)

but with a neurocontroller consisting of only 5 neurons, and G10, which is evolved

in the same environment with one additional constraint; it has to close its mouth

after eating to ‘digest’ the food. Otherwise, the sensors and motors of the agent

are identical to S10 as well as the fitness measure (section 1.3.2). Fig. 2.5 com-

pares the accuracy of the description obtained by applying stochastic lesioning

(λ = 1) and a lower ILM lesioning level (λ = 0.5) on these three agents. It is

apparent that the FCA based on an ILM lesioning level of λ = 0.5 outperforms

the one based on stochastic lesioning. A comparison of the contributions ob-

tained in both lesioning levels reveals similar phenomena to the ones presented

above in all these agents (data not shown). That is, the contributions vary with

the lesioning level, capturing the lesions long-term effects and approaching limit
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values at small lesioning levels.

2.2.3 Generalization and prediction from small training

sets

The results of the analyses in the previous sections were based on training the

FCA with the full set of all 2n configurations, where n is the number of neurons

in the network. Previous work (Segev et al., 2002; Aharonov et al., 2003) showed

that a much smaller training set suffices in order to achieve good performance

prediction for the test set. This work has been based on stochastic lesioning. We

test here the FCA generalization in the more general framework of ILM.

For each lesioning level (λ = 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1) we apply the FCA to S10 with

a training set of 200 configurations chosen at random. The test MSE is calcu-

lated on the test set consisting of all 210 configurations. The results, summarized

in Fig. 2.6.A, testify that the FCA generalizes well for any lesioning level. The

test MSE is monotonously decreasing as the lesioning level is decreased, demon-

strating that the FCA predicts more accurately the effects of smaller perturba-

tions. The lowest test MSE is achieved for the case of λ = 0.1 and is equal to

5.6 · 10−4. This corresponds to explaining 99.944% of the variance of the test set.

Figs. 2.6.B–C show that the contributions assigned by the FCA using the 200

configurations sets are very similar to the ones obtained by using the full sets of

210 configurations3, presented in section 2.2.2. This similarity further testifies to

the generalization capabilities of the ILM-based FCA.

2.2.4 Analysis of the synaptic network

Since the FCA finds the contributions of system elements in general, it is possible

to analyze the neurocontroller on the level of its synapses. This is important

both for further understanding the underlying architecture of the network, and

for studying the scalability of the FCA at various lesioning levels (working on the

synaptic level considerably increases the number of system elements).

We have applied the ILM-based FCA to S10’s internal recurrent synaptic

network, for a total of 10 × 10 = 100 synapses4. Each synaptic perturbation

3For simplicity, the figures illustrate these results for two ILM lesioning levels. The same
holds for all other lesioning levels.

4The sensory input synapses are not included in this analysis because our prime goal is to
characterize the recurrent processing ongoing in the network.
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Figure 2.6: Generalization from a small training set. For each lesioning level λ,
the FCA is trained using 200 random perturbation configurations. The test sets
are the full 210 configurations sets. (A). The mean and standard deviation of the
test MSE are plotted against λ (solid line). For comparison, Fig. 2.3 is reproduced
here (dashed line). (B, C). The mean and standard deviation of the contributions
obtained using 200 random perturbation configurations are plotted alongside the
contributions obtained using the full training sets of all 210 configurations, for a
lesioning level of λ = 0.8 (B) and λ = 0.2 (C).
The figure illustrates that the FCA generalizes well for any lesioning level, while
predicting more accurately the effects of smaller perturbations.
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configuration m indicates for each synapse whether it is perturbed or left intact.

The ILM assigns each perturbed synapse a noisy channel yielding the desired

lesioning level. The input to the channel is the original firing of the presynaptic

neuron in its intact state. The output of the channel serves as the presynaptic

activity under perturbation. The training set consists of 5, 000 random synap-

tic multi-perturbation configurations, extremely small relative to the full space

of 2100 possible configurations. The test set consists of another 9, 000 random

configurations. This is repeated for both lesioning levels of 1 and of 0.5. The

FCA using a lesioning level of 1 results in quite a high mean test MSE of 0.078,

corresponding to explaining 92.2% of the variance. The FCA using a lower ILM

lesioning level of 0.5 improves the prediction, yielding a mean test MSE of only

0.007, corresponding to explaining 99.3% of the variance. This testifies to the

potential scalability of the FCA using small ILM lesioning levels.

Fig. 2.7 compares the synaptic contributions yielded by the FCA for the two

lesioning levels. The results are similar in the sense that the same synapses

have a large contribution in both lesioning levels (as in the neuronal analysis in

section 2.2.2). Nevertheless, the large contributions themselves differ greatly be-

tween the two lesioning levels. The most significant contribution increase when

decreasing the lesioning level is exhibited by the recurrent synapse from neuron

5 to itself. This increase indicates that the contribution of this synapse is mainly

due to its long-term contribution to the network processing. If one suspected

from the behavior of the agent that a memory mechanism had evolved in this

neurocontroller, he could have concluded based on the ILM analysis solely, that

this synapse plays a major role in this memory mechanism. Indeed, neuron 5 is

the command neuron and its recurrent synapse comprises the short-term memory

which maintains the grazing mode for several time-steps after eating and main-

tains the exploration mode otherwise (Aharonov-Barki et al., 2001). Its main role

in the network’s long-term processing is also supported by the large contributions

of both its incoming (rowise) and outgoing (columnwise) synapses (Fig. 2.7.B).

2.3 Discussion

Studying ILM within the FCA framework, we have shown that the lower the

lesioning level, the more accurate the FCA description of the agent’s performance

levels. The improvement is by at least one order of magnitude, which permits the
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of the synaptic contributions obtained with different
lesioning levels. The mean contributions for the internal synapses are plotted for
lesioning levels of λ = 1 (A) and of λ = 0.5 (B).
The figure illustrates that while the same synapses have a large contribution in
both lesioning levels, these large contributions differ greatly between the two.
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usage of the ILM for the accurate analysis of more complex networks than those

that could have been previously analyzed with stochastic lesioning. Analyzing the

contributions as a function of the lesioning level λ reveals new insights concerning

the short-term vs. long-term effects of perturbations, showing that the usage of

minute levels of ILM perturbations can uncover the long-term effects of elements

on the network’s functioning. We have also observed that as the lesioning level

decreases, the contributions tend to approach limit values. These results testify

to the efficiency of the ILM-based FCA as an enhanced method for a systematic

analysis of function localization in EAA neurocontrollers.

As the lesioning level is decreased, some elements contributions monoto-

nously decrease, while the contributions of other elements monotonously increase.

Specifically in S10, the neuron that attains the highest contributions in low le-

sioning levels is neuron 5, the command neuron (capturing almost half of the total

neuronal contributions). As shown previously in Aharonov-Barki et al. (2001),

the dynamics of this neuron’s processing are strongly influenced by a synapse on

itself which effectively induces memory-dependent bistable dynamics; the neuron

switches from one firing state to the other and back, each state commanding a

distinct mode of behavior of the agent. As a result, even a rare inversion of the

neuron’s firing state (low ILM lesioning levels) will have a profound long-lasting

effect on the agent’s behavior, as it will switch the agent to a different, discordant

behavior mode, in which it will then remain for a long time. Note that the long-

term effects play a less drastic role in the contribution estimation when frequent

inversions of the state of the command neuron are employed (higher levels of ILM

lesioning) because the long-term effects of an inversion are masked by the effects

of subsequent inversions5. It is clear that long-term contributions are an essential

part of intact network processing, and one must trace them to understand the

latter. This gives rise to the intuitive notion that contributions obtained with

low lesioning levels better reflect the true contributions of neurons to the intact

network processing than the contributions obtained with high lesioning levels.

In addition to improving the accuracy of the FCA and revealing the long-term

dynamics, this study has been motivated by another important consideration; the

need to address the paradox of the perturbation methodology, which essentially

involves learning about the network’s normal mode of operation by examining

5One should yet bare in mind that this description is obviously a simplification because the
normalization employed determines the contribution of a neuron relative to the contributions
of the others.
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the agent’s behavior in a series of perturbed states which are different from its

normal state. The straightforward hypothesis underlying this study has been that

this potential caveat may be overcome by a perturbation method that employs

very minute perturbations, and thus studies the network in a series of perturbed

states which are very close to the network’s normal mode of operation. Indeed,

our results show that this is feasible: If one gradually decreases the lesioning

level in accordance with the controlled regime dictated by the ILM method, the

contributions of the system’s elements tend each to converge to its unique limit

value. These values are likely to reflect the contributions of the system’s elements

in its normal, intact mode of operation, when studied via ILM.

Previous FCA studies have shown that when biological vs. stochastic lesion-

ing strategies are used, the contributions obtained are not universally identical

and may strongly depend on the perturbation method (Aharonov et al., 2003).

These perturbation methods have employed large perturbations and thus had

not aimed to reflect the true contributions of the network which characterize its

intact mode. Bearing this in mind brings home the following question; will any

small-perturbation method yield contributions similar to those found by ILM?

Disappointingly, perhaps, I hypothesize that the answer to this question is neg-

ative; if one uses an ILM-like variant in which different elements are perturbed

with different λ levels, one is likely to obtain different contributions than those

obtained with the original, uniform level ILM, even when one gets very close to

the network’s intact mode. Yet, one should cautiously note that this still remains

an open question, whose investigation shall require very extensive and time con-

suming numerical studies involving very long runs that are necessary if one wishes

to measure the contributions at vanishing lesioning levels in a discrete, stochastic

framework.

The next chapter presents the MSA, a new general and rigorous function

localization framework. When this framework is utilized for the analysis of neu-

rocontrollers, the ILM may be used as the perturbation method. Section 4.1

demonstrates such a usage. Additionally, while the ILM has been developed and

studied in this chapter as a method for perturbing artificial neurocontrollers, it

should be noted that the MSA is also being applied to study real biological ner-

vous systems (chapter 5). As previous studies have shown (Servan-Schreiber,

Printz, & Cohen, 1990; Usher, Cohen, Servan-Schreiber, Rajkowski, & Aston-

Jones, 1999), the action of aminergic neuromodulation on neurons may be mod-
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elled as a variation in the gain of the neuronal response function. This gives

rise to the possibility of pharmacologically manipulating the fidelity of neural

response and carrying out an ILM-based MSA in biological neural networks on

the neuronal level.
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Chapter 3

Multi-Perturbation Shapley

Value Analysis: Theory

The definition of the elements contributions to the studied function within the

FCA framework is an operative one, based on minimizing the prediction error

within a predefined prediction model (section 1.2). There is no inherent notion

of correctness of the contributions found by the algorithm. In particular, there

are incidents where several different contributions assignments to the elements

correspond to different local minima of the prediction error. In such cases the

FCA reaches different solutions, providing accurate predictions in all cases, but

yielding quite different contributions. Furthermore, since the contributions are

calculated in an embedded manner with the prediction component, the statistical

significance of the results is unknown. In cases where there are numerous insignif-

icant elements, testing the statistical significance of the elements contributions is

essential for locating the significant ones and focusing on them for the rest of the

analysis. Devoid of this capacity, the FCA approach has serious limitations on

the size of networks it can analyze.

This chapter presents a new framework, the Multi-perturbation Shapley value

Analysis (MSA), that addresses the same challenge of defining and calculating

the contributions of network elements from a data set of multiple perturbations,

while overcoming the disadvantages of the FCA. In this framework, we view a

set of multi-perturbation experiments as a coalitional game, borrowing relevant

concepts from the field of game theory. Specifically, we define the desired set

of contributions to be the Shapley value (Shapley, 1953), which stands for the

unique fair division of the game’s worth (the network’s performance score when all

elements are intact) among the different players (the network elements). Hence,
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in this framework, a contribution of an element to a function measures its true

importance, that is, the part it causally plays in the successful performance of

the function.

The Shapley value as a game theoretical tool requires for its calculation the

full knowledge of the behavior of the game at all possible coalitions (all multi-

perturbation experiments), the number of which grows exponentially with the

number of elements in the analyzed system. For large systems containing many

elements, such as EAAs’ neurocontrollers analyzed on the level of single neu-

rons or even single synapses, this is infeasible. Hence, this chapter also presents

methods to compute the Shapely value approximately with high accuracy and

efficiency from a relatively small set of multiple perturbation experiments. These

MSA variants are scalable in the number of elements, allowing to perform multi-

perturbation analysis of more complex systems, both artificial and biological, in

a tractable manner. The predictor component in the MSA framework, predict-

ing the performance levels of new, unseen multi-perturbation experiments, is no

longer an integral part of the calculation of the contributions, as it was in the

FCA. This functional uncoupling empowers the MSA with the ability to utilize

a large spectrum of more powerful predictors and to obtain a much higher level

of prediction accuracy. No less important, this uncoupling enables the usage of

statistical tests of significance for removing unimportant elements, allowing for

the analysis of much larger networks than was previously possible with the FCA.

Last but not least, the MSA framework also quantifies the interactions between

groups of elements, allowing for higher order descriptions of the network.

This chapter focuses on presenting the new MSA approach, while the follow-

ing chapters present some of its many applications, accurately localizing functions

both in artificial and biological neural networks. The rest of this chapter is or-

ganized as follows: Section 3.1 reviews the limitations of the FCA, all of which

are overcome by the MSA. Section 3.2 describes the concept of coalitional games

and how it is utilized within the basic MSA. In section 3.3 the workings of the

MSA and the intuitive sense of its fairness are demonstrated in a simple, toy-like

problem, comparing it with single perturbation analysis and FCA. Section 3.4

presents the predicted Shapley value variant and section 3.5 the estimation vari-

ants. The predicted Shapley value is based on a predictor, trained on a small

set of multi-perturbation experiments, to predict the outcome of other experi-

ments. We developed the estimated Shapley value as an unbiased estimator of
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the Shapley value, allowing to approximate the contribution of elements, while

quantifying the approximation accuracy. In section 3.6 a two-phase scalable MSA

variant is introduced, which, after identifying the important elements of a sys-

tem, focuses on quantifying accurately only their contributions. Section 3.7 deals

with the scenario in which it is not possible or not desired to concomitantly per-

turb any number of the system elements. The theory of the two-dimensional

interactions between elements is detailed in section 3.8. Last, the MSA frame-

work is further discussed in section 3.9. A Matlab(R) package implementing the

various MSA methods is available at http://www.cns.tau.ac.il/msa/. Parts of

the framework and methods presented in this chapter have been presented in

Keinan, Sandbank, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2004), Keinan, Sandbank,

Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2005), Keinan (2004), Keinan, Hilgetag, Meili-

json, and Ruppin (2004), Keinan, Kaufman, Sachs, Hilgetag, and Ruppin (2004)

and Keinan, Kaufman, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2005).

3.1 FCA shortcomings

The contribution vector yielded by the FCA does not arise from any definition

of the contributions of the set of elements in terms of some ‘fairness’ or ‘opti-

mality’ criteria that can serve to justify it. Rather, the definition is operative: c

is a vector which, along with the corresponding f function, reduces the training

error to a local minimum when using the f(m · c) model to predict the perfor-

mance (section 1.2). This disadvantage of the FCA is inherent to the situation

where the contributions calculation is an integral part of the prediction goal. The

MSA framework overcomes this shortcoming by utilizing an axiomatic and fair

definition of the contributions, as presented in the following section.

Since the contributions calculation within the FCA is an integral part of

the prediction component, the statistical significance of the results is unknown.

The MSA framework, on the other hand, allows for the estimation of both the

contributions and, at the same time, the standard deviations of the contributions

estimates (section 3.5). This allows for the construction of a confidence interval

for each assigned contribution, at every stage during the contributions calculation.

When there are numerous elements this allows first to identify the significant

elements and then focus on a more accurate calculation of their contributions,

discarding the insignificant ones (section 3.6). In such cases, the MSA scales up
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much better with the number of elements than the FCA does.

The FCA algorithm starts with a random vector c and converges to a local

minimum of the train MSE function (Eq. 1.2). There are incidents where mul-

tiple local minima exist and are found by different runs of the FCA algorithm.

Each such run, although equipped with the exact same training set of multi-

perturbations, yields different contributions, a fact that is obviously concerning.

The MSA, on the other hand, defines a unique logical solution (section 3.2)

which is obtained in the limit by all the different methods in the framework

(sections 3.4–3.7).

3.2 The basic MSA

3.2.1 Overview

Given a system (network) consisting of many elements, we wish to ascribe to each

element its contribution in carrying out the studied function. In single perturba-

tion analysis, an element’s contribution is determined by comparing the system’s

performance in the intact state and when the element is perturbed. Such single

perturbations are very limited in their ability to reveal the significance of inter-

acting elements. One obvious example is provided by two elements that exhibit

a high degree of functional overlap, that is, redundancy: Perturbing either ele-

ment alone will not reveal its significance. Another classical example is that of the

“paradoxical” lesioning effect (Sprague, 1966; Kapur, 1996). In this paradigmatic

case, lesioning an element is harmful, but lesioning it when another specific ele-

ment is lesioned is beneficial for performing a particular function. In such cases,

and more generally in cases of compound processing, where the contribution of

an element depends on the state of other elements, single perturbation analy-

sis is likely to be misleading, resulting in erroneous conclusions. The caveats of

single perturbation analysis have already been widely noted in the neuroscience

literature (Sprague, 1966; Farah, 1990; Sitton et al., 2000; Young et al., 2000).

The MSA presented in this chapter aims at quantifying the contribution of

system elements, while overcoming the inherent shortcomings of the single per-

turbation and the FCA approaches. The starting point of the MSA is a data set

of a series of multi-perturbation experiments studying the system in a certain

function. In each such experiment, a different subset of the system’s elements

are perturbed concomitantly, denoting a perturbation configuration, and the sys-
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tem’s performance in the studied function is measured under the perturbation.

Given this data set, the main goal of the MSA is to assign values that capture the

elements contribution (importance) to the task in a fair and accurate manner.

The basic observation underlying the solution presented here to meet this

challenge is that the multi-perturbation setup is essentially equivalent to a coali-

tional game. That is, the system elements can be viewed as players in a game.

The set of all elements which are left intact in a perturbation configuration can

be viewed as a coalition of players. The performance of the system following the

perturbation can then be viewed as the worth of that coalition of players in the

game. Within such a framework, an intuitive notion of a player’s importance

should capture the worth of coalitions containing it (i.e. the system’s perfor-

mance when the corresponding element is intact), compared with the worth of

coalitions which do not (i.e. compared with the system’s performance when this

element, among others, is perturbed). The intuitive equivalence between coali-

tional games and the multi-perturbation setup, presented formally below, enables

to harness the pertaining game theoretical tools to solve the problem of function

localization in biological and artificial systems.

Using the terminology of game theory, let a coalitional game be defined by

a pair (N, v), where N = {1, . . . , n} is the set of all players and v(S), for every

S ⊆ N , is a real number associating a worth with the coalition S, such that v(φ) =

0.1 In the context of multi-perturbations, N denotes the set of all elements, and

for each S ⊆ N , v(S) denotes the performance measured under the perturbation

configuration in which all the elements in S are intact and the rest are perturbed.

A payoff profile of a coalitional game is the assignment of a payoff to each

of the players. A value is a function that assigns a unique payoff profile to a

coalitional game. It is efficient if the sum of the components of the payoff profile

assigned is v(N). That is, an efficient value divides the overall game’s worth (the

network’s performance when all elements are intact) among the different players

(the network elements). A value that captures the importance of the different

players may serve as a basis for quantifying, in the context of multi-perturbations,

the contributions of the network’s elements.

1This type of game is most commonly referred to as a coalitional game with transferable

payoff.
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3.2.2 The Shapley value

The definite value in game theory and economics for the type of coalitional game

introduced above is the Shapley value (Shapley, 1953), defined as follows. Let

the marginal importance of player i to a coalition S, with i /∈ S, be

∆i(S) = v(S ∪ {i}) − v(S). (3.1)

Then, the Shapley value is defined by the payoff

γi(N, v) =
1

n!

∑

R∈R

∆i(Si(R)) (3.2)

of each player i ∈ N , where R is the set of all n! orderings of N and Si(R) is the

set of players preceding i in the ordering R. The Shapley value can be interpreted

as follows: Suppose that all the players are arranged in some order, all orders

being equally likely. Then γi(N, v) is the expected marginal importance of player

i to the set of players who precede him. The Shapley value is efficient since the

sum of the marginal importances of all players is v(N) in any ordering.

An alternative view of the Shapley value is based on the notion of balanced

contributions. For each coalition S, the subgame (S, vS) of (N, v) is defined to be

the game in which vS(T ) = v(T ) for any T ⊆ S. A value Ψ satisfies the balanced

contributions property if for every coalitional game (N, v) and for every i, j ∈ N

Ψi(N, v) − Ψi(N \ {j}, vN\{j}) = Ψj(N, v) − Ψj(N \ {i}, vN\{i}), (3.3)

indicating that the change in the value of player i when player j is excluded

from the game is equal to the change in the value of player j when player i is

excluded. This property implies that objections made by any player to any other

regarding the division are exactly balanced by the counterobjections. The unique

efficient value that satisfies the balanced contributions property is the Shapley

value (Myerson, 1977, 1980).

The Shapley value also has an axiomatic foundation. Let player i be a null

player in v if ∆i(S) = 0 for every coalition S (i /∈ S). Players i and j are inter-

changeable in v if ∆i(S) = ∆j(S) for every coalition S that contains neither i nor

j. Using these basic definitions, the Shapley value is the only efficient value that

satisfies the three following axioms, further pointing to its uniqueness (Shapley,

1953):

Axiom 1 (Symmetry) If i and j are interchangeable in game v then Ψi(v) =

Ψj(v).
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Intuitively, this axiom states that the value should not be affected by a mere

change in the “names” of the players.

Axiom 2 (Null player property) If i is a null player in game v then Ψi(v) = 0.

This axiom sets the baseline of the value to be zero for a player whose marginal

importance is always zero.

Axiom 3 (Additivity) For any two games v and w on a set N of players, Ψi(v+

w) = Ψi(v)+Ψi(w) for all i ∈ N , where v+w is the game defined by (v+w)(S) =

v(S) + w(S).

This last axiom constrains the value to be consistent in the space of all games.

In the fifty years since its construction, the Shapley value as a unique fair

solution has been successfully used in many fields. Probably the most important

application is in cost allocation, where the cost of providing a service should be

shared among the different receivers of that service. This application was first

suggested by Shubik (1962), and the theory was later developed by many au-

thors (e.g. Roth, 1979; Billera, Heath, & Raanan, 1978). This use of the Shapley

value has received recent attention in the context of sharing the cost of multicast

routing (Feigenbaum, Papadimitriou, & Shenker, 2001). In epidemiology, the

Shapley value has been utilized as a mean to quantify the population impact of

exposure factors on a disease load (Gefeller, Land, & Eide, 1998). Other fields

where the Shapley value has been used include, among others, politics (starting

from the strategic voting framework introduced by Shapley & Shubik, 1954), in-

ternational environmental problems and economic theory (see Shubik, 1985, for

discussion and references).

3.2.3 The Shapley value as a contribution measure

The MSA, given a data set of multi-perturbations, uses the Shapley value as the

unique fair division of the network’s performance among the different elements,

assigning to each element its contribution as its average importance to the func-

tion in question2. The higher an element’s contribution according to the Shapley

value, the larger is the part it causally plays in the successful performance of

2Since v(φ) = 0 does not necessarily hold in practice, as it depends on the performance
measurement definition, Shapley value efficiency transcribes to the property according to which
the sum of the contributions assigned to all the elements equals v(N) − v(φ).
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the function3. This definition of a set of unique contributions overcomes a major

shortcoming of the FCA, namely the operative definition of the contributions

within the FCA that results in a multiplicity of possible FCA contribution as-

signments.

In the context of multi-perturbations, Axiom 1 of the Shapley value formu-

lation entails that if two elements have the same importance in all perturbation

configurations, their contributions should be identical. Axiom 2 assures that an

element that has no effect in any perturbation configuration, that is, the perfor-

mance when it is intact always equals the performance when it is perturbed, will

be assigned a zero contribution. Axiom 3 indicates that if two separate func-

tions are performed by the network, such that the overall performance of the

network in all multi-perturbation configurations is defined to be equal to the sum

of the performances in the two functions, then the total contribution assigned

to each element for both functions should be equal to the sum of its individual

contributions to each of the two functions.

It should be noted that other game-theoretical values can be used instead

of the Shapley value within the MSA framework. Specifically, Banzhaf (1965)

has suggested an analogue of the Shapley value and Dubey, Neyman, and Weber

(1981) have later generalized the Shapley value to a whole family of semi-values,

all satisfying the three axioms but without the efficiency property, a natural

requirement for describing fair divisions. Requiring the division to be fair, we

use the Shapley value, the most accepted value in game theory, as the elements

contributions.

Once a game is defined, its Shapley value is uniquely determined. However,

different analyses may utilize different perturbation methods, with each method

perturbing a different aspect of the element’s function. Obviously, each per-

turbation method may result in different values of v for the same perturbation

configuration and as a consequence, different Shapley values. In the following

chapters, different perturbation methods are utilized, including the stochastic le-

sioning and the ILM, introduced in chapter 2. We further discuss the effects of

the different perturbation methods on the contributions, within the framework

of neurally-driven EAAs, in chapter 4.

In an ideal scenario, in which the full set of 2n perturbation configurations

3Since no limitations are enforced on the shape of v, a negative contribution is possible,
indicating that the element hinders, on the average, the function’s performance.
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along with the performance measurement for each is given, the Shapley value

may be straightforwardly calculated using Eq. 3.2, where the summation runs

over all orderings of N . More effectively, the Shapley value may be expressed in

terms of a sum over all 2n possible coalitions instead of a sum over all n! possible

orderings, namely

γi(N, v) =
1

n!

∑

S⊆N\{i}

∆i(S) · |S|! · (n − |S| − 1)! (3.4)

Substituting according to Eq. 3.1 results in

γi(N, v) =
1

n!

∑

S⊆N,i∈S v(S) · (|S| − 1)! · (n − |S|)! −
1

n!

∑

S⊆N,i/∈S v(S) · (|S|)! · (n − |S| − 1)! (3.5)

where each coalition S contributes a summand to either one of the two sums,

depending on whether player i belongs to it. Thus, the Shapley value calculation

consists of going through all coalitions and calculating for each element the two

sums in the above equation. This formulation highlights the fact that taking the

average in Eq. 3.2 over all orderings is equivalent to taking a weighted average

over all coalitions, where the weight of each coalition is determined by its size – the

farther away the size is from n/2, the larger is the weight. Due to combinatorial

considerations, there are considerably more coalitions of sizes close to n/2 than

coalitions of sizes close to 1 or n. Taking an unweighted average of the marginal

importance of a player over the set of all coalitions would have therefore resulted

in a value primarily determined by mid-sized coalitions. The choice of weights

used in Eq. 3.5, as derived from the Shapley value definition, entails that the

overall part played by all coalitions of size k is independent of k. This quality

leads to the described efficiency property of the Shapley value, resulting in its

fairness.

In addition to the fundamental difference between the FCA contributions

and the Shapley value, the latter also outperforms the FCA computationally.

Calculating the Shapley value requires n computations for each perturbation

configuration, one for each element. The FCA, on the other hand, performs

many more computations for each configuration, where this number is dependent

upon the number of iterations, the number of gradient descent iterations within

each iteration and the performance of the isotonic regression (see section 1.2).
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3.3 A toy problem

In this section we analyze a very simple system as a test case for the MSA, in

the purpose of illustrating its operation in a concrete, minimal example. After

introducing the system, we present the Shapley value obtained and explain its

intuitive correctness in this case. We then compare the results of the MSA with

both single perturbation analysis and FCA of this system.

3.3.1 The system

Let us define a system of elements {e1, . . . , en}, where the lifetime of element ei

is exponentially and independently distributed with parameter λi (expectation

of 1/λi). We define the performance of the system as the expected time where

at least one of the elements remains functioning, that is, the expectation of the

maximum of the individual lifetimes. For clarity, we focus on the case n = 3,

but the results presented throughout this and the following sections hold for any

number of elements.

We calculate the performance for each perturbation configuration inflicted

upon the system, where a perturbed element is simply removed from the sys-

tem. Obviously, v(φ) = 0 and v({ei}) = 1
λi

, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, since there is

only one element in the system in the latter case and none in the former. For

i 6= j, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, v({ei, ej}) is the expectation of a random variable with

a cumulative distribution function which is the product of the two cumulative

distribution functions: (1− e−λix) · (1− e−λjx). Calculating the expectation using

the cumulative distribution function yields

v({ei, ej}) =
1

λi

+
1

λj

− 1

λi + λj

. (3.6)

Similarly,

v({e1, e2, e3}) =
1

λ1

+
1

λ2

+
1

λ3

− 1

λ1 + λ2

− 1

λ1 + λ3

− 1

λ2 + λ3

+
1

λ1 + λ2 + λ3

(3.7)

is the performance of the system in its intact state.

The formulas of v may also be viewed intuitively based on the inclusion-

exclusion formula. For instance, Eq. 3.7 is illustrated by the following equation

using Venn diagrams:

= + + − − − +

,
where each Venn diagram corresponds to a term in Eq. 3.7, in the same order.
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A region in a Venn diagram in the illustration is the expected time where all

the elements corresponding to groups that include that region are functioning.

Thus, an intersection of several groups is the expectation of the minimum of

the corresponding distributions. In this case of exponential distributions, the

minimum is also exponentially distributed with a parameter equal to the sum of

the parameters of the different distributions. Thus, the resulted expectation of

each such distribution (Eq. 3.7).

3.3.2 The Shapley value

Knowing the performance of each coalition of elements, the Shapley value is

obtained using Eq. 3.5. The contribution of element e1 according to the Shapley

value is

γ1(N, v) =
1

λ1

− 1

2
· 1

λ1 + λ2

− 1

2
· 1

λ1 + λ3

+
1

3
· 1

λ1 + λ2 + λ3

, (3.8)

and similarly for the other elements. Illustrating the resulted contribution of e1

using Venn diagrams, we get

= − − +

,
in the same order as the terms in Eq. 3.8. As seen from the left-hand side Venn

diagram, element e1 is accredited for a third of the time when it is functioning with

both elements e2 and e3 (the rest is divided equally between the contributions

of elements e2 and e3), for half of the time when it is functioning with either

e2 or e3 (the other half is contributed to the other element) and for the whole

time when it is functioning alone. That is, the Shapley value divides the intact

performance of the system (Eq. 3.7) to the different elements such that each

term is divided equally to all elements composing it, denoting a fair division of

the system performance to the different elements.

3.3.3 Single perturbation analysis and FCA

The single perturbation approach consists of perturbing one element within each

experiment and measuring the decrease in performance. Using the same notation

of the MSA, the contribution assigned to element i using single perturbation

analysis is proportional to v(N) − v(N \ {ei}). For the test case system, this

equals, for i = 1,

σ1(N, v) =
1

λ1

− 1

λ1 + λ2

− 1

λ1 + λ3

+
1

λ1 + λ2 + λ3

, (3.9)
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and similarly for the other elements. Illustrating σ1 using Venn diagrams, we

obtain

= − − +

,
in the same order as the terms in Eq. 3.9. The left-hand side Venn diagram

indicates that with single perturbation analysis, each element is only accredited

for the expected time when it is functioning alone, without considering its previous

contribution while other elements were still functioning. Thus, the Shapley value

is much more informative in capturing the true contribution of the elements in

comparison with using only single perturbation experiments.

Fig. 3.1 compares the Shapley value with the single perturbation and FCA

contributions, for the case where n = 4 and λi = 1/i, for i = 1, . . . , 4 (a con-

crete example must be used since no general formulas for the contributions exist

in an FCA analysis). Evidently, the FCA contributions and the Shapley value

differ significantly for 3 out of the 4 elements, even when considering the large

standard deviations of the former. The FCA contributions resemble in this case

the contributions assigned by the single perturbation analysis, testifying that the

FCA fails, too, in capturing a fair attribution of contributions.

3.4 Predicted Shapley value

Obviously, measuring the performance levels of all perturbation configurations

required for the calculation of the Shapley value is often intractable. In such

cases, one may measure the system’s performance under only a partial subset of

the possible configurations, and use the results to train a predictor that assesses

the performance levels of unseen configurations. Given a predictor, the predicted

outcomes of all multi-perturbation experiments may be extracted and a predicted

Shapley value can be calculated as the Shapley value based on these predictions.

Unlike the FCA, where the predictor component and the calculation of the con-

tributions are intertwined, the MSA enjoys an uncoupling between the two and

hence may utilize any predictor relevant for the data, without employing any

constraints. Such a predictor can be based on standard statistical and machine

learning methods. One should note that a predictor may be needed, to predict

the outcome of multi-perturbation experiments, regardless of the MSA analysis.

In such cases, the predicted Shapley value is another product extracted from the
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between the FCA, single perturbation analysis (dark gray
bars) and the MSA (black bars) on the test case. The FCA contributions (light
gray bars) are mean and standard deviations across 10 FCA runs. Both the
Shapley value and the FCA are based on the full set of all 24 perturbation con-
figurations. The Shapley value, the single perturbation contributions and the
FCA contributions within each of the 10 runs are normalized such that their sum
equals 1.
The figure shows that the FCA contributions and the Shapley value differ signifi-
cantly for three out of the four elements, with the FCA contributions resembling
the single perturbation contributions, which fail to capture a fair attribution of
contributions.
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already trained predictor, approximating the Shapley value.

In the results in chapter 4, wherever this predicted MSA method is utilized,

the FCA itself is used as the predictor. It is merely used as a ‘black box’ for pre-

dicting the performance of perturbation configurations, without considering the

contribution values it yields. In chapter 5, both multiple expert neural networks

and Projection Pursuit Regression (PPR; Friedman & Stuetzle, 1981) are used

as the performance predictor component, achieving in these cases much better

results than the FCA. Other predictors have also been used within the framework

of the MSA.

3.5 Estimated Shapley value and estimated pre-

dicted Shapley value

The predicted Shapley value (section 3.4) relieves the MSA of the need for the full

set of 2n perturbation configurations. Nevertheless, n · 2n computations are still

required for its calculation (summing over all predicted configurations for each

element, according to Eq. 3.5). When the number of elements is too large for such

a method to be tractable, sampling may be used, facilitating the MSA’s scala-

bility. Rather than sampling single configurations, the estimated MSA variant

build on the rationale of the Shapley value to sample whole permutations of the n

elements. Let R̂ be a randomly sampled set of permutations (with replacement).

Then, based on Eq. 3.2,

γ̂i(N, v) =
1

|R̂|
∑

R∈R̂

∆i(Si(R)) (3.10)

is an unbiased estimator of the Shapley value γi(N, v). To calculate these esti-

mates for every i, for each permutation a1, . . . , an in R̂, the performance measure-

ments v(φ), v({a1}), v({a1, a2}), . . . , v({a1, a2, . . . , an−1}), v(N) are needed. Note,

however, that the performance of a perturbation configuration should only be

measured once while it may appear in different permutations. Thus, the num-

ber of new multi-perturbation experiments to be performed for each sampled

permutation tends to decrease as more permutations are sampled. The result-

ing estimated Shapley value is an efficient value, since the sum of the marginal

importance of all elements in any permutation equals v(N) − v(φ).
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The empirical standard deviation of the marginal importance of element i,

si(N, v) =

√

√

√

√

1

|R̂|
∑

R∈R̂

(∆i(Si(R)) − γ̂i(N, v))2, (3.11)

yields an estimator of the standard deviation of the Shapley value estimator

γ̂i(N, v)

σ̂(γ̂i(N, v)) =
si(N, v)
√

|R̂|
. (3.12)

The standard deviation measures how close the estimated Shapley value is to

the true value. Specifically, using the Shapley value estimator and the standard

deviation estimator, confidence intervals for the contribution of each of the ele-

ments can be constructed. It is further possible to test statistical hypotheses on

whether the contribution of a certain element equals a given value (e.g., zero or

1/n). Both the confidence intervals and the hypothesis tests are based on the

t-distribution. Sampling permutations for constructing the set R̂ can be done

according to a predefined sample size or sequentially, for instance, stopping when

reaching a fixed maximal limit for the number of performance calculations (the

number of perturbation configurations) or when all standard deviation estimates

are small enough.

The multi-perturbation experiments that should be performed in the above

estimated Shapley value method are dictated by the sampled permutations. At

times, however, one is given an existing data set of performance measures for

some set of perturbation configurations, which does not necessarily match a ran-

dom permutation sample. In this case, the MSA offers an additional estimation

variant: A performance predictor is trained using the given set of perturbation

configurations (as in section 3.4) and serves as an oracle supplying performance

predictions for any perturbation configuration as dictated by the sampled per-

mutations, resulting in an estimated predicted Shapley value.

The estimation does not only relieve the MSA framework from the need for

the full set of 2n perturbation configurations, but also relieves it from the n · 2n

computations needed to evaluate the real Shapley value or a predicted one, while

quantifying the accuracy of the contributions obtained with a specific sample

in an ongoing manner until a required accuracy is obtained. The estimation

methods, as well as the method presented in the following section, facilitate the

scalability of the MSA.
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3.6 A two-phase procedure for large scale analy-

sis

Within the MSA framework, I suggest another scalable method for handling

systems with a large number of elements. This two-phase MSA procedure is

motivated by the observation that often only a small fraction of the possibly

large number of elements significantly contributes to the specific function tested

within the analysis. The first phase hence finds those elements with significant

contributions. This phase uses a small sample in order to calculate the estimated

Shapley value and the standard deviation estimates (section 3.5). A two-sided

t-test is then performed on the contribution of each element, where the null

hypothesis indicates that the contribution is zero, thus identifying the significant

elements.

The second phase focuses on finding the accurate contributions of the signifi-

cant elements. This phase may use the same small sample from the first phase,

but it focuses on the coalitional game (N ′, vN ′

), where N ′ is the set of elements

found as significant in the first phase. Given the characteristic function v of the

original game consisting of all elements, vN ′

may be defined such that for each

S ⊆ N ′, vN ′

(S) equals the average of v(T ) over all T ⊆ N satisfying T ∩N ′ = S.

Thus, using the original sample, some of the vN ′

are based on an average over

many perturbation configurations, while others might not be evaluated due to

lack of data. In the case where the characteristic function vN ′

can not be fully

calculated, a predictor is trained using the available data (section 3.4). The pre-

dictor is trained on perturbation configurations consisting of |N ′|, rather than

|N |, elements, facilitating faster training and increased scalability. In the case

where the number of significant elements is too large for the explicit calculation

of a predicted Shapley value, sampling is incorporated (section 3.5) also in this

second phase, using the much smaller configuration space. When the two-phase

procedure is used for localizing several functions in a large network, i.e., when

a multi-perturbation experiment measures several performance values, the whole

two-phase procedure is applied for each and every function separately, as the

set of significant elements yielded by the first phase depends on the analyzed

function.
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3.7 Bounded perturbation level analysis

As shown in section 3.2.3, the overall part played by all coalitions of size k in

determining an element’s contribution is identical for every k. While this is an

important aspect of the definition of the Shapley value, within the context of

perturbation experiments, a different approach may be desired. Specifically, the

system might exhibit a totally different behavior relative to the original, intact

system when afflicted with multi-perturbations in which most of the system el-

ements are perturbed. Thus, the marginal importance of an element to such a

multi-perturbation configuration may have no bearing on its true contribution to

the system. For this reason, it may be prudent to limit the analysis to concomi-

tantly perturbing only a small number of elements, and to define an element’s

contribution based on these experiments solely. A more mundane reason for

limiting the number of concomitantly perturbed elements may be the practical

impossibility of perturbing more than a few at a time, as is the case in most types

of biological experiments.

In such cases, suppose that, for some perturbation level k, one is given all

perturbation configurations in which no more than k elements are perturbed.

Let the marginal importance of element i to a coalition S, with i /∈ S, be

∆k
i (S) =

{

v(S ∪ {i}) − v(S) : |S| ≥ n − k
0 : |S| < n − k

(3.13)

Then, the contribution of element i, in the spirit of the Shapley value (Eq. 3.2),

can be defined as

γk
i (N, v) =

1

k · (n − 1)!

∑

R∈R

∆k
i (Si(R)). (3.14)

These MSA k-bounded contributions coincide with the Shapley value for k = n

and with single perturbation analysis for k = 1. Similarly to the full (k = n)

case, if the calculation of all perturbation configurations with up to k perturbed

elements is intractable, a predictor can be trained to predict the performance

levels of all those configurations, and predicted k-bounded contributions can be

calculated. Further, when the set of those configurations is too large to even enu-

merate them, an unbiased estimator for the k-bounded contributions, estimated

k-bounded contributions, can be calculated by sampling permutations while ig-

noring in each permutation the configurations with more than k perturbed ele-

ments. Based on these, an estimated predicted variant, as in section 3.5, can also

be calculated, as well as a two-phase procedure be carried out, as in section 3.6.
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3.8 Two-dimensional MSA

The Shapley value serves as a summary of the game, indicating the average

marginal importance of an element over all possible elements orderings. For

complex networks, where the importance of an element strongly depends on the

state (perturbed or intact) of other elements, a higher order description may be

necessary in order to capture sets of elements with significant interactions. For

example, when two elements exhibit a high degree of functional overlap, that is,

redundancy, it is necessary to capture this interaction, aside from the average

importance of each element. Such high-dimensional analysis provides further

insights into the network’s functional organization.

We focus on the description of two-dimensional interactions. A natural de-

finition of the interaction between a pair of elements is as follows: Let γi,j̄ =

γi(N \ {j}, vN\{j}) be the Shapley value of element i in the subgame of all ele-

ments without element j. Intuitively, this is the average marginal importance of

element i when element j is perturbed. Let us now define the coalitional game

(M, vM), where M = N \ {i, j} ∪ {(i, j)}, with (i, j) being a new, compound,

element, and vM(S), for S ⊆ M , is defined by

vM(S) =

{

v(S) : (i, j) /∈ S
v(S \ {(i, j)} ∪ {i, j}) : (i, j) ∈ S

(3.15)

where v is the characteristic function of the original game with elements N . Then,

γi,j = γ(i,j)(M, vM), the Shapley value of element (i, j) in this game, is the average

marginal importance of elements i and j when jointly added to a configuration.

The two-dimensional interaction between element i and element j, j 6= i, is then

defined as

Ii,j = γi,j − γi,j̄ − γj,̄i (3.16)

which quantifies how much the average marginal importance of the two elements

together is larger (or smaller) than the sum of the average marginal importance of

each of them when the other one is perturbed. Intuitively, this symmetric defini-

tion (Ii,j = Ij,i) states how much “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts”

(synergism), where the whole is the pair of elements. In cases where the whole

is smaller than the sum of its parts, that is, when the two elements exhibit func-

tional overlap, the interaction is negative (antagonism). This two-dimensional

interaction definition coincides with the Shapley interaction index which is a
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more general measure for the interaction among any group of players (Grabisch

& Roubens, 1999).

The MSA can classify the type of interaction between each pair even further:

By definition, γi,j̄ is the average marginal importance of element i when element

j is perturbed. Based on Eq. 3.16, γi,j̄ +Ii,j is the average marginal importance of

element i when element j is intact. When both γi,j̄ and γi,j̄ +Ii,j are positive, ele-

ment i’s contribution is positive, irrespective of whether element j is perturbed or

intact. When both are negative, element i hinders the performance, irrespective

of the state of element j. In cases where the two measures have inverted signs, we

define the contribution of element i as j-modulated. The interaction is defined

as positive modulation when γi,j̄ is negative, while γi,j̄ + Ii,j is positive. We de-

fine the interaction as negative modulation when the former is positive while the

latter is negative. The interaction of j with respect to i may be categorized in a

similar way, yielding a full description of the type of interaction between the pair.

Classical “paradoxical” lesioning effects, for instance, of the kind reported in the

neuroscience literature (Sprague, 1966; Kapur, 1996) are defined when both ele-

ments exhibit positive modulation with respect to one another. As evident, the

rigorous definition of the type of interaction presented in this section relies on an

average interaction over all perturbation configurations. Thus, it does not coin-

cide with the type of interaction found by using only single perturbations and a

double perturbation of the pair, as conventionally described in the neuroscience

literature.

These definitions for the quantification of interaction and for the classifica-

tion of its type overcome two shortcomings of the high-dimensional FCA (Segev,

Aharonov, Meilijson, & Ruppin, 2003). First, the contributions of the compound

elements capturing the interactions within the FCA algorithm does not arise

from any definition of interaction. Rather, just like in the 1-dimensional FCA

(section 1.2), they are assigned the best values for error minimization. The high-

dimensional analysis within the MSA framework, on the other hand, uses the

above rigorous definition of interaction, based on the Shapley value. Second, the

FCA assigns contributions to all compound elements in parallel, even when sev-

eral compound elements contain the same elements. Thus, the value assigned to

each such compound element is dependent upon the values assigned to the rest,

and cannot be regarded by itself. The two-dimensional analysis within the MSA

framework overcomes this shortcoming by calculating separately the interaction
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between each and every pair of elements.

The method described in this section for quantifying the interactions between

pairs of elements may be viewed as a mere example of the strength of the MSA

framework. Specifically, other types of interactions may be defined and calculated

in similar ways, that is, by examining games resulting from the definitions and

extracting their Shapley values.

3.9 Discussion

This chapter presents an important new step in the development of quantita-

tive causal function localization via multi-perturbation experiments, replacing

an earlier ad-hoc error minimization approach by the MSA, an axiomatic frame-

work based on a rigorous definition of all elements contributions via the Shapley

value. The latter is a fundamental concept borrowed from game theory, which

has been classically used for providing fair solutions to cost allocation problems.

The MSA, equipped with the different prediction and estimation variants, accu-

rately approximates the Shapley value in a scalable manner, making it a more

accurate and efficient method for function localization than its predecessor, the

FCA.

The following two chapters present the workings of the MSA in different ap-

plications, analyzing both artificial and biological networks. The accuracy and

usefulness of the MSA is discussed in these chapters. Even before addressing spe-

cific applications, there is no doubt that localization of function is an important

first step in understanding the operation of artificial and biological networks and

that this task requires perturbations in order to identify localization in a causal

manner. Importantly, it requires multi-perturbation approaches if one aims to

correctly identify the contributions and multiple interactions in even mildly com-

plex networks. The different MSA variants are the first methods that offer a

strategy to perform such analyses in a formal and scalable manner, and they

may play a primary role in such future studies.

The MSA, as demonstrated in the following chapters, is a general function

localization framework applicable to a wide variety of systems. Indeed, there are

only two requirements for a system to be eligible to such an analysis – an ability

to inflict multi-perturbations upon its constituent elements, and an ability to

measure its performance in respect to the studied functions. Due to its generality,
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the MSA cannot be viewed as a black-box which can be used as-is on a given

system in order to gain insight into its functioning. Rather, four issues have

to be resolved before the MSA can be applied: What constitutes an element in

the system? What system function ought to be analyzed? What perturbation

method should be employed? And which MSA methods are appropriate for the

analysis. While at first sight the need to answer these questions might seem like a

drawback of the framework, in fact it is exactly this flexibility that gives the MSA

much of its strength. Conducting several analyses of the same system, each with

a different choice of element definition, studied function, perturbation method or

analysis method may engender an in depth understanding of all aspects and levels

of its inner workings. The issue of the perturbation method has been discussed

to some extent in the previous chapter. Further examples of this issue, as well as

examples and further discussion of the choice of elements, choice of function and

choice of analysis method are a core part of the subsequent chapters.

In summary, this chapter presents the MSA, the first framework to make

sense out of multi-perturbation experiments in a formal, axiomatic and rigorous

manner. The different approximation variants extend the capabilities of the the-

oretic Shapley value and increase the scalability of the MSA, allowing for efficient

analysis of large scale systems. This issue of scalability will be demonstrated and

further discussed in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4

Applications for the Analysis of

Neurally-Driven Evolved

Autonomous Agents

The development and study of the MSA was first done in the theoretical mod-

eling framework of neurally-driven Evolved Autonomous Agents (EAAs; sec-

tion 1.3). In recent years, much progress has been made in developing methods

to evolve EAAs which successfully cope with diverse tasks (Floreano & Mon-

dada, 1998; Gomez & Miikkulainen, 1997; Scheier et al., 1998; Kodjabachian &

Meyer, 1998b; Marocco & Floreano, 2002; Beker & Hadany, 2002; Stanley &

Miikkulainen, 2004a, 2004b; Reisinger et al., 2004), but the challenge of deci-

phering the mechanisms underlying their behavior by understanding the inner

workings of the evolved neurocontrollers remains mostly unrealized. This chal-

lenge is greater than in other neural computation fields since the neurocontrollers

are evolved, rather than trained, and typically consist of recurrent synaptic con-

nections. EAAs are a very promising model for studying neural processing (Rup-

pin, 2002). Mainly, they are less biased than conventional neural networks used

in neuroscience modeling as their architecture is typically emergent, rather than

pre-designed. Hence, the analysis of their inner workings, while also standing in

its own right, may serve as a testbed for analysis methods, such as the MSA, to

be employed in biology.

This chapter addresses the challenge of deciphering the mechanisms underly-

ing EAAs behavior by presenting an array of MSA applications for the analysis

of different types of agents. In each application, according to its goals, the agent

is analyzed on a different level, either neuronal or synaptic. Moreover, the per-
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turbation method within the MSA and the agent’s function/s studied are chosen

to achieve the desired goals. The most suitable MSA method is then applied to

reach the goals by providing insights into the agent’s inner workings.

The chapter opens with a demonstration of the applicability of the different

MSA methods to the analysis of agents. The analyses, presented in section 4.1,

uncover the important neuronal and synaptic elements, while quantifying their

contribution to performance and the interactions between them. Furthermore,

we establish the MSA’s superiority over the FCA by comparing the results ob-

tained by the two. Most important, the section focuses on applying the scalable

MSA variants, allowing for the analysis of large complex networks in an effi-

cient manner. The successful operation, accuracy and efficiency of each variant is

demonstrated in the analysis of neurocontrollers consisting of up to 100 elements.

After the validation of the usefulness of the different MSA methods for the

analysis of EAAs, the chapter turns to present further, more detailed, applica-

tions of the MSA that allow to address fundamental questions within the frame-

work of EAAs. In section 4.2, agents that solve a more difficult task are evolved

and analyzed: We replace the rather simple stimulus-response eating action (sec-

tion 1.3.2) with a memory-dependent delayed action, requiring that the agents

evolve neural counting mechanisms. Agents with neurocontrollers consisting of

two types of neurons are evolved: McCulloch-Pitts neurons and the more biolog-

ically plausible discrete time Integrate-And-Fire neurons. Then, we utilize the

MSA to understand the inner-workings of both types of evolved neurocontrollers.

First, by introducing a measure that allows to quantify how distributed is the

processing in a given network, we conclude that in both types of networks, the

solutions are more distributed as the task gets more difficult, and that the evolved

networks that are equipped with the integration capabilities exhibit much more

localized processing. Second, by analyzing an agent on the level of its synapses,

while referring to its counting ability as an independent function to be analyzed,

we identify the synaptic functional backbone of the network that is in charge of

counting. This then allows for a more detailed analysis of the activation patterns

that give rise to the counting dynamics.

Section 4.2 further addresses the following fundamental question concerning

integration dynamics: Does an evolved Integrate-And-Fire neuron utilize its in-

tegration capability, and if so – to what extent? We define a new perturbation

method according to which an Integrate-And-Fire neuron is perturbed by clamp-
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ing only its integration capability, thus rendering it a McCulloch-Pitts neuron.

Based on this perturbation method, an MSA analysis quantifies the importance

of the integration capability of each neuron to successful behavior. By incorporat-

ing this perturbation method with the above definition of the counting function,

the MSA further quantifies the importance of the integration capability of each

neuron to the counting process solely. These MSA analyses lead to a further

understanding of the integration dynamics and allow to conclude that the inte-

gration capabilities are mainly utilized where they are really needed, i.e., in the

evolved subnetwork responsible for counting.

Neurally-driven EAAs, being abstractions, miss several qualities of natural

systems. Section 4.3 focuses on one such important quality, fault-tolerance,

which is prevalently found in all levels of living organisms. By introducing faults

throughout the evolutionary process, agents that manifest high levels of fault-

tolerance are evolved. These neurocontrollers are more robust not only against

the faults introduced during the evolutionary process, but also against much more

extreme ones, posing a great challenge for an analysis of their workings. Specifi-

cally, it is shown that due to the evolved backup mechanisms, the disagreement

between the single-perturbation approach and the MSA is greater for the fault-

tolerant agents, compared with regular ones. Still, based on multi-perturbations,

even in these agents, the MSA uncovers the important neurons and synapses, as

well as the interactions between them, revealing the mechanisms that underlie

the evolved fault-tolerance.

In another study, we have set out to develop a network minimization algo-

rithm, the Evolutionary Network Minimization (ENM). This algorithm is essen-

tially a standard genetic algorithm with an additional step during reproduction

in which synapses are irreversibly eliminated. As a consequence, it prunes suc-

cessful neurocontrollers while maintaining the performance level of the agents.

Section 4.4, after a brief introduction of the algorithm and its results, focuses on

studying the effects of the engendered evolutionary pressure on which synapses

are eventually eliminated. More specifically, we wish to test whether the more

important a synapse is, the better chance it has of “surviving” the minimization

process. Equipped with the MSA, we quantify the contribution of each synapse

in the agent before minimization and conclude that indeed the probability of a

synapse to be retained is highly correlated with its importance. This finding sup-

ports the claim that the minimization process maintains the principal functional
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characteristics of the original agent.

The MSA may also be applied throughout an evolutionary process, by analyz-

ing artificial neurocontrollers as they emerge. This kind of analyses can allow to

address questions concerning the evolutionary dynamics engendered in a given

evolutionary environment. Such an analysis has been found helpful to test the

dynamics underlying an indirect encoding method, based on an adaptive varying

compact representation that allows individual neurons to utilize different levels

of encoding (Boshy & Ruppin, 2003). We compare the importance of neurons,

as they evolve, with their encoding level, and test how this relation varies in evo-

lutionary time. The results of this analysis and its implications are presented in

section 4.5.

The different approaches and results presented throughout this chapter are

further summarized and discussed in section 4.6. Parts of them have been pre-

sented in Keinan, Sandbank, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2005), Keinan,

Kaufman, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2005), Keinan, Hilgetag, Meilijson,

and Ruppin (2004), Keinan (2004), Saggie-Wexler, Keinan, and Ruppin (2005),

Saggie, Keinan, and Ruppin (2004), Saggie, Keinan, and Ruppin (2003), Ganon,

Keinan, and Ruppin (2005) and Ganon, Keinan, and Ruppin (2003).

4.1 MSA methods in action

This section demonstrates the applicability of the different MSA methods pre-

sented in chapter 3 for the analysis of several EAAs solving a similar food-foraging

task. The analyses uncover the important neuronal and synaptic elements in each

agent and quantifies their contribution to its performance, as well as their func-

tional interactions. The neurocontrollers consist of up to a hundred synapses,

thus demonstrating the scalability of the MSA.

Throughout this section, we focus on the analysis of three agents, which have

all been successfully evolved in the environment presented in section 1.3.2. All

three agents are equipped with the same sensors and motors (section 1.3.2), and

their neurocontrollers are all fully-recurrent, consisting of 10 internal neurons.

S10, which was also analyzed in chapter 2, is composed of McCulloch-Pitts neu-

rons, whose synaptic weights were evolved. P10 was obtained by a process in

which, after the evolution of a successful agent, its synapses are pruned using the

evolutionary network minimization algorithm (see section 4.4 for more regarding
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this algorithm). Like S10, P10 is equipped with a neurocontroller composed of

McCulloch-Pitts neurons, but only 14 recurrent synapses out of the 100 original

ones are left after applying the minimization. Last, W10 copes with a more diffi-

cult version of the task that also involves counting, as the agent has to wait and

remain still in a grid cell containing food for 5 steps without moving or turn-

ing in order to eat. The neurocontroller of W10 is composed of discrete time

Integrate-And-Fire neurons, whose membrane time-constants were also evolved,

in addition to the synaptic weights (see section 4.2 for more about the task, the

type of neurocontroller and the employed evolutionary algorithm).

The rest of this section is organized as follows: Section 4.1.1 presents the

application of the full information MSA to the analysis of neurocontrollers, both

on neuronal and synaptic levels, while comparing with the FCA. Section 4.1.2

presents the application of the predicted Shapley value variant and section 4.1.3

the application of the estimation variants, both verifying the variants accuracy.

In section 4.1.3 an application of the estimated MSA for pruning the synapses

of a neurocontroller is also presented and compared to pruning according to the

FCA. Section 4.1.4 demonstrates the two-phase scalable MSA procedure and,

last, the applicability of the MSA interactions to the analysis of neurocontrollers

is demonstrated in section 4.1.5.

4.1.1 Full information MSA

This section deals with the ideal scenario in which the full set of performance

measurements for all 2n possible multi-perturbation configurations is measured.

Hence, the Shapley value may be straightforwardly calculated according to Eq. 3.5

(section 3.2.3), where the summation runs over all 2n configurations of n elements.

We apply this full information analysis to agent P10 in order to determine the

contributions of each of its 14 synapses to its performance. To this end, we

measure the agent’s performance score (defined in section 1.3.2) under the entire

set of 214 synaptic perturbation configurations, using stochastic lesioning (chap-

ter 2), where each synaptic perturbation configuration indicates for each of the

14 recurrent synapses in the neurocontroller whether it is perturbed or left in-

tact. Fig. 4.1 plots the Shapley value, calculated in a straightforward manner

using the full information. The four most important synapses are, by order of

decreasing importance, the synapse from the right motor to the left one, from

the forward motor to the command neuron (neuron number 8), the recurrent
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synapse from the command neuron to itself and the synapse from the command

neuron to the right motor. The analysis uncovers the main mechanism underly-

ing this minimized neurocontroller’s operation, while quantifying the part played

by each of the mechanism’s constituents. The rest of the synapses exhibit mi-

nor contributions, with two synapses, (7,1) and (7,3), having slightly negative

contributions, testifying to the fact that, on the average, they slightly hinder

the performance. For comparison with the previous method (FCA, section 1.2),

Fig. 4.1 also presents the FCA contributions yielded when training the FCA 10

times with a training set consisting of all 214 configurations. Only for 2 out

of the 14 synapses the FCA contribution is within one standard deviation of

the corresponding contribution defined by the Shapley value, which captures the

fair axiomatic division of the contributions. Moreover, the FCA assigns a near-

vanishing contribution to the self-synapse of the command neuron, which has

been shown to facilitate the short-term memory of the agent and to be essential

to its neural underpinnings (Aharonov-Barki et al., 2001).

For W10, the counting agent, the performance score under the entire set of 210

neuronal perturbation configurations was measured using stochastic lesioning and

the neurons contributions were calculated (Fig. 4.2). Previous analysis (Saggie-

Wexler et al., 2005) revealed neuron number 10 to be the command neuron,

neurons number 4 and number 9 to participate in the temporal counting required

for the precise timing of food consumption, and neuron number 1, the forward

motor, to count the last two steps before moving forward. The MSA accurately

reveals these neurons to be the most important ones.

4.1.2 Predicted MSA

To test the accuracy of the predicted Shapley value, FCA-based predictors (see

section 3.4) were trained with training sets of randomly chosen synaptic pertur-

bation configurations of P10 of sizes 100, 200, . . . , 1000 (out of 214 = 16, 384 con-

figurations). Fig. 4.3 plots the predicted Shapley value contribution (section 3.4)

of the most important synapse of P10, against the number of configurations in

the training set, along with the real Shapley value. The predicted Shapley value

is very close to the real one, even for very small numbers of perturbation con-

figurations used for training, and exhibits stability across the different runs, as

noted by the small standard deviations. Despite the small standard deviation,

the real Shapley value is usually within one standard deviation away from the
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Figure 4.1: Shapley value and FCA normalized contributions of the synapses of
P10. The Shapley value (black bars) of the synapses of P10 are plotted along
with FCA contributions (gray bars; mean and standard deviation across 10 FCA
runs). The x-axis presents the synapses in the form (presynaptic neuron, postsy-
naptic neuron). Both sets of contributions are normalized, as in all the results to
follow in this chapter, except where stated otherwise, such that the sum over all
synapses equals 1.
The figure uncovers the main mechanism underlying the neurocontroller’s opera-
tion, while quantifying the part played by each of the mechanism’s constituents,
and while illustrating that the FCA fails to capture this attribution of contribu-
tions.
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Figure 4.2: Shapley value of the neurons of W10.
This analysis accurately reveals the important neurons.

mean predicted one, testifying to the fact that the mean predicted Shapley value

is unbiased, thanks to the unbiased prediction. Remarkably, this is true even

though the prediction is not very accurate (average test MSE corresponding to

explaining less than 60% of the variance when 100 perturbation configurations

are used for training; the prediction improves as the training set size increases).

This might be explained by the fact that the predicted Shapley value is obtained

via an averaging of a large number of predictions. Assuming that the prediction is

unbiased, prediction errors cancel each other out, resulting in a predicted Shapley

value which is very similar to the real one. As further evident from Fig. 4.3, the

contribution yielded by the FCA differs significantly from the Shapley value and

exhibits a large standard deviation across different runs, much larger than that

of the predicted Shapley value contribution, even though both are based on the

same data, the FCA’s predictions.

4.1.3 Estimated MSA

We calculate the estimated Shapley value γ̂i(N, v) by sampling permutations un-

til a maximal predefined limit on the number of configurations used is reached

(section 3.5). Using the same sample, estimators for the standard deviation of
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Figure 4.3: Predicted Shapley value, FCA contribution and estimated Shapley
value using small perturbation sets. These values for the most important synapse
of P10, (3,2), are plotted against the number of perturbation configurations
(100, 200, . . . , 1000). The black line plots the mean and standard deviation of
the predicted Shapley value, based on 10 different FCA’s predictions. The dark
gray line plots the mean and standard deviation of the FCA contribution across
the 10 runs. The light gray line plots the estimated Shapley value and the stan-
dard deviation estimates. Dashed black line denotes the full information Shapley
value contribution, calculated using the full set of 214 configurations.
The figure illustrates that the predicted Shapley value is very close to the real
one, that the FCA contribution differs significantly from the Shapley value and
that the estimated Shapley value is an unbiased estimator for the real Shapley
value, with a decreasing standard deviation with sample size.
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the estimated Shapley value contributions are also calculated. Fig. 4.3 plots the

estimated Shapley value contribution, along with its standard deviation estimate,

for the most important synapse of P10, against the number of perturbation con-

figurations used1. As expected from the theory, the estimated Shapley value

appears to be an unbiased estimator for the real Shapley value and its standard

deviation generally decreases with the sample size. Notably, the standard devi-

ation of the estimated Shapley value is much larger than that of the predicted

Shapley value. This testifies to the consistent generalization performed by the

prediction to the full set of 214 configurations, compared with the consistency of

mere random sampling, when both use the same number of multi-perturbation

configurations.

As a demonstration of a case where the entire set of predictions in compu-

tationally intractable, we turn to analyze the full recurrent synaptic neurocon-

troller of S10, consisting of 100 synapses (and hence 2100 possible configurations).

An estimated Shapley value is calculated based on a sample of 100 permuta-

tions (dictating 9833 perturbation configurations), where the ILM is employed

as the perturbation method in order to capture the long-term contributions of

the synapses (chapter 2; lesioning level of 0.5). Training a predictor with the

same sample, the estimated predicted Shapley value is also computed by sam-

pling configurations from the predictor using sequential sampling, stopping when

the standard deviation estimates of all 100 estimated predicted contributions are

below 0.005. Arbitrarily defining an important synapse as one with a normalized

contribution above 0.03 (3% of the total performance of the neurocontroller),

the same nine synapses are yielded as important by both the estimated Shapley

value and the estimated predicted one (Fig. 4.4), with very similar contributions.

These conclusions are rather insensitive to the choice of threshold used for defin-

ing an important synapse. By finding the important synapses, the MSA reveals

the recurrent backbone of the neurocontroller, containing, in this case, only 9 out

of the 100 synapses. Focusing on the backbone may simplify further analysis of

such fully recurrent networks. This type of analysis is further elaborated on and

illustrated in section 4.2.2

The MSA may be useful for pruning a neurocontroller, by removing the

synapses according to the magnitude of their contributions, in ascending order.

1Since whole permutations are sampled, the actual number of configurations used for a
defined number s is between s and s + n − 2, where n = 14 in this case.
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Figure 4.4: Estimated Shapley value and estimated predicted Shapley value of the
important synapses of S10. Error bars of both denote the standard deviation
estimates.
The figure illustrates that the same nine synapses are yielded as important by
both the estimated Shapley value and the estimated predicted one, with very
similar contributions.
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The Shapley value reflects the expected marginal importance of a synapse, over

all orders of the synapses, to the set of synapses preceding it. When the set of

already pruned synapses is unknown, the next synapse to prune should best be

the one, among the not yet pruned synapses, with smallest MSA contribution.

Such a pruning decision is optimal in means of expected decrease in performance

over all orders. In Aharonov et al. (2003) it was shown that pruning by the FCA

contributions outperforms random pruning and pruning by synaptic weights mag-

nitude. To compare the validity of the contributions obtained by the MSA with

those obtained by the FCA, we incrementally pruned the full recurrent synaptic

neurocontroller of S10 using the two methods. Fig. 4.5 depicts the performance

of the agent as a function of the number of pruned synapses, starting from the

intact neurocontroller. It compares pruning according to the above estimated

Shapley value with pruning according to the FCA contributions, when the FCA

is trained using the same random sample. Evidently, the degradation in the per-

formance using MSA-based pruning is slower than with the FCA, testifying that

the MSA better captures the inherent importance of the synapses.

4.1.4 Two-phase MSA procedure

To demonstrate the two-phase MSA procedure (section 3.6), we begin by applying

it to the analysis of a moderate size system in order to allow for the comparison

of the results of the procedure with the real Shapley value. Such a moderate

size system is obtained by focusing on part of S10’s synaptic network consisting

of 14 synapses out of the 100, after pruning the rest of the synapses. These 14

synapses are the ones previously found as most important by the FCA (chapter 2).

First, we perform a full information MSA to identify the true contributions.

Then, we perform a two-phase analysis. In the first phase of the latter, a small

random sample of 20 permutations (dictating 227 perturbation configurations out

of the 214 possible ones) is used to estimate the Shapley value and the standard

deviations. Performing t-tests (two-sided, α = 0.05) using the estimates results in

the identification of 11 significant synapses (out of the 14 found as most important

by the FCA). The second phase focuses on these significant synapses, based on

the same sample of 227 configurations: A predictor is trained on the sample2, and

2The insignificant synapses are ignored in the perturbation configurations, and the perfor-
mance scores of identical configurations are averaged (section 3.6), resulting in 164 configura-
tions out of the 211 possible ones.
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Figure 4.5: Agent S10’s normalized performance as a function of pruning level,
by MSA and by FCA. In both methods the synapses are incrementally pruned by
ascending order of their contribution. The figure focuses on the first 80 synapses
pruned, where the agent has still viable performance, after which its performance
drastically decreases with both methods of pruning.
The figure illustrates that the degradation in the performance using MSA-based
pruning is slower, testifying that the MSA better captures the inherent impor-
tance of the synapses.
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a two-phase predicted Shapley value is calculated using the predictions for the full

set of 211 configurations. Fig. 4.6 presents the results of this analysis. First, the

three synapses with near-vanishing contributions according to the real Shapley

value are the ones found as insignificant in the first phase of the procedure.

Second, the final two-phase predicted Shapley value is much closer to the true

contributions than the estimated Shapley value calculated in the first phase, and

with much smaller standard deviations. This testifies to the advantage of focusing

on finding the accurate contributions of the significant elements, an advantage

that will play a much more crucial role in larger systems with only a small fraction

of elements significantly contributing to the tested function.

To examine the two-phase MSA procedure on a larger scale (thus losing the

ability to calculate and compare to the true contributions), we turn to analyze

the full recurrent synaptic network of S10, consisting of all 100 synapses. The

first phase, using a very small random sample consisting of 10 permutations,

identifies 20 synapses as significant (two-sided t-tests, α = 0.05). A predictor

is trained on the set induced by this sample and a two-phase predicted Shapley

value is calculated from the predictions for the full set of 220 synaptic perturbation

configurations. The mean normalized training MSE corresponds to explaining

more than 99.8% of the variance, which is five times more accurate than when

training on the original sample consisting of configurations of all 100 synapses.

This testifies to the better prediction when focusing on the significant synapses

solely. Furthermore, due to the small number of elements, the training is much

faster when focusing on the significant synapses. Fig. 4.7 displays the two-phase

predicted Shapley value for the 20 significant synapses, illustrating small standard

deviations of the contributions, testifying to their consistency. In this two-phase

procedure, the nine synapses with largest contributions are the same ones found

using the single-phase MSA methods (section 4.1.3).

4.1.5 Two-dimensional MSA

Based on the two-dimensional interactions presented in section 3.8, Fig. 4.8 por-

trays the results of a two-dimensional analysis performed on agent W10, extend-

ing the above one-dimensional analysis (section 4.1.1). Evidently, all pairs of

significant neurons found previously in the one-dimensional analysis (1, 4, 9 and

10) exhibit strong synergism, while the pairs involving non-significant neurons

exhibit weak synergism or very weak antagonism. Interestingly, the multitude
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Figure 4.6: Shapley value, estimated Shapley value (with standard deviation es-
timates) and two-phase predicted Shapley value (mean and standard deviation
across 10 predictors in the second phase) for the 14 synapses network (see main
text). Synapses found as insignificant in the first phase ((1,3), (4,3) and (6,5))
are assigned a two-phase predicted contribution of zero. In order for the different
values to be comparable, they are not normalized, but rather the sum of the
Shapley value and the sum of the estimated one equal v(N) − v(φ), where N is
the set of all 14 synapses, and the sum of the two-phase predicted ones equals
vN ′

(N ′) − vN ′

(φ), where N ′ is the set of the 11 significant synapses.
The figure illustrates that the three synapses with near vanishing contributions
according to the real Shapley value are the ones found as insignificant in the first
phase and that the two-phase predicted Shapley value is much closer to the real
one than the estimated Shapley value.
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Figure 4.7: Two-phase predicted Shapley value of the 20 synapses of S10 found as
significant in the first phase (mean and standard deviation across 10 predictors).
The figure illustrates the consistency of the two-phase procedure.

of synergistic over antagonistic interactions indicates that there is an evolution-

ary pressure in these experiments towards the formation of cooperation between

neurons.

Neurons number 4 and number 9, participating in the counting process when

waiting in a food cell, exhibit the strongest interaction. Further examining the

marginal contributions of each with respect to the other, neuron number 9 has a

very significant contribution of γ9,4̄ + I9,4 = 0.16 when neuron 4 is intact. When

neuron number 4 is perturbed, neuron number 9 has a near-vanishing contribution

of γ9,4̄ = 0.005, testifying that neuron number 9 cannot count by itself, without

neuron number 4. The opposite is also true, as neuron number 4 has a significant

contribution of 0.15 when neuron number 9 is intact and a vanishing contribution

when it is perturbed.

4.2 Neural processing of counting in evolved spiky

and McCulloch-Pitts agents

The study presented in this section extends upon the evolutionary environment

presented in section 1.3.2, aiming to find out whether one can replace the rather
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Figure 4.8: Two-dimensional neuronal interactions of agent W10. The symmetric
interaction Ii,j between each pair of neurons (i < j) is portrayed. The figure
presents the absolute values of the interactions, with dark bars denoting negative
interactions and light bars denoting positive ones.
The figure illustrates that all pairs of significant neurons exhibit strong synergism,
while the pairs involving non-significant neurons exhibit weak synergism or very
weak antagonism.

simple stimulus-response eating action with a memory-dependent delayed action,

in which the agent has to remain still on a food item for an exact constant number

of steps before it can consume it. This kind of delayed response is not trivial since

while waiting on the food the agent faces fixed, invariant inputs. Hence, it must

develop a counting mechanism which will allow it to “remember” how many steps

it already waited. The main goals of this study are to explore the possibility of

evolving such counting agents, and, equipped with the MSA, to study the evolved

dynamics of the counting mechanism.

There is a large pool of evidence concerning the ability of animals to time their

responses and count. In the traditional Sidman avoidance operant conditioning

procedure (Deese & Hulse, 1980), a dog positioned in a two-compartment shuttle-

box learns to move back and forth from one compartment to the other according

to a predefined time schedule, to avoid receiving an aversive electrical current.

There is no sensory signal that marks the onset of the shock, hence the dog has

to learn the fixed time interval between shocks. Platt and Johnson (1971) have

shown that rats can be trained to press a lever a specific number of times and

then activate a feeder to receive food. Fetterman (1993) has demonstrated that
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pigeons learn to choose between two different responses based on the number of

times they peck on a lighted key before it is darkened, simultaneously counting the

number of pecks and timing the pecking duration. There is also some similarity

between the counting task introduced in this section and traditional delayed-

response match-to-sample behavioral tasks (Deese & Hulse, 1980). In a match-

to-sample task, the animal receives a cue indicating the appropriate action, which

should be performed only after the presentation of a second sensory ‘trigger’ cue.

In both types of tasks there is a significant delay between a stimulus, and the

corresponding appropriate response, which makes them impossible to solve by a

simple sensory-motor mapping. However, having the ‘trigger’ cue, the challenge

of a match-to-sample task is to remember, throughout the delay period, which

action should be performed, rather than when it should be preformed, as in the

counting task.

We evolve agents equipped with two types of neurocontrollers: networks of

McCulloch-Pitts neurons, and spiky networks of discrete time Integrate-And-Fire

neurons. Models of spiking neurons have been extensively studied in the neu-

roscience literature. Such networks have a greater computational power than

networks of sigmoidal and McCulloch-Pitts neurons (Maass, 1997), and are able

to model the ability of biological neurons to convey information by the exact

timing of an individual pulse, and not only by the frequency of the pulses (Bug-

mann, 1997; Maass & Ruf, 1999). It is appealing to use spiky neural networks

in EAAs studies since they are biologically more plausible: Biological neurons

perform integration over their presynaptic inputs such that a neuron accumu-

lates its membrane potential over time, and fires if it exceeds a threshold. After

firing the neuron’s membrane potential returns to a resting value that is kept for

a refractory period. Recent studies that combine evolutionary computation with

spiky neural networks have analyzed properties of the spiking dynamics in the

evolved networks, e.g., whether the spiking dynamics result in a time-dependent

or a rate-dependent computation, and the effect of noise on the emerging net-

work (Floreano & Mattiussi, 2001; Paolo, 2002). In this section, in order to

single out the effect of integration and memory of the Integrate-And-Fire model,

we employ a minimal network model that is similar in any other respect to the

McCulloch-Pitts one. However, while the McCulloch-Pitts model only permits a

limited type of dynamic behavior, by its recurrent synapses, the Integrate-And-

Fire model allows for sub-threshold dynamics. This type of dynamics may be
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useful in solving tasks, such as the counting one, that require temporal memory.

We compare the evolution of McCulloch-Pitts and Integrate-And-Fire neurocon-

trollers solving the counting task, focusing on the evolutionary success, the overall

complexity of the evolved neurocontrollers and their counting dynamics. To per-

form these analyses, we utilize the MSA to understand the inner-workings of both

types of evolved neurocontrollers.

The analysis of spiking neurocontrollers in the framework of EAAs brings for-

ward another substantial issues regarding spiking dynamics: Whether an evolved

network with spiking neurons is truly “spiky”, and how one can define and mea-

sure the spikiness level of each neuron. In this section, we mainly address these

questions by defining a new perturbation method that, together with the MSA,

allows to single out the contribution of the spiking dynamics of each neuron.

The rest of this section is organized as follows: Section 4.2.1 describes the

evolutionary environment. Section 4.2.2 presents the results of the evolutionary

experiments and analyzes the evolved neurocontrollers and their dynamics. In

section 4.2.3 we present and quantify two basic properties of spikiness in neu-

rocontrollers, with which we analyze the evolved spiky agents. The results and

their implications are summarized in section 4.2.4.

4.2.1 The EAA environment

The EAA environment is similar to the basic environment presented in sec-

tion 1.3.2, but to a change in the definition of the task and the introduction

of another type of neuron, with different dynamics.

The task

In the basic environment, the agent consumes a resource by standing still on a

grid cell containing it for one time step. Here, the agent has to remain still on

a resource for a waiting period of precisely K steps, without moving or turning,

in order to eat. It eats by closing its mouth on the last waiting step and then

moving forward at the next step. That is, the mouth motor neuron should be

open (a value of 0) in the (K − 1)th waiting step, and closed (a value of 1) in

the Kth one with the state of this motor having no effect for the first K − 2

steps. Hence, in essence, the agent has to learn to count to K. As in the basic

environment, the agent has a limited lifespan of 150 sensorimotor steps. In order

to facilitate the evolution of solutions to this counting task, waiting steps (steps
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in which the agent does not move nor turns) are not considered as part of the

lifespan.

The neurocontrollers

As in the basic environment, all neurocontrollers are fully-recurrent, containing

10 neurons. We compare between neurocontrollers with McCulloch-Pitts (MP)

neurons, employed in the basic environment and conventionally in most EAA

studies, and ones with spiking discrete time Integrate-And-Fire neurons. In both

types of networks, a neuron fires if its voltage exceeds a threshold (set to 0.05 in

all simulations). The spiking dynamics of an Integrate-And-Fire neuron i in our

model are defined by

Vi(t) = λi(Vi(t − 1) − Vrest) + Vrest +
1

n

n
∑

j=1

Aj(t)wi,j, (4.1)

where Vi(t) is the voltage (membrane potential) of neuron i at time t, λi is the

memory factor of neuron i (which stands for its membrane time-constant), Aj(t)

is the activation (firing) of neuron j at time t, wi,j is the synaptic weight from

neuron j to neuron i, n is the number of neurons including the input sensory

neurons, and Vrest stands for the resting voltage (set to zero in all simulations).

After firing, the voltage of a spiking neuron is reset to the resting voltage, with

no refractory period.

This simple and minimal discrete time Integrate-And-Fire model mimics the

ability of biological spiking neurons to integrate input information over time. In

each time step, the voltage of a neuron results from an interplay between the

history of its inputs and its current input field (the last summand in Eq. 4.1).

The memory factor λi, which ranges between 0 and 1, determines the amount of

integration over time that the neuron performs: The higher the memory factor,

the more important is the neuron’s history, Vi(t− 1), compared with the current

input field. Different memory factors may be required for neuronal computations

demanding a different amount of integration over time. A spiking neuron with a

zero memory factor reduces to an MP neuron, in which only the current input

field determines the voltage (section 1.3.2).

The evolution

A genetic algorithm, identical to that used in the basic environment, is employed

to evolve the synaptic weights wi,j of both types of networks. For the spiky
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neurocontrollers, the memory factors λi are evolved as well (in the range [0,1]),

allowing different neurons to perform a different amount of integration over time.

In each evolutionary run, the number of waiting steps K is constant. Thirty evo-

lutionary runs were performed for each number of desired waiting steps, ranging

between 1 and 6.

4.2.2 Analysis of evolved counting agents

Evolutionary results

The evolutionary task is fairly difficult with many evolutionary runs converging

without yielding successful agents. Fig. 4.9.A compares the difficulty of evolving

agents with different waiting periods. For each waiting period K, the figure

presents the mean, over many evolutionary runs, of the performance of the best

agent from the last generation. Evidently, the task is harder as the agent has to

wait on food for a longer period, manifested by a decreasing average performance.

More importantly, evolved spiky neurocontrollers are more successful than MP

ones in solving this task.

Distribution of processing

An important step in understanding an evolved neurocontroller is to measure

the amount in which the network processing is spread across the different neu-

rons. For this, we first compute the performance under all neuronal multi-

perturbations, using stochastic lesioning, and calculate the contribution of each

neuron based on the full information MSA. Based on these neuronal contribu-

tions, we calculate the distribution of processing index D, which measures how

distributed is the function in the network, according to

D = 1 − σ(c) ·
√

n (4.2)

where c is the vector of all neuronal contributions, σ(c) is the standard deviation

of c, and n is the number of neurons. The distribution index is in the range [0, 1],

with a zero distribution score indicating localization of the task to one neuron

alone. The higher the distribution index, the more evenly spread is the network

processing across many neurons, with a distribution value of 1 corresponding to

an exact equal participation of all the neurons in the network’s processing.

As shown above, the difficulty of evolving an agent to solve the counting task

increases with the waiting period. A question arises: Is there a correlation be-
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Figure 4.9: Average performance and distribution vs. waiting period. (A). The
performance of the best evolved agent from the last generation of each evolu-
tionary run, with the specified waiting period K. Results are mean and standard
error across 30 evolutionary runs for each waiting period. (B). Mean and standard
error of the distribution across all successful agents from the initial 30 evolution-
ary runs, with the specified waiting period K. The number of successful agents is
11, 9, 8, 6, 5, 4 for K=1,..,6, respectively, for the MP agents, and 30, 24, 16, 12, 6, 6
for the spiky agents. For K = 5 and for K = 6 we performed more than 30
evolutionary runs to produce the specified number of successful agents, since the
original 30 runs resulted in only one successful MP agent for K = 5, and no
successful MP agents and only 4 successful spiky agents for K = 6.
The figure illustrates that the task is harder as the agent has to wait for a longer
period and that the evolved spiky neurocontrollers are more successful than MP
ones and employ simpler solutions.
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tween the difficulty of evolving a network to solve the task and the distribution

level of networks that solve it? From all agents evolved in the 30 evolutionary

runs performed for each waiting period, we denote the successful agents as those

whose performance is higher than 0.3.3 Fig. 4.9.B presents the distribution index,

averaged over all the successful agents, for each waiting period. In both types

of networks, the distribution index increases for longer waiting periods. Since

the tasks differ only by the duration of the waiting period K, the difference in

the distribution is due to the counting process. Comparing the dynamics of the

two networks, spiky networks have a more localized (less distributed) process-

ing compared with MP networks, suggesting that these solutions are simpler.

Evidently, there is a large negative correlation between the distribution index,

averaged over the successful agents for each waiting period (Fig. 4.9.B), and the

average performance level for each waiting period computed over all evolution-

ary runs, successful and unsuccessful (Fig. 4.9.A): The correlation coefficient is

−0.8 for the spiky networks and −0.9 for the MP ones. These results indicate

that counting tasks with longer waiting periods require more complex network

solutions in terms of distribution of processing, and that the latter is negatively

correlated with the evolutionary success level of solving the task. This is true

comparing agents employing a similar type of dynamics. Comparing between the

two different types of dynamics, we find that spiky agents have simpler network

solutions and are more evolvable to solve the given task. We shall return to

explain these findings later in this section.

Identifying the counting subnetwork

Given a successfully evolved network, consisting of 10 neurons and 100 recurrent

synapses, we set to identify the synaptic functional backbone of the network that

is specifically in charge of the counting process. This is achieved by utilizing

the MSA to analyze the network on the level of the synapses while referring to

the counting process as an independent network function, out of several different

subgoals that the agent solves in order to successfully forage for food. We de-

fine the counting performance score as the number of food items that the agent

consumed divided by the number of times that the agent arrived at a grid cell

containing food. We perform synaptic multi-perturbation experiments on the

3This performance level has been observed to ensure satisfactory foraging and food con-
sumption abilities. See Aharonov-Barki et al. (2001) for a comparison of the performance
levels of the evolved agents to several benchmarks.
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Figure 4.10: The synaptic backbone forming the subnetwork responsible for the
counting of agent S7. Numbered circles represent neurons, arrow lines represent
synapses, with the synaptic weights marked next to them. “Food” represents the
joint influence of the two food sensory inputs. These two sensory inputs both
excite neuron 4 and inhibit neuron 7 when the agent stands on a food item.
The presented synapses are the significant ones according to the estimated MSA
analysis.
The figure illustrates that only neurons 1, 3, 4 and 7 participate in the process-
ing of counting, such that all synapses between neurons 1, 4 and 7 significantly
contribution to the process.

neurocontrollers, using stochastic lesioning, while measuring the counting per-

formance score in each experiment. Importantly, the synaptic perturbations are

performed only while the agent is standing on food, preserving all other aspects

of its foraging abilities. Hence, based on these data, the MSA yields an estimated

contribution of each synapse that isolates the role that it plays in the counting

function alone. A t-test (two sided, α = 0.01) is then performed for each of the

synapses to determine whether this contribution is significant.

The results of one such analysis are presented in Fig. 4.10, illustrating the

synapses that significantly participate in the counting of agent S7, a spiky agent

that waits for K = 7 steps on food, along with their corresponding neurons.

This backbone counting subnetwork identifies the elements in the network that

are in charge of the counting process: Only neurons 1, 3, 4 and 7 participate in

the processing of counting, such that all synapses between neurons 1, 4 and 7

significantly contribute to the process. The food inputs excite neuron 4, while

inhibiting neuron 7. Below, we explore the connections between the counting

elements, explaining the role of each of S7’s synapses in the counting process.
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Activation-pattern analysis of the counting process

In continuation to the above MSA results, and in order to fully understand the

counting process of successful neurocontrollers, we turn to study the activation

patterns of the agent’s neurons during counting. To demonstrate this we focus on

two agents, one with an MP network and one with a spiky network, and compare

their activation patterns. For a specific agent, the firing sequence during waiting

periods usually repeats itself precisely in all counting incidents4. Fig. 4.11.A

presents the activation pattern sequence during the waiting period of agent MP5,

an MP agent with a waiting period of 5 time steps. The sensory inputs, which

are constant during the waiting period, inhibit the first 3 motor neurons, which

are responsible for moving and turning. On each time step, a different distinct

subset of the remaining seven neurons is active, such that at the last waiting

step the agent closes its mouth and eats, and at the next step the forward motor

(neuron 1) is reactivated, and the agent moves. In general, since the sensory

inputs remain exactly the same throughout the waiting period, for an MP agent

to count to K, the network has to pass through K different activation states.

Fig. 4.11.B shows the firing pattern of the counting neurons of S7, the spiky

agent whose spiking subnetwork was presented above (Fig. 4.10). As was observed

from the counting subnetwork, neurons 1, 4 and 7 are the ones that participate

in the counting process. The food inputs inhibit neuron 7 but activate neuron 4,

which has an excitatory synapse to neuron 7. Neuron 7, a spiking neuron with a

memory factor of 0.43, gradually accumulates voltage during steps 3 to 5, till it

passes the threshold and fires at the sixth time step. This firing inhibits neuron

4 on the seventh step, closing the agent’s mouth to consume the food. Closing

the mouth removes the inhibition of neuron 4 on the forward motor (neuron 1),

which causes the agent to move forward, due to a parallel excitation from neuron

7. The excitatory synapse from neuron 7 to neuron 3 (the turn right motor)

makes it more likely for the agent to turn right after eating, thus maintaining

a grazing behavioral strategy (see section 1.3.2). The three excitatory synapses

(from the food inputs to neuron 4, from neuron 4 to neuron 7 and from neuron

7 to the forward neuron) create the dynamic pathway of the counting flow. The

remaining inhibitory synapses ensure that this flow will take place at the exact

required timing. For instance, the inhibitory synapse from neuron 1 to neuron

4This is not guaranteed although the dynamics are deterministic, since the initial state
before the counting may vary across the agent’s lifetime.
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Figure 4.11: Information processing during counting in an MP agent vs. a spiky
one. (A). The activation pattern of the neurons of agent MP5 throughout the
waiting period. An activation value of 1 indicates that the neuron fires. Each
column represents a neuron, where the four leftmost neurons (1 − 4) are the
forward, left, right and mouth motor neurons, respectively. Each row represents
the firing at a different time step, in a consecutive order. Eating occurs at the
fifth time step (marked in bold) when the agent closes its mouth, which is open
in the previous step. After eating, the forward motor is activated and the agent
moves. (B). The activation pattern of neurons 1, 4 and 7 of agent S7 during the
waiting period (all other neurons do not fire throughout this period). Columns
and rows as in A and eating occurs at the seventh time step. (C). The input field
and the voltage of neuron 7 of agent S7 in time steps 3 to 7 of the waiting period,
along with the threshold above which the neuron fires (0.05). The memory factor
of neuron 7 is 0.43. After firing at the sixth time step the voltage is reset to
Vrest (0), and the neuron fires again at the seventh step, activated by neuron 4
together with self excitation, this time without any integration period.

4 ensures that the latter will start firing only a step after the agent stands still

on a food item, thus initiating the described sequence of activations responsible

for counting, such that the agent precisely counts to 7. As shown in Fig. 4.11.C,

during steps 3 to 6 of the waiting period the input field of neuron 7 is constant,

below the threshold. Hence, the neuron’s integrated input field history is the one

causing the increase in its membrane potential. This ability of spiking neurons

allows the same network activation pattern to be repeated several times during

the counting process, since the state of a neuron consists also of its inner voltage.

Thus, theoretically, using spiking dynamics a network can count with a single

neuron that accumulates voltage over K − 1 steps and fires on the Kth one.

We turn to examine whether we can generally find a difference in the efficiency

of the counting process between the evolved MP and spiky agents. We repeat the
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Figure 4.12: The number of active neurons during counting. Mean and standard
error across all successful agents for each waiting period (the same agents were
averaged as in Fig. 4.9.B) of the number of neurons active during the waiting
period (not including the forward motor that is activated after eating).
The figure illustrates that more neurons are active as the waiting period increases
and that more neurons are active in the MP networks than in the spiky ones.

above analysis for all the successful agents and count the number of neurons that

are active during the waiting period. As evident from Fig. 4.12, in both spiky

and MP agents, more neurons are active during counting as the waiting period

increases. However, for the same waiting period, more neurons are counting in the

MP networks than in the spiky ones. Thus, the evolved spiky networks exhibit

a more efficient counting than the MP networks, but not the most efficient one

according to which counting is possible with only one neuron. The reason for

this is that usually in the spiky networks several neurons that do not perform

integration participate in the counting process as well. However, one or more

neurons do use their spikiness to accumulate voltage and count for a few steps.

As a result, less neurons participate in the counting process compared with MP

networks. This engenders the lower distribution levels of the spiky networks that

were found above using the MSA (Fig. 4.9.B).

4.2.3 Quantifying spikiness

Spikiness Measurements

Given an evolved network with spiking neurons, we would like to address the

following questions: Which neurons really utilize their spiking dynamics, and
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do they utilize them specifically for counting? That is, we would like to test

whether indeed spiking dynamics are evolved and utilized in the place where we

intuitively would assume they are needed – where memory resides. To answer

these questions, one has to carefully examine the ‘spikiness’ of neurons. First,

having encoded the neuronal memory factors in the genome gives rise to the

possibility that evolution will yield non-spiky solutions. Second, even if a memory

factor is high, it does not ensure that the neuron indeed utilizes its integration

potential in its firing5. For example, a neuron may receive a large excitatory input

field in every time step and fire in a very high frequency, without performing

any integration over its past input fields. Hence, its pattern of firing would be

indistinguishable from that of an MP neuron with the same input field. Third,

even if the spikiness is utilized for firing, it does not necessarily contribute to the

agent’s performance. Essentially, we aim to distinguish between the case that a

given neuron has been assigned spiking dynamics by evolution, i.e., obtained a

non-vanishing memory factor, and the true level of its spikiness, i.e., the amount

by which it really utilizes its spiking dynamics. As it turns out, no such measures

exist in the literature, and we hence set out to devise two fundamentally different

measures and study them in the evolved agents.

The first index of spikiness measures how much the spiking dynamics of a

neuron influence its firing. If the firing pattern of a neuron would be the same

regardless of whether it possesses spiking dynamics or not, then it will be con-

sidered non-spiky. The Spiking Dynamic Factor (SDF) index is calculated by

comparing the firing of a spiking neuron to that of an MP neuron receiving an

identical input field on each time step (last summand in Eq. 4.1). The fraction

of time steps in which there is a difference between the (binary) activations of

the spiking neuron and the corresponding benchmark MP neuron quantifies the

average percentage of lifetime steps in which the spiking dynamics made a differ-

ence in the firing of the neuron. It is also possible to measure the counting-SDF,

reflecting the influence of the spiking dynamics of a neuron on its firing pattern

specifically during the counting process. This is performed by simply calculating

the SDF score only in steps in which the agent stands on food.

The second measurement of spikiness answers the more fundamental follow-

ing question: how essential are the spiking dynamics of a neuron for the good

5This phenomena frequently manifests itself in evolutionary computation: Some of the pa-
rameters might obtain almost arbitrary values in flat regions of the fitness landscape.
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performance of the agent? If while abolishing the spiking dynamics of a neu-

ron, the agent’s performance deteriorates considerably, then its spiking dynamics

contribute to the agent’s behavior. If, in contrast, the performance level of the

agent is maintained during this procedure, this neuron’s spiking dynamics are

functionally insignificant. To quantify this type of spikiness we use the MSA on

a data set consisting of all multi-perturbations where the perturbation method

perturbs only the memory factors of the neurons, leaving the rest of their dynam-

ics unaltered. Specifically, a neuron is perturbed by clamping its memory factor

to zero, turning it into an MP neuron. Hence, the contributions yielded by the

MSA quantify the causal importance of the spiking dynamics of each neuron to

successful behavior. In what follows, we refer to the contributions obtained from

these data as the Spikiness Relevance (SR) measure.

It is further possible to identify the neurons whose spikiness is specifically

utilized for the counting mechanism, by measuring the agent’s counting perfor-

mance score (section 4.2.2) under each perturbation configuration, such that the

network is perturbed only when the agent stands on food. The contributions

yielded by the MSA on these data, denoted as the counting-SR index, quantifies

how important is the spiking dynamics of each neuron to the counting process.

Analysis of Spikiness

We examine the spikiness level of the neurocontrollers evolved with spiking neu-

rons, focusing on two spiking agents, S5 and S7, with a waiting period of 5 and

7 time steps, respectively. For S5, Fig. 4.13 compares the SR values of the dif-

ferent neurons with their general MSA contributions that quantify how much

each neuron is generally important for successful behavior. Notably, neurons 1,

4, 9 and 10 contribute significantly to the agent’s behavior, while the spikiness

of only neurons 1 and 10 has a significant contribution, according to their SR

values. Fig. 4.13 further presents the SDF values, which differ greatly from the

SR ones: Neuron 5 receives a very high SDF score, but a vanishing SR score. A

more pronounced difference between the two spikiness measurements is apparent

in Fig. 4.14.A, which shows both measures for agent S7 (previously analyzed in

section 4.2.2). Here, neuron 7 has the largest SR value, but a much smaller SDF

score. Neurons 5 and 8 are the most spiky ones according to the SDF measure,

while both have low SR values. Finally, examining the size of the memory factors

of the two agents, denoting the amount by which the neuron’s history influences
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Figure 4.13: Spikiness measurements of S5. SR and SDF scores of the neurons,
along with their general contributions. To be comparable, all three measures are
normalized such that the sum over all neurons equals one.
The figure illustrates that, while neurons 1, 4, 9 and 10 contribute significantly
to the agent’s behavior, the spikiness of only neurons 1 and 10 has a signifi-
cant contribution and that the SDF values fail to capture the importance of the
spikiness.

its current membrane potential (Eq. 4.1), reveals that they are not highly cor-

related with either of the two measurements. For instance, for agent S7, the

memory factors of neurons 5, 6 and 9 equal 1, although neuron 9 has both van-

ishing SR and SDF values. In fact, it is common for a neuron with a high SR

score to have a relatively low memory factor, if this neuron counts over a long

waiting period.

The difference between the results with the two spikiness measurements orig-

inates in their different nature, as each measurement is designed to capture in-

herently different aspects of spiking dynamics. The SR measure targets the ‘se-

mantic’ role of spikiness – that is, their importance to the actual performance of

the agent (either relating to the agent’s overall survival, or computed for various

network functions). The SDF measure is confined to the ‘syntactic’ perspective

of spikiness – that is, how do the spiking dynamics alter neuronal firing compared

with the null hypothesis alternative of MP dynamics. We term the latter effect

‘syntactic’ since large effects on the firing (as measured by the SDF) may turn

to have no effect on the actual behavior of the agent (as measured by the SR).

However, neurons with a large SR value must have a non-zero SDF value, since
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Figure 4.14: Spikiness measurements of S7. (A). SR and SDF scores.
(B). Counting-SR and counting-SDF scores. All measures are normalized such
that the sum over all neurons equals one.
The figure illustrates the difference between the two spikiness measurements and
the difference when focusing on the counting subtask.

influencing the firing pattern of a neuron is a prerequisite of having a behavioral

contribution. Such neurons also tend to be functionally important in general,

with high neuronal contributions.

There is another fundamental difference between the two measurements: The

SDF index measures the influence of a neuron’s spikiness on that neuron itself,

comparing to what would have taken place if it had been an MP once, without

changing the actual neuronal activations. The SR index, on the other hand, by

clamping the memory factor of the neuron during an active simulation, propagates

the influence of the perturbation through time, and thus takes into account the

influence the neuron has on other neurons in consecutive time steps. In the case

of agent S7, as described in section 4.2.2, the spikiness of neuron 7 plays a pivotal

role in the agent’s counting ability by accumulating voltage for 3 time steps and

only then firing. Clamping this neuron’s memory factor disables its firing on the

sixth counting step, and further modifies the firing of neurons 4 and 1 in the

following time steps, impairing the network’s counting, resulting in the very high

SR value. However, since the fraction of steps in which the spiking dynamics

influence the activation of neuron 7 is only about 3% of its total lifetime steps

(the counting steps), this neuron receives a low SDF score.
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Fig. 4.14.B plots the counting-SR and counting-SDF scores of agent S7. Com-

paring first between the SR and the counting-SR values, and between the SDF

and the counting-SDF values reveals that they are not identical for either of the

spikiness measurement. Specifically, when comparing the SDF indexes, the rel-

ative influence of the spikiness of neuron 8 on its overall firing pattern (its SDF

value) is much larger then its relative influence on the firing patten during count-

ing (its counting-SDF value). For the SR indexes, the spikiness of neuron 1 is

generally important for successful behavior, but has no functional contribution

to the counting mechanism (manifested by a zero counting-SR value). Neuron

7, on the other hand, has both high SR and high counting-SR scores. Consider-

ing the counting-SR of neuron 7 solely, one may justly detect that this neuron’s

spikiness is crucial for the counting process. Still, it receives a relatively small

counting-SDF score since during the counting process the spikiness of neuron 7

influences its firing pattern only in a single time step, the sixth one. Later in this

section, we turn to further test whether it is generally the case in our task and

environment that the spikiness critically contributes to the counting process.

Generally, the counting-SDF and counting-SR scores help us better under-

stand the counting dynamics of the spiky networks. As in the case of the SDF

and SR indexes, the same fundamental differences between the two measurements

exist. While the counting-SDF only reflects the ‘syntactic’ influence of spikiness

on counting, namely how do the spiking dynamics alter neuronal firing during

counting, the counting-SR identifies which of the neurons actually use their spik-

iness for the counting, in a manner that impairing it will have an adverse effect

on the agent’s counting performance. In this respect the SR and counting-SR

indexes are the true measurements of causality and functionality of spikiness.

In order to examine in a broad range the amount by which the spiking dy-

namics are functionally utilized in the evolved spiky agents, we compute the SR

scores for all successfully evolved spiky agents that count to four and more (see

Fig. 4.9.B for the number of agents for each K). A neuron’s spikiness is considered

to be relevant if its SR score is at least 10% of the sum of the agent’s SR scores.

Under this definition, there are, on average, 2.16 neurons with spikiness that is

relevant to functional contribution (standard error of 0.168).6 This indicates that

in the evolved spiky agents only a small fraction of the network’s neurons utilize

6If the threshold over which a neuron is considered to have a high SR value is changed to 5%
of the sum of the agent’s SR scores, we get a similar average of 2.33 (0.18) neurons. Changing
to 15% results in 1.95 (0.13).
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their spiking dynamics for successful behavior. But when considering, for the

same agents, the number of neurons with large general contributions, reflecting

the size of the functional neuronal backbone, we obtain a mean value of 5.35 im-

portant neurons (standard error of 0.23).7 Evidently, less than half of the neurons

that crucially contribute to the network’s successful behavior utilize their spiking

dynamics for this purpose.

To further identify the relation between the SR index and the counting-SR

in the evolved agents, we calculate for each agent the correlation between its SR

and counting-SR over all neurons. Out of the 23 agents analyzed, 14 (over 60%)

exhibit a significant positive correlation (p-value < 0.05) between the SR and the

counting-SR over the 10 neurons. Thus, generally, the neurons that have high

SR scores tend also to have high counting-SR scores, testifying that the spiking

dynamics are usually utilized by the agent for solving the counting subtask, the

subtask that really requires them.

4.2.4 Summary

In this section we have succeeded in evolving neurally-driven agents that solve a

non-trivial, memory-dependent counting task, without using any special structure

for counting, or any external reinforcement to the agent while waiting. We have

utilized the MSA to conclude that as the agents have to count over longer time

periods, the resulting evolved networks employ a more distributed processing,

while there are less successful evolutionary runs. That is, in our setting, as the

network solutions of a task become more complex in terms of distribution of

processing, the harder it is to evolve such solutions. This might be generally the

case in other settings, making the chosen network architecture and dynamics an

important component in determining the success or failure of an evolutionary

process. Through the MSA analysis, while comparing the two types of networks,

it has been shown that MP networks are more distributed, and reach poorer

evolutionary results, than spiky networks. Hence, in a counting task, as may well

be the case in other memory-dependent tasks, networks of spiking neurons are less

complex and easier to evolve. More important, we tackle the question of how do

the networks solve the counting task, using several functional analysis methods,

mainly based on an MSA applied to different levels of the neurocontrollers, with

7This was, analogously, calculated while considering a neuron with a large contribution as
one whose contribution is at least 10% of the sum of all contributions.
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different studied functions and different perturbation methods.

The study of spiky neural networks in the context of EAAs brings forward

basic questions regarding spiking dynamics that have not yet been raised. Ap-

parently, the potential spiking dynamics does not necessarily transcribe to actual

spikiness in the network. We have presented two different means by which the

spikiness level of each neuron can be defined and quantified. The first merely

measures the influence the spiking dynamics of a neuron have on its firing. The

second measures how essential are the spiking dynamics of a studied neuron for

good performance. This latter measure is carried out by an MSA neuronal analy-

sis that is based on a perturbation method that only perturb a neuron’s memory

factor, thus eliminating its spiking dynamics. Based also on a more delicate such

MSA analysis that focuses on the counting subtask as the studied function, we

have concluded that the evolved spiking dynamics are mainly utilized for this

subtask where memory is required.

Finally, future studies may further compare spiking neural networks to other

network models, and explore the spiking model in different environments and

behavioral tasks. The general methods and indices presented throughout this

section provide the basic tools for the analysis of other agents, solving other

types of tasks. Specifically, the full information MSA used in this section may

be replaced by the more scalable MSA variants to yield the same indices and

conclusions when analyzing more complex agents that solve more complex types

of tasks.

4.3 Analyzing fault-tolerant EAAs

Neurally-driven EAAs, as described in section 1.3.1, often manifest interesting

biological-like characteristics, making them a promising model for studying neural

processing and developing methods for its analysis. Still, being abstractions, they

are missing many qualities of natural systems. This section focuses on one such

important quality, fault-tolerance, which is prevalently found in all levels of living

organisms. Generally, fault-tolerance emerges as a consequence of evolutionary

pressure which favors organisms that are more resilient to harm. In this section I

emulate such a pressure by modifying a given evolutionary performance function,

encouraging the creation of neurocontrollers that manifest high levels of fault-

tolerance. These neurocontrollers are more plausible, both biologically and for
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hardware implementation.

A large amount of work has been invested in enhancing the fault-tolerance of

feedforward neural networks, either by explicitly adding redundant hidden nodes

or by modifying the back-propagation training algorithm (e.g. Chiu, Mehrotra,

Mohan, & Ranka, 1994). Evolutionary techniques for producing fault-tolerant

systems have been mainly developed in the context of evolvable hardware, starting

from Thompson (1996) who suggested to deliberately subject an evolving system

to faults during its performance evaluations. Canham and Tyrrell (2002) have

used Thompson’s method, while investigating what causes an evolved circuit to

be tolerant to faults. In a recent paper (Zhou & Chen, 2003), a genetic algorithm

based method is applied for improving the fault-tolerance of feedforward, back-

propagation trained, neural networks. All these studies first produce a processing

system that perform the required function and only then aim at producing fault-

tolerance. In this section, I evolve fault-tolerant embedded neurocontrollers both

using a direct evolution and an incremental one. Furthermore, I deal with fully-

recurrent networks, without an explicit error function, rather than restricting the

scope to feedforward networks trained via back-propagation.

In comparison to the neurocontrollers analyzed in the above sections, the

fault-tolerant agents evolved in this study pose a much greater analysis chal-

lenge, serving as a more biologically plausible testbed for analysis methods such

as the MSA. In this section, I utilize the MSA for the analysis of the evolved

neurocontrollers, examining the fault-tolerance mechanisms.

The rest of the section is organized as follows: Section 4.3.1 describes the

change in the evolutionary pressure that engenders the fault-tolerance. Sec-

tion 4.3.2 tests the levels of emerging fault-tolerance and analyzes its localization

in the network. Section 4.3.3 presents further analyses that allow to decipher the

backup mechanisms underlying the fault-tolerance. Last, the results and their

implications are summarized in section 4.3.4.

4.3.1 The EAA environment

The EAA environment used in this study is similar to the basic environment of

section 1.3.2, but to the following change that is introduced in order to facilitate

the evolution of fault-tolerance: While an agent’s performance is being evalu-

ated throughout the evolutionary process, phenotypic faults are introduced, thus

making the fault-tolerance an integral part of the task specification. Particularly,
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the fitness of an agent is determined by evaluating it n times, in addition to the

regular evaluation, with a different neuron removed from the neurocontroller in

each of these evaluations.8 The mean lesion fitness function is then defined by

1

n + 1
(f(N) +

n
∑

i=1

f(N \ {i})), (4.3)

where N = {1, . . . , n} is the set of neurons (n = 10 in all simulations) and f is the

performance. f(N) denotes the performance level of the intact neurocontroller,

which is the standard performance introduced in section 1.3.2, while f(N \ {i})
denotes the performance level of the neurocontroller when neuron i is removed.

The mean lesion fitness function is utilized to create fault-tolerant neurocon-

trollers in two ways: One is incremental evolution, in which an evolutionary run

is first conducted using the standard performance function, starting from random

neurocontrollers. Then, in the incremental stage, starting from the most success-

ful agent in this evolutionary run, agents are evolved using the mean lesion fitness

function. The second consists of a direct evolutionary run using the mean lesion

fitness function, starting with random neurocontrollers. Ten evolutionary runs

of each of the two types were performed, all with the same neurocontrollers and

genetic algorithm parameters as described in section 1.3.2.

4.3.2 Analysis of evolutionary results

We begin by testing whether the introduced change to the performance function

results in more fault-tolerant agents. Fig. 4.15 presents both the standard perfor-

mance and the mean lesion fitness of the successful agents. The difference between

the two functions serves to quantify the level of fault-tolerance. As evident, the

agents evolved using the mean lesion fitness are much more fault-tolerant com-

pared with the agents evolved using the standard performance (the ones serving

as the basis for the incremental stage), while reaching almost the same level of

intact performance. This testifies that the modified evolutionary pressure indeed

encourages the creation of fault-tolerance, when using either direct or incremental

evolutions.

In order to further quantify the level of fault-tolerance of a neurocontroller,

we measure the degradation in the agent’s standard performance level as it is

8When removing a motor neuron the activity transmitted to the motor itself in not altered,
but only the activity transmitted to other neurons, thus hindering only the role it plays in the
recurrent neurocontroller’s computations.
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Figure 4.15: The standard performance and mean lesion fitness for the agents
evolved with the standard fitness (Regular), for the agents evolved using incre-
mental evolution (Incremental) and for the agents evolved using direct evolution
(Direct). All are mean (and standard error) of the most successful agent from
each of the 10 evolutionary runs of that type.
The figure illustrates that the modified evolutionary pressure encourages the cre-
ation of fault-tolerance.
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subjected to more and more concurrent lesions. Fig. 4.16 shows the average

performance level of agent F, an incrementally evolved fault-tolerant agent, as a

function of the lesioning depth (the number of concurrently removed neurons).

Obviously, the agent after the incremental evolution maintains, for all lesion

depths, a much higher level of performance than its predecessor, before applying

the incremental stage of the evolution. Interestingly, though during the evolution

only single-lesions are afflicted, the evolutionary pressure encourages a higher

level of fault-tolerance, e.g., the agent’s performance level when four of its neurons

are removed is about the same as the performance level of the agent evolved

without the mean lesion fitness when only two of its neurons are removed. We

define the robustness index to be the area below the curve of the type introduced

in Fig. 4.16. Evidently, based on this measure, the evolution with the mean lesion

fitness yields agents which are much more robust (inset of Fig. 4.16).

Lesioning a neuron that plays no part in carrying out the neurocontroller’s

function might have no effect on the performance level. Hence, as suggested by

Canham and Tyrrell (2002) in the context of evolvable hardware, systems whose

function is carried out by a small fraction of its elements would be regarded as

more robust. We wish to test whether the above results are indeed a manifestation

of the evolution of backup mechanisms or whether they are merely an outcome

of smaller effective sizes of the neurocontrollers evolved with the mean lesion

fitness. An intuitive way to attack this question, analogous to the one suggested

by Canham and Tyrrell (2002), is to test, for a neuron that has no effect on the

performance level when single-lesioned, whether is has an effect when lesioned

together with any other neuron. Indeed, there are incidents where this suffices

to expose the effect of neurons. For instance, in agent F, lesioning either neuron

number 5 or neuron number 10 by themselves does not change the performance

level considerably, while lesioning them together does cause a large decrease of

62%. Nevertheless, since the evolved neurocontrollers exhibit an improved fault-

tolerance to deep levels of lesioning, as shown above, double-lesions might not be

enough to reveal all the neurons playing a true part in carrying out the function.

Indeed, Canham and Tyrrell (2002) report that using this kind of approach still

gives only an impression of what is taking place, while missing elements which

must be of importance. To overcome the drawbacks of finding the important

neurons based on single-lesions and/or double-lesions, we turn to utilize the MSA.

Based on all the possible multi-perturbation experiments, where the perturba-
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Figure 4.16: The mean normalized performance level as a function of the lesioning
depth, for agent F (solid line) and for its predecessor, serving as the basis for the
incremental stage in which F was evolved (dashed line). The robustness index
equals 3.87 for the former and 2.56 for the latter. The inset depicts the mean
robustness index of the agents of each type, in the same order of bars as in
Fig. 4.15.
The figure illustrates that, for all lesioning depths, the agent after the incremental
evolution maintains a higher level of performance.
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Figure 4.17: MSA contributions vs. single-perturbation contributions of agent F.
The single-perturbation contribution of a neuron is the decrease in the perfor-
mance level when the neuron is removed. In order to be comparable, both are
normalized such that the sum across all neurons equals 1.
The figure illustrates that the MSA reveals the true contribution of neurons which
importance is missed by the single-perturbation approach.

tion method simply removes the perturbed neurons from the system, as performed

throughout the evolutionary process, the MSA reveals the true contribution of

neurons whose importance has been missed by the single-perturbation approach

(Fig. 4.17). For instance, arbitrarily defining an important neuron as one with a

normalized contribution greater than 0.03, the MSA reveals 7 important neurons

while the single-perturbation approach reveals only 4 of them. The performance

level even slightly increases when perturbing neuron number 5 alone, resulting

in a negative single-perturbation contribution, while actually this neuron is an

important one. Generally, the disagreement between the single-perturbation ap-

proach and the MSA is greater for the agents evolved using the mean lesion fitness,

with single-perturbation contributions being as far from the MSA contributions as

random normalized vectors are (Fig. 4.18).
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The figure illustrates that the disagreement between the single-perturbation ap-
proach and the MSA is greater for the agents evolved using the mean lesion
fitness.
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Armed with the MSA contributions, we can finally return to test whether

the neurocontrollers evolved with the mean lesion fitness are of smaller effective

sizes. The results testify that this is not the case as agents of all three evolution-

ary types have, on the average, the same number of important neurons (mean of

7.1 neurons), with no significant difference.9 This new finding leads to the con-

clusion that the agents evolved with the mean lesion fitness are more robust due

to the evolution of backup mechanisms, rather than the mere evolution of smaller

solutions. We return to further investigate these mechanisms in section 4.3.3.

To examine the wide gap between the contributions yielded by a single-

perturbations analysis and the contributions yielded by the MSA, we utilize the

k-bounded MSA variant (section 3.7). Fig. 4.19 plots the distance between the

MSA K-bounded contributions and the full MSA contributions as a function

of K. Obviously, the K-bounded contributions approach the actual contribu-

tions much slower for the fault-tolerant agent, testifying that one must use a

deep level of multi-perturbations in order to gain true insights into the working

of such systems. For instance, an analysis of the regular neurocontroller based

on single-perturbations solely is as accurate as an analysis of the fault-tolerant

neurocontroller based on all multi-perturbations of up to depth 4.

4.3.3 Mechanisms underlying fault-tolerance

Observing the MSA two-dimensional interactions (section 3.8) between all pairs

of neurons of agent F reveals many negative ones, pointing to pairs of neurons

which backup each other’s function (Fig. 4.20). Obviously, the backup scenario

is not a clear-cut case as one might have expected, according to which each re-

dundant neuron has another redundant one completely backing it up. Rather,

several neurons backup several others to some extent, e.g., each of neurons 4, 9

and 10 backup each of the two others. These results exemplify the multiplicity

of negative interactions in the agents evolved with the mean lesion fitness. While

these agents have, on the average, 15.1 negative interactions of meaningful mag-

nitude, the agents evolved with the standard performance have only 7.8, with this

difference being significant (p-value < 0.05). Comparing the number of positive

interactions, the former have much less than the latter (mean of 17.8, compared

9This result is for the definition of an important neuron as one with a normalized contribution
greater than 0.03, but the conclusion still holds for other importance thresholds, though the
number of important neurons varies.
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tributions much slower for the fault-tolerant agent.
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Figure 4.20: The symmetric MSA interactions between each pair of neurons of
agent F. The figure presents the absolute values, with dark bars denoting negative
interactions and light bars denoting positive ones.
The figure illustrates the non clear-cut scenario of backup.

with mean of 27.1; p-value < 0.05). These results testify to the fact that the

evolutionary pressure introduced by the mean lesion fitness function encourages

the emergence of functional overlap between the neurons, at the expense of the

emergence of cooperation, which results in the evolution of neurocontrollers that

are much more fault-tolerant.

Since, as shown above, the backup scenario is not a clear-cut case, we turn to

more closely analyze the fault-tolerance mechanisms by focusing on the level of the

individual synaptic connections. We apply the estimated MSA (section 3.5) based

on small samples of 10 permutations of synaptic multi-perturbation experiments

for each agent. For each of the agents, we test for each of its synapses whether

it significantly contributes to its performance (two-sided t-tests, α = 0.01). The

agents evolved with the mean lesion fitness have more synapses in the resulted

synaptic backbone (mean of 20.4 significant synapses, compared with mean of

17.1; p-value < 0.05), implying that those fault-tolerant agents perform a more

complicated function. Bearing in mind that, as shown in the previous section,

both the fault-tolerant and the regular neurocontrollers consist of the same num-

ber of important neurons, we conjecture that the additional 3.3 synapses found,

on the average, are due to synaptic connections playing a role in the backup

mechanisms between these neurons.
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4.3.4 Summary

This section has introduced a modification to evolutionary processes for evolv-

ing neurocontrollers that, while reaching a good performance level, exhibit high

fault-tolerance to neuronal lesioning. The modification was shown to be success-

ful both when starting from a successful, but not fault-tolerant, neurocontroller

(incremental evolution) and when starting from random ones (direct evolution).

The evolved neurocontrollers exhibit a high level of fault-tolerance, not only to

the faults introduced during the evolutionary process, but also to much more ex-

treme ones. Aiming to understand the workings of these evolved neurocontrollers,

their robustness poses a great challenge. I have utilized the MSA to uncover the

important neurons, as well as the interactions between them, while overcoming

the inherent disadvantages of single-perturbation approaches, showing that these

disadvantages are amplified in the face of fault-tolerance. Based on the MSA,

the depth of perturbations required to get a good insight into the workings of

a neurocontroller has been quantified. Furthermore, the analysis reveals that

the robustness of the neurocontrollers is due to the actual evolution of backup

mechanisms, captured by the functional interactions, rather than the evolution of

smaller solutions. Lastly, while the fault-tolerant neurocontrollers utilize the same

number of important neurons to perform their function, the underlying synaptic

networks are more complicated than the ones of regular neurocontrollers.

The development and study of the MSA has been first done within the frame-

work of EAAs. Nevertheless, the MSA is geared toward general experimental

biological applications. Several such applications are presented in chapter 5. Ro-

bustness, being a common quality of biological systems, must be properly handled

by any analysis method applied to biological experiments. The research described

in this section has demonstrated the applicability of the MSA to the analysis of ro-

bust systems, overcoming the disadvantages of the single-perturbation approach,

and has established that a deep level of perturbation should be used in order to

correctly identify the important elements in such systems.

4.4 Evolutionary network minimization

Pruning a neural network is a standard approach in the connectionist literature

by which unimportant synapses are removed, usually in order to enhance the

network’s generalization capabilities (Reed, 1993). The study presented in this
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section focuses on pruning in the context of neurally-driven EAAs. We propose

a new, Evolutionary Network Minimization (ENM) algorithm, which is essen-

tially a standard genetic algorithm with an additional step during reproduction

in which synapses are irreversibly eliminated. Starting from successfully evolved

agents, ENM is utilized to prune their neurocontrollers while maintaining their

performance.

The quest for network minimization has received considerable attention in

the past. Several pruning algorithms in the neural networks literature, such as

Optimal Brain Damage (OBD; LeCun, Denker, Solla, Howard, & Jackel, 1990)

and Optimal Brain Surgeon (OBS; Hassibi & Stork, 1993) are non-evolutionary

methods which rely on the existence of a supervised error function. OBD and

OBS analytically predict the effect of a synapse removal on the error in a feed-

forward neural network. In the case of EAAs no such explicit error function is

available and the neurocontrollers may be recurrent. A pruning algorithm for

analyzing asynchronous random boolean networks was presented (Rohlfshagen &

Paolo, 2004) but is restricted to that context. Some evolutionary minimization

algorithms have also been suggested (Yao & Liu, 1996; Whitley, Starkweather, &

Bogart, 1990), but they too rely on supervised learning and retraining. Another

approach to evolutionary minimization has been to incorporate an explicit net-

work complexity term in the performance function (Zhang & Mühlenbein, 1993).

Such algorithms are problematic since balancing the coefficient of the original

performance and that of the network complexity term is a delicate art. Further-

more, the tree encoding used (Zhang & Mühlenbein, 1993) is inappropriate for

recurrent neurocontrollers.

ENM has a unique combination of features which distinguish it from previous

evolutionary minimization algorithms: 1. Minimization begins after functional

neurocontrollers have been successfully evolved. 2. An explicit penalty term is

not added to the performance function. 3. Successful minimization relies solely

on the workings of a drift which removes unimportant synapses and, importantly,

on continuing adaptive modifications of the magnitudes of the remaining synaptic

weights. 4. ENM does not utilize a supervised error function, which makes it

applicable for the minimization of EAAs.

This section focuses, after describing the ENM algorithm (section 4.4.1) and

exemplifying its results (section 4.4.2), on the following question: Which synaptic

connections “survive” the minimization? In section 4.4.3 we utilize the MSA to
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show that the important synapses in the original neurocontroller have a larger

probability to participate in the synaptic backbones that result from its mini-

mization.

4.4.1 The algorithm

The ENM algorithm receives as input a successfully evolved neurocontroller and

aims to output a pruned neurocontroller, while maintaining the performance level

of the original agent. ENM is a genetic algorithm which evolves a population of

genomes, directly encoding the networks’ synaptic weights (and possibly also

other parameters such as the neuronal thresholds). Receiving a neurocontroller

to be minimized as its input, the algorithm starts by duplicating the input net-

work’s genome to form the first generation. Then, a standard genetic algorithm

is applied, with an additional elimination step which takes place after applying

the standard selection, crossover and mutation operators, in each generation. In

the elimination step, each synapse is eliminated (zeroed) with a certain fixed

deletion probability. Eliminated synapses remain zeroed and cannot be revived

by mutation, thus creating pressure for network minimization. The performance

function used for evaluating the new generation of agents is simply the original

one. Evolution continues until both the average performance and the average

number of remaining synapses in the population converge. The result of the evo-

lutionary process is then a population of networks from which ENM selects and

outputs the network with the best performance.

The deletion operator is the source of the drift towards a minimized genome.

The smaller the deletion probability is, the longer it will take for the algorithm to

converge, while a too large deletion probability might result in poor performance

scores. The deletion probability parameter is hence set by a search process which

finds a high value that still leads to high average population performance score

(for example by starting with a low value and gradually increasing it as long as

the average population performance remains high).

A standard genetic algorithm for evolving neurocontrollers can be easily trans-

formed into an ENM in the following simple way: All the genetic operators and

their parameters from the original algorithm (which were possibly optimized for

a specific environment) are retained as is and the following three enhancements

are introduced:

1. Start from a first generation of duplicates of one successful agent.
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2. Modify the mutation operator to perform the following operation on each

parameter: if the parameter value is zero, retain this value. When it is not

zero, with a certain given deletion probability zero it, otherwise change the

parameter value according to the original mutation operator.

3. Perform a preliminary coarse search to identify the optimal deletion prob-

ability.

4.4.2 Results

We applied the ENM for minimizing an agent that had been successfully evolved

in the environment presented in section 1.3.2. All genetic operators and parame-

ter values used within the ENM to minimize the agent are kept to be the same

as those in the original environment, which were used to evolved it. The deletion

probability is set to 0.002, but the results presented here are not sensitive to

this parameter, converging to the same results with a deletion probability that is

smaller by an order of magnitude.

The ENM, as in many other experiments performed (Ganon et al., 2005),

markedly reduces the number of network synapses while preserving the agent’s

high performance values. Across 20 different ENM runs, the minimized neurocon-

troller consists of an average of 27 synapses out of the original 150. The average

performance is, on average, 93% of the performance of the successful agent before

minimization.

4.4.3 Preservation of characteristics

Since the ENM minimized agent is an evolutionary descendant of the original

one, one may hope that it preserves the functional characteristics of its ances-

tor. Nevertheless, such preservation is not guaranteed. Here, we show that the

minimized agents do tend to preserve the essential functional characteristics of

their ancestors. Preservation of functional characteristics is a much desired prop-

erty if one aims to use ENM to obtain insights into the workings of the original,

non-pruned agent.

First, the minimized agents exhibit behavioral patterns similar to those ex-

hibited by the original ones. For example, the original agent used throughout

this section exhibits a unique characteristic, not found in other successful agents

evolved in the same environment, according to which when walking along a wall,
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Figure 4.21: Distribution of synapses across different ENM runs. The histogram
plots the number of different synapses (y-axes) surviving the pruning a certain
number of times (x-axes) out of 20 ENM runs. For instance, 12 different synapses
survived in only one run and 14 synapses survived all 20 runs.
The figure illustrates that the ENM strives to preserve a core of important
synapses.

the agent keeps a one cell distance from it. The ENM minimized agents in all 20

runs exhibit this exact same unique characteristic.

Fig. 4.21 plots the distribution of the surviving synapses over all 20 runs. A

large portion of the original synapses of a typical minimized network (14 out

of an average of 27) has survived in all the minimized agents. This observa-

tion indicates that the ENM strives to preserve a core of important synapses.

If the surviving synapses had been selected randomly and not as a function of

their importance, then the number of surviving synapses would have been strictly

monotonously decreasing with the frequency of survival. The characteristic dis-

tribution manifested in Fig. 4.21 shows that this is clearly not the case.

Focusing on a specific minimized neurocontroller, it consists of the 14 synapses

that survived all the ENM runs and 8 other synapses which survived only some

of the runs. Further investigation reveals that these 8 synapses can be deleted

without any performance deterioration simply by changing the threshold of the

postsynaptic neurons to simulate the condition of the presynaptic neurons always
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being active. The genetic algorithm could not find such solutions as the thresholds

were not evolved but rather set to a fixed value of zero (section 1.3.2).

We turn to more formally investigate the hypothesis that the more important

synapses of the input network to the ENM stand a better chance of being re-

tained during minimization. To quantify the importance of each synapse in the

original neurocontroller, we use the MSA: We afflict multi-perturbations upon

the synapses, as dictated by the estimated MSA variant (section 3.5; 200 per-

mutations), while measuring the corresponding performance score of the agent

during each perturbation. Based on these data, the importance of each synapse

to the agent’s overall performance is assessed via the estimated MSA. According

to this analysis, the 14 synapses which survived all the 20 different ENM runs

are among the 20 most important ones. In contrast, the 14 synapses are only

among the first 70 synapses (out of 150) when considering them by order of their

weights’ magnitude. This testifies that the probability of the synapses to be re-

tained following an ENM is indeed related to their functional importance in the

original, intact agent. This ENM tendency to remove the less important synapses

is paramount for preserving the agent’s functional characteristics.

4.5 Analysis of the course of evolution

The majority of neurally-driven EAA studies, including the genetic algorithm de-

scribed in section 1.3.2, employ direct genotype-to-phenotype encodings, where

each synaptic weight is denoted by a specifically designated gene. These direct en-

codings scale quadratically with the number of neurons in the network and hence

are hypothesized to be inadequate from solving complex tasks. Furthermore, the

network size needed to solve a given task is unknown beforehand. These problems

have led to considerable effort aimed at developing indirect encodings, where the

genome contains a developmental program for specifying the neurocontroller (e.g.

Dasgupta & McGregor, 1992; Pujol & Poli, 1998; Whitley et al., 1990; Kitano,

1990; Gruau, 1994; Kodjabachian & Meyer, 1998a).

Boshy and Ruppin (2003) have presented a novel indirect encoding method,

based on an adaptive varying compact representation, where individual neurons

may utilize different levels of encoding. More specifically, instead of explicitly

encoding all synaptic weights, the Self-Organized Compact Encoding (SOCE)

adaptively maintains only a restricted representation: The genome consists of a
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list of neuronal segments, each encoding the incoming synapses of a corresponding

neuron. The segment contains a gene that specifies the encoding level E of the

neuron, followed by a list of E encoding parameter genes. These parameters are

mapped using a piecewise interpolation transcription transform to generate all

the incoming synaptic weights of the neuron (Boshy & Ruppin, 2003). A genetic

algorithm is utilized to evolve both the encoding level genes and the encoding

parameter ones. Individual neurons within a neurocontroller may utilize different

encoding levels, ranging from uniform synaptic weights to a direct, one-to-one

specification of all synaptic weights.

The results of applying SOCE to the evolution of neurocontrollers are detailed

in Boshy and Ruppin (2003). Here, I focus on testing SOCE’s dynamics by exam-

ining, throughout the evolutionary process, the encoding level a neuron is assigned

in comparison with its contribution. Focusing on one SOCE evolutionary run, in

the evolutionary environment described in section 1.3.2, every 1000 generations

the best agent from the population is analyzed using the MSA to calculate the

contribution of each neuron (full information MSA using stochastic lesioning).

Then, the correlation between the yielded contribution vector and the encoding

levels of the different neurons is calculated.

The results, summarized in Fig. 4.22 point to a high level of correlation be-

tween the contribution a neuron has and its encoding level. Interestingly, this

correlation tend to generally increase as evolution proceeds. These results may

support the claim that SOCE successfully operates to preserve the important

neurons during evolution, and to eliminate or compact unimportant ones (Boshy

& Ruppin, 2003). Still, it should be noted, that the correlation does not nec-

essarily identify the indicated causality. Rather, it may also be the case that a

neuron is important due to a high encoding level. Put together, it is likely that

in reality a complex feedback loop takes place during a SOCE-guided evolution;

as the encoding level of less important neurons is decreased, they become even

less functional and hence, less important, making them more vulnerable to fur-

ther decrease in the encoding level, and so on. The increase in the correlation

throughout the evolution testifies to the powerful effect of this feedback coupling.

Beyond assisting to reveal the dynamics underlying SOCE, the analysis pre-

sented in this section serves as one further illustration of the power of the MSA.

It demonstrates the possibility of applying an MSA throughout an evolutionary

process, analyzing the neurocontrollers as they emerge. Using the more scalable
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Figure 4.22: Correlation between encoding level and contribution. Throughout
an evolutionary run, for the best agent every 1000 generations, the correlation
between the encoding levels and the contributions across the agent’s neurons is
plotted.
The figure illustrates a high correlation that tends to increase as evolution pro-
ceeds.
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MSA variants, it may be possible to analyze the course of neurocontroller evo-

lution in more detail. Such an analysis may permit, for instance, to study when

and how neurons differentiate and take on different roles in the network, allow-

ing to address fundamental questions concerning the evolutionary dynamics of

neurocontrollers.

4.6 Discussion

As evolved neurocontrollers grow more and more complex, there is a clear need

for principled methods for their analysis. As pointed out previously, and as

evident from effects such as functional overlap, which is much more prevalent in

the fault-tolerant agents, single-perturbation approaches do not suffice to portray

the correct function localization in a system. Aiming at a causal analysis, multi-

perturbations must be afflicted upon the neurocontroller. The MSA is the first

framework to make sense out of such experiments in a formal, axiomatic and

rigorous manner.

This chapter has first validated the capabilities of the different MSA variants

to the analysis of neurocontrollers, pointing to the MSA’s accuracy, scalability,

efficacy and computational efficiency. Then, it continued to present the applica-

tion of the MSA in several different agents-based studies, proving its usefulness

in addressing substantial questions arising in these different contexts.

In the first of these applications, we have utilized the MSA to conclude that

counting agents use more distributed processing, while there are less successful

evolutionary runs, as they have to count over longer time periods. Moreover,

while comparing networks of McCulloch-Pitts neurons with networks of spiking

neurons, evolved to solve the counting task, it has been shown that the former

are more distributed, and reach poorer evolutionary results. Hence, in a counting

task, as may be the case in other memory-dependent tasks, networks of spiking

neurons are less complex and easier to evolve. More important, we successfully

tackled the question of how do the networks solve the counting task and quantified

the part played by the spiking dynamics of each neuron. Based on the latter

measure, we have concluded that the evolved spiking dynamics are mainly utilized

for the counting subtask, where memory is required. The measures and indices

used in these analyses, based on the MSA, are general ones and hence, may

provide a tool for the analysis of other agents in future studies.
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Another modification to the basic evolutionary environment, that allowed

the emergence of more complex and more biologically-plausible neurocontrollers,

is the introduction of an evolutionary pressure towards the emergence of fault-

tolerance. Under this modification, the evolved neurocontrollers exhibit a high

level of robustness, making their analysis a great challenge. Utilizing the MSA,

the important neurons have been identified in spite of the backups among them.

Furthermore, based on the neuronal interactions, it has been shown that the

robustness of the neurocontrollers is due to the actual evolution of backup mech-

anisms, which are then further illuminated by an analysis of the neurocontrollers

on the level of their synapses. These results exhibit the answers supplied by the

MSA to the challenge posed by the existence of robustness, a prevalent challenge

when analyzing real biological experiments.

In the last two applications presented in this chapter, we have utilized the

MSA to gain insights into the dynamics of unrelated evolutionary algorithms.

First, by recognizing a correlation between the contribution of a synapse and its

probability of surviving a straightforward evolutionary minimization process, we

concluded that this algorithm indeed tends to remove the less important synapses

and hence, has a high chance of preserving the agent functional characteristics.

Second, by applying the MSA throughout an evolutionary process using an indi-

rect encoding method, we identified a high correlation between the importance

of a neuron and the encoding level it employs, a correlation that increases in

evolutionary time. This last application demonstrates the possibility of applying

the MSA throughout an evolutionary process, allowing to study the course taken

by the evolution.

As discussed in the previous chapter, the MSA generality allows one, based

on the system and research question in hand, to determine the exact analysis

of relevance in order to gain insight into the system’s functioning. This chapter

provided a wide array of analysis examples that demonstrate this flexibility. In

each analysis we have defined what constitutes an element, what is the studied

function and what perturbation method should be employed. The following para-

graphs discuss each of these issues in turn. Based on these three definitions, a

multi-perturbation data set is obtained and the MSA variant that should best be

employed in the specific scenario is utilized to carry out the actual analysis.
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Choice of elements

Implicit in the description of the MSA is the assumption that the system to be

analyzed is composed of discrete identifiable elements. While in most systems

some definition of elements may be more natural than others, it is often possible,

perhaps even desirable, to consider other definitions as well. For example, while

neurocontrollers are most often seen as composed of neurons, and hence their

analysis may be expected to uncover the different neuronal contributions to the

neurocontroller’s performance, we have shown in this chapter several analyses

on the level of single synapses, resulting in a more fine-grained understanding

of the network. Conversely, while biological brains are composed of neurons as

well, lesion analyses usually work on the level of whole brain regions, taking each

region as a single element. Within the analogous context of biological knockout

experiments, genes are most often seen as the basic element. However, in some

contexts it might be preferable to consider single amino acids as the basic element,

or perhaps consider whole genetic subsystems.

Choice of the studied function

The issue of defining a function to be studied is essential in any functional local-

ization analysis. Applying the MSA to different functions performed by the same

system will uncover the contribution of each element to each function separately.

A thoughtful specification of these functions may help to illuminate different as-

pects of the system’s behavior. For instance, Aharonov et al. (2003) used the

FCA to analyze agents developed in the basic evolutionary environment in respect

to two performance measures, reflecting the two modes of behavior these agents

display (see section 1.3.2). The first measures the agent’s capacity to travel long

distances, and hence reflects its capacity for exploration. The second, reflecting

its capacity for grazing, measures the agent’s ability to cover large areas in its

search for food. The contributions derived from this analysis were then used to

assess the extent to which each neuron is specialized to a given task. In this

chapter, a careful definition of the function to be analyzed allowed the MSA to

reveal those synapses specifically in charge of counting, differentiating them from

the synapses which contribute to other aspects of the agent’s performance. The

flexibility formed by the choice of function is further utilized in the next chapter

(section 5.1) to analyze a neurophysiological model of a swimming lamprey, where

not only the synaptic backbone underlying its oscillatory activity is uncovered,
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but also the synaptic backbones underlying various characteristics of these oscil-

lations. This is achieved by defining a different function for each characteristic of

interest and applying the MSA to analyze the multi-perturbation data gathered

for each function.

Choice of the perturbation method

Much as in the choice of function, different perturbation methods may be used

to illuminate different aspects of the system’s functioning. While the most nat-

ural choice for perturbing a neural element would probably be simply removing

it from the network, this is by far not the only alternative. Indeed, as detailed

in chapter 2, Aharonov et al. (2003) suggested using stochastic lesioning, which

effectively negates the information content of the perturbed element’s activity,

without changing its mean firing rate, and hence, without affecting the mean in-

put field of other elements. Chapter 2 generalizes this concept in the development

of the informational lesioning method, which makes available a whole range of

increasingly minute perturbations, once again affecting only the information con-

tent of a perturbed element. It is shown that different perturbation magnitudes

tend to reveal different aspects of the neural functioning, with the smaller magni-

tudes accentuating neural elements involved in longer range dynamics. Another

novel perturbation method was introduced in this chapter to allow to determine

the contribution of a neuron’s integration capability to the agent’s performance,

as opposed to the importance of the neuron’s information content, as revealed by

using stochastic lesioning.

While this chapter has focused on the analysis of EAAs’ neurocontrollers, the

MSA is a general function localization framework applicable to a wide variety of

systems. It is specifically geared towards real biological applications. In the next

chapter we move beyond artificial systems, to analyze both a neurophysiological

model of lamprey swimming and real, ’wet’, neuroscience experiments performed

in cat and in C. elegans.
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Chapter 5

Biological Applications

The MSA as a general rigorous function localization framework has a wide range

of potential applications. This chapter focuses on presenting the successful op-

eration of the MSA for the analysis of both a neurophysiological model and two

types of biological experiments.

In recent years, neurophysiological models have been developed in large num-

bers and in different contexts, providing valuable insight on the modelled sys-

tems (e.g. Ekeberg, 1993; Tagamets & Horowitz, 1998; Corchs & Deco, 2002).

The availability of a computer simulation model for a system, however, does

not imply that the inner-workings of that model are known. Analyzing such

models with the MSA can extend their usefulness by allowing for a deeper under-

standing of their operation. Section 5.1 demonstrates the operation of the MSA

for the analysis of the building block of a classical model of lamprey swimming

controller (Ekeberg, 1993), successfully uncovering the neuronal mechanisms un-

derlying its oscillatory activity as well as the redundancies they exhibit. Addi-

tionally, the contributions of specific synapses to different characteristics of the

oscillation, such as frequency and amplitude, are inferred and analyzed.

The first application of the MSA approach to the analysis of real biological

data has to do with the investigation of spatial attention to auditory and visual

stimuli, using behavioral data from deactivation and lesion experiments of dif-

feren brain regions in cats. Spatial attention is an essential brain function in

many species, including humans, which underlies several other aspects of percep-

tion, cognition, and behavior. While attentional mechanisms proceed efficiently

and inconspicuously in the intact brain, perturbation of these mechanisms can

lead to dramatic behavioral impairments. So-called neglect patients, for instance,

have great difficulties, or even fail, to reorient their attention to spatial locations
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after suffering specific unilateral brain lesions, with resulting severe deficits of

sensory perception and cognition (Vallar, 1998). From the perspective of sys-

tems neuroscience, attentional mechanisms are particularly interesting, because

this function is known to be widely distributed in the brain. Moreover, lesions

in the attentional network result in “paradoxical” effects, in which the deacti-

vation of some regions results in a better-than-normal performance (Hilgetag,

Theoret, & Pascual-Leone, 2001), or reverses behavioral deficits resulting from

earlier lesions (Sprague, 1966). Such effects challenge traditional approaches for

perturbation analysis and provide a testbed for novel formal analysis approaches

such as the MSA. As shown in section 5.2, the MSA quantifies the elements con-

tributions and interactions, mainly verifying quantitatively previous qualitative

findings, but also identifying a new brain region that might be of importance.

Section 5.3 presents the second application of the MSA approach to the analy-

sis of real biological data, analyzing laser ablation studies of C. elegans chemosen-

sory neurons across four different attractants. C. elegans is one of the simplest

organisms with a nervous system, capable of responding to chemical , thermal

and mechanical stimuli using a small set of sensory neurons. Bargmann and

Horvitz (1991) have measured, under different ablations, how well nematodes di-

rect their movements according to four different chemicals in their environment.

We compare their qualitative conclusions with the quantitative and more rigor-

ous analogues obtained by reanalyzing the same data set with the MSA. The

results concur with the ones of Bargmann and Horvitz (1991), while the MSA

additionally portrays a much more fine-scaled picture of the importance of the

different neurons to chemotaxis across the different attractants. Furthermore,

utilizing the quantitative nature of the results, a series of analyses tools may be

applied to the matrix that summarizes the contribution of each element to each

task. We conclude section 5.3 with a singular value decomposition of the matrix,

to reveal both its “neuron-space” and its “function-space”.

The different results and further applications are discussed in section 5.4.

Parts of the results presented in this chapter have been presented in Keinan,

Sandbank, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2004), Keinan, Kaufman, Sachs,

Hilgetag, and Ruppin (2004), Keinan, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2004),

and Keinan, Kaufman, Hilgetag, Meilijson, and Ruppin (2005).
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5.1 MSA of a lamprey segment

Computer simulation of neuronal models is becoming an increasingly important

tool in neuroscience. Modeling enables exploring the relation between the prop-

erties of single elements and the emergent properties of the system as a whole.

Neural network models are usually highly complex networks composed of many

interacting neural elements. In many cases it is possible to determine an archi-

tecture and find parameter values which provide a good fit between the behavior

of the model and that of the real physiological system. However, it is usually

very difficult to assess each element’s function within the model system, that is,

to understand how the elements interact with each other to create the emergent

properties that the system displays as a whole. In fact, there is a wide gap be-

tween the large body of work invested in constructing neural models, and the

paucity of efforts to analyze and understand the workings of these models in a

rigorous manner.

Neuronal models may be easily manipulated, allowing to measure their behav-

ior under different perturbations, which makes them amenable to analysis. Using

the MSA it is straightforward to compute the contribution of each element to

each function the model system simulates and the interactions between different

elements in each of the different functions. Insights from such an analysis may

be utilized for further study of the system being modelled. In the remainder of

this section we demonstrate the application of the MSA to the analysis of a fish

swimming model. Section 5.1.1 briefly introduces the model and section 5.1.2

presents the results obtained by the MSA.

5.1.1 The oscillatory segment model

The lamprey is one of the earliest and most primitive vertebrates. Much like an

eel, it swims by propagating an undulation along its body, from head to tail. The

neural network located in its spinal cord which controls the motion has been ex-

tensively studied (e.g. Brodin, Grillner, & Rovainen, 1985; Buchanan & Grillner,

1987; Grillner, Wallen, & Brodin, 1991; Grillner et al., 1995; Buchanan, 1999;

Parker & Grillner, 2000; Buchanan, 2001). For a recent review see Buchanan

(2002). Physiological experiments on isolated spinal cords have shown that this

network is a central pattern generator (CPG), as it is able to generate patterns of

oscillations without oscillatory input from either the brain or sensory feedback.
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Because small parts of the spinal cord (up to 2 segments) can be isolated and still

produce oscillations when subjected to an excitatory bath, the CPG is thought

of as an interconnection of local (segmental) oscillators. The complete controller

is formed of approximately 100 identical copies of segmental oscillators, linked

together to form a chain.

The CPG controlling the lamprey’s swimming movement has been modeled

at several levels of abstraction. The model analyzed in this section is a con-

nectionist model of the swimming controller developed by Ekeberg (1993). This

model demonstrates that the inter-neuron connectivity is in itself sufficient for

generating much of the lamprey’s range of motions, without resorting to compli-

cated neuronal mechanisms. Following the real lamprey, the model is essentially

a chain of identical segments, each of which capable of independently producing

oscillations. Being the basic building block of the model, the properties of the

individual segment determine to a large extent the overall behavior of the model.

We therefore focus our analysis on the individual segment.

Fig. 5.1.A shows a schematic diagram of the neural network of the segmental

oscillator. It is a symmetrical network, composed of 4 neurons on each side.

The neurons are modeled as non-spiking leaky integrators, where each neuron

can be regarded as a representative of a large population of functionally similar

spiking neurons, its output representing the mean firing rate of the population.

There are four types of neurons: The motoneurons (MN) provide the output to

the muscles; the excitatory interneurons (EIN) maintain the ipsilateral activity

by exciting all of the neurons on their side of the segment; the contralateral

inhibitory neurons (CCIN) suppress the contralateral activity; and the lateral

inhibitory neurons (LIN) suppress the ipsilateral CCIN. When this network is

initialized to an asymmetric state, with all neurons on one side excited, and a

constant external bias is applied to all neurons (interpreted within the model

as input from the lamprey’s brain stem), the network exhibits a stable pattern

of oscillations with the left and right motoneurons out of phase, as shown in

Fig. 5.1.B. When a hundred such segments are linked in a long chain as in the

full model, these local oscillations give rise to coordinated waves of activity which

travel along the chain (corresponding to the lamprey’s spinal cord), producing

the lamprey’s swimming motion.
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Figure 5.1: The lamprey’s segmental oscillator. (A). The neural network con-
trolling the segmental oscillator. Solid lines indicate excitatory synapses, dashed
lines are inhibitory ones. The number next to each synapse denotes the synaptic
weight. The connections leading from the motoneurons to the muscles are not
included in the model, but are shown for illustration purposes only. (B). The
activation levels of the left- (solid line) and right- (dashed line) motoneurons,
after the network has been initialized to an asymmetric state with all left neu-
rons maximally active. The figure focuses on the behavior of the system after it
stabilizes, starting from the 200th millisecond.
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5.1.2 Segmental Analysis

In order to understand how the connectivity between the neurons gives rise to

the behavior of the segmental network as a whole, the analysis was conducted

on the level of the synapses. Because the neural network is completely left-

right symmetrical, and its task is also inherently symmetrical, the basic neural

element in our analysis is a symmetric pair of synapses. That is, each perturbation

configuration defines a set of “synapses” to be perturbed, where each perturbation

of a “synapse” denotes the simultaneous perturbation of both the left and right

corresponding synapses. As a consequence, the MSA quantifies the importance of

each such pair of synapses. Throughout this section, the shorter term “synapse”

is used to refer to a synaptic pair.

The oscillation generating mechanism

The first experiment aims to discover which synapses are important in produc-

ing the pattern of oscillations in the motoneurons, and hence for generating the

motion that propels the lamprey. From observing the structure of the full net-

work it is not clear how these oscillations are generated and maintained. Hence,

we utilize the MSA to uncover this mechanism: All possible multi-perturbation

configurations are inflicted upon the model, while testing whether the motoneu-

rons exhibit stable oscillations. The perturbation method used is clamping the

activation level of a synapse to its mean.1 This allows the MSA to quantify

the extent to which the oscillations mediated by a given synapse contribute to

the existence of oscillations in the motoneurons, without affecting the level of

bias of each neuron. Viewing each model neuron as a representative of a large

population of spiking neurons, this perturbation method is equivalent to using

stochastic lesioning on the level of the individual synapses connecting different

neuronal populations.

Fig. 5.2.A presents the contributions of the synapses, based on the full infor-

mation Shapley value. Evidently, out of the nine synapses in the model, only

five contribute to the generation of oscillations, while the others have a vanishing

contribution. Fig. 5.2.B shows the oscillatory backbone of the network, including

only these 5 synapses. Viewing just these synapses, it is possible to understand

the mechanism generating the oscillations: Essentially, when the left CCIN be-

1The activation level of a synapse is used here to refer to the activation level of the presy-
naptic neuron, as mediated by the synapse to the postsynaptic neuron.
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comes active, it inhibits the right EIN. The reduced activity of the EIN causes a

reduction in the activity of the right LIN. This, in turn, causes increased activa-

tion in the right CCIN, which inhibits the left EIN, and so on. The constant bias

to the network is what causes the EIN’s activation level to swing back up when

it becomes too low, thus maintaining the process. The two remaining synapses,

CCIN→MN and EIN→MN mediate the oscillations to the motoneurons.

The MSA also quantifies the interaction between pairs of synapses. Specif-

ically, it reveals a functional overlap between the CCIN→MN and EIN→MN

synapses, expressed by a strongly negative interaction (IEIN→MN,CCIN→MN =

−0.25). The positive contribution of each of the two synapses when the other

is perturbed (γEIN→MN,CCIN→MN = γCCIN→MN,EIN→MN = 0.25) and the zero

contribution of each of them when the other is intact indicate that perturbing

one of the synapses nullifies the oscillations in the MNs if and only if the other is

perturbed. In other words, the two synapses are totally redundant with respect

to each other. In contradistinction, every other pair of synapses in the back-

bone exhibit a positive interaction (synergism), indicating that the two synapses

comprising it cooperate and rely on each other in order to perform this function.

Thus, the MSA successfully uncovers the synapses generating the oscillations,

including these that are backed up by another synapse, in which case it also

identifies the type of interaction between them.

This description of the dynamics underlying the network’s oscillatory activity

could not have been obtained by examining the structure of the original network,

as one might postulate that a different set of synapses is important for this task.

For example, the CCIN→EIN and EIN→LIN synapses might be replaced by

a single CCIN→LIN synapse to the same effect. In fact, artificially evolving

the synaptic weights of this model, Ijspeert et al. (1999) have come up with

neurocontrollers that do not utilize the EIN at all, suggesting that alternate

oscillatory backbones are indeed possible. It should also be emphasized that

using only single perturbations to analyze the model would not have revealed

the importance of the CCIN→MN and EIN→MN synapses, since if only one of

them is perturbed, the oscillations are still preserved as they are mediated to the

motoneurons by the remaining synapse. Using multi-perturbation experiments,

however, overcomes the intrinsic limitations of single-perturbation experiments

and fully reveals the workings of the network.
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Oscillation Characteristics

The above results suggest that only 5 synapses generate the oscillations in the

network, while the others may be perturbed without affecting their existence.

This, however, does not indicate that the other synapses play no role in deter-

mining other aspects of the system’s behavior. It is also possible that the 5

synapses participating in the oscillatory backbone of the network contribute to

other functions as well. To examine this issue further, we perform a finer analysis

which identifies and quantifies the synaptic contributions to four characteristics

of the network’s oscillatory behavior. The first three characteristics pertain to

the difference between the left and the right motoneuron’s activity level during a

time span of 3 seconds. This difference is in itself oscillatory in the intact network,

signifying in each moment the extent to which the left muscle innervated by the

segment’s motoneuron is more stimulated than the right one. The three char-

acteristics we measure are the amplitude and frequency of this oscillation, and

the standard deviation of the difference in activity around its mean. The fourth

characteristic examined is the degree to which the left and right motoneurons are

out of phase with each other.

In each multi-perturbation configuration the network’s performance is mea-

sured in each of these four characteristics, interpreted as functions within the

MSA framework, and the contribution of each of the elements to each function is

quantified separately by calculating the corresponding full information Shapley

value. This type of analysis requires a more delicate type of perturbation, such

that the oscillations in the network are preserved under all perturbation config-

urations.2 To this end, we use a perturbation method which only slightly shifts

a perturbed synapse’s activation level towards its mean. Thus, oscillations medi-

ated by a perturbed synapse are somewhat attenuated, but not wholly negated.

If the magnitude of the shift is small enough, the network retains its oscillatory

behavior under all perturbation configurations. The selection of this perturbation

method can be justified if we recall that a single neuron stands for a large popula-

tion of spiking neurons, and hence the perturbation’s overall impact is equivalent

to applying the informational lesioning perturbation method (chapter 2) to the

individual synapses linking different populations.

2Another reason for using more delicate perturbations is that they allow to evaluate the
performance of the system closer to its true, intact behavior, and thus gain a more precise sense
of the contribution of each synapse. See chapter 2 for more on this approach to perturbation.
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Several observations can immediately be made on the results of the analy-

sis, shown in Fig. 5.3. First, synapses that contribute nothing to the oscillation

generating function, such as the CCIN→LIN synapse, do make large contribu-

tions to other tasks. The opposite is also true, as synapses in the oscillation

generating backbone make vanishing contributions to some functions. Second, a

given synapse may have a positive contribution to one function, while effectively

hindering another. For example, the CCIN→CCIN synapse has a strong posi-

tive contribution to the left-right firing anti-phase, but a negative contribution

to the frequency of the oscillations. This suggests that the network is the result

of compromising a number of contradicting demands. Lastly, different functions

are localized to a different degree. On the one hand, the oscillation amplitude

function is very localized, having a single synapse with a normalized contribution

of almost 0.9. On the other hand, the frequency function is more distributed, as

four synapses have normalized contributions greater than 0.1 in absolute value.

An analysis of the distribution of contributions to each of the functions may

provide further understanding of the network’s behavior. As an example we

discuss the results for the amplitude function. Evidently, the CCIN→MN synapse

is the only one with a significant contribution to the amplitude of the MN’s

oscillations (Fig. 5.3.A). Interestingly, while the above results have shown that the

CCIN→MN and the EIN→MN synapses are totally redundant with respect to one

another in generating and maintaining the oscillations, the results of the current

analysis reveal that the CCIN→MN synapse influences the activity of the MN to

a far greater degree than the EIN→MN. The latter synapse is indeed sufficient for

preserving the oscillations in the MN when the CCIN→MN synapse is clamped

to its mean activation value, but these would be of much lower amplitude than

when the CCIN→MN synapse is intact. Another conclusion that can be drawn

from these results is that the amplitude of the oscillations of the CCIN is rather

robust to perturbations to synapses. If it were not true and perturbing some

synapse had a large impact on the amplitude of the CCIN’s oscillations, it would

also have affected the amplitude of the MN, and hence that synapse would have

had a large contribution to this function. Because the MSA reveals no such

contributions, the conclusion follows.

The contributions to the frequency function (Fig. 5.3.B) demonstrate how

the MSA infers the true importance of neural elements, which in this simple

network and for this function can be at least partially deduced through an ex-
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Figure 5.3: Results of the MSA with different oscillation characteristics taken as
functions. Shown are the contributions to the oscillation’s amplitude (A), fre-
quency (B), the standard deviation of the difference between the activity of the
left and right motoneurons (C), and to the degree to which the left and right
motoneurons’ firing is in anti-phase (D). In order to be comparable, the results
are normalized such that the sum of the absolute values of the contributions in
each function equals 1.
The figure illustrates that synapses that do not contribute to the oscillation gener-
ating function have a large contribution to other tasks and that the contributions
of the different synapses to the different tasks varies considerably.
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amination of the network’s structure. We focus here on the two synapses that

have non-vanishing contributions to the frequency function and that do not be-

long to the “oscillatory-backbone”, namely CCIN→CCIN and CCIN→LIN. The

CCIN→CCIN’s strong negative contribution suggests that on the average, when

it is perturbed, the frequency of the MN’s oscillations is increased. This is

due to the fact that as the left side of the segment becomes more excited the

CCIN→CCIN synapse inhibits the activity of the right CCIN. As this CCIN be-

comes more inhibited, its inhibitory influence on the overall activity of the left

side decreases, causing a further increase in the activity of the left side. There-

fore, this synapse indeed serves to prolong the bursts of activity, reducing the

frequency of the oscillations. In contrast, the CCIN→LIN synapse has a positive

contribution to the MN’s frequency of oscillations, which means that, on the av-

erage, when it is perturbed, the frequency is decreased. The dynamics underlying

this effect are as follows: As the left side of the segment becomes more excited,

the left CCIN inhibits the right LIN, reducing the inhibition effect on the right

CCIN. As the right CCIN becomes more active, it serves to terminate the left side

burst. As mentioned above, this synapse could in principle participate in the os-

cillatory backbone together with (or instead of) the pair of synapses CCIN→EIN

and EIN→LIN. But while the CCIN→LIN synapse is not necessary nor sufficient

for generating oscillations in the network, this finer analysis reveals that it is

important in modulating the frequency of these oscillations. Clearly, the MSA

provides interesting insights to the identification of neural function, even in this

relatively simple example.

In summary, this section presents and analyzes the basic building block of a

model for the neural network responsible for lamprey swimming. The model’s

architecture has been determined and the set of parameters have been set to fit

the behavior of the real physiological system (Ekeberg, 1993). Still, to the best

of our knowledge, the analysis presented in this section is the first to rigorously

describe and quantify the means by which the connectivity gives rise to the be-

havior of the network as a whole. Using the MSA it is possible to understand

how the oscillations are generated and maintained in the network, which could

not be inferred from the network’s structure alone. The MSA succeeds where

single-perturbation analysis fails and detects the importance of synapses that are
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completely backed up by another synapse, in which case it also correctly identifies

the type of interaction between them and quantifies it. Lastly, using the MSA it

is possible to find the contribution of each synapse to various characteristics of

the oscillations, revealing different levels of functional localization and providing

further insight into the workings of the network.

5.2 MSA of spatial attention in cats

5.2.1 Auditory spatial attention

In this section, the MSA is applied to “wet-ware” network data from reversible

cooling deactivation experiments in cats. Specifically, we investigate the brain

localization of spatial attention to auditory stimuli, based on the orienting para-

digm described by Lomber, Payne, Hilgetag, and Rushmore (2002). In the ana-

lyzed experiments, auditory stimulus detection and orienting responses in intact

and reversibly lesioned cats were tested in a semi-circular arena, in which small

speakers were positioned bilaterally from midline (0) to 90 degrees eccentricity,

at 15 degree intervals. The animals were first trained to stand at the center of

the apparatus, facing and attending to the 0 degrees position speaker presenting

a white noise hiss. Their subsequent task was to detect and orient toward noise

coming from one of the peripheral speakers. They were rewarded with moist (high

incentive) or dry (low incentive) cat food depending on whether they correctly

approached the peripheral stimulus or the default central position, respectively.

After the animals attained a stable near-perfect baseline performance, cryoloops

were surgically implanted over parietal cortical (pMS) and collicular (SC) target

structures, following an established standard procedure (Lomber, Payne, & Horel,

1999). Because these regions are found in both halves of the brain, altogether

four candidate target sites (pMSL, pMSR, SCL and SCR) were deactivated, one or

two of them in each experiment. Once baseline performance levels were reestab-

lished, the animals were tested during reversible cooling deactivation of unilateral

and bilateral cortical and collicular sites (for further details see Lomber, Payne,

& Cornwell, 2001). The technique allows for selective deactivation of just the

superficial cortical or collicular layers, by keeping the cooling temperature to a

level at which the deeper layers are still warm and active. Deactivation of the

deeper layers, on the other hand, also requires deactivation of the superficial ones,

due to the placement of the cryoloops on top of the cortical or collicular tissue.
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Nineteen single and multi-perturbation experiments were performed (mostly as

control experiments for the deactivation of visual structures, but also in their

own right, e.g., Lomber et al., 2001) and another 14 perturbation configurations

were deduced by assuming mirror-symmetric effects resulting from lesions of the

two hemispheres, yielding data for a total of 33 multi-perturbation experiments,

out of the 256 possible configurations.

Fig. 5.4 presents the predicted Shapley value (section 3.4) of the different

regions involved in the experiments, using Projection Pursuit Regression (PPR;

Friedman & Stuetzle, 1981) for prediction, trained using the 33 configurations.

The analysis reveals that only regions SCL-deep and SCR-deep play a role in

determining auditory attentional performance in the left hemifield, which is in

line with previous functional characterizations of the collicular system (Lomber

et al., 2001). The contralateral deep layer of the SC has a positive contribution,

suggesting that deactivating this region hinders performance. In contrast, the

negative contribution of the ipsilateral SC indicates that deactivation of this

region tends to improve the performance. Due to the outlined limitation of the

experimental procedure, when a deep component of the SC is perturbed, the

superficial one is perturbed as well. Nevertheless, the MSA successfully revealed

that only the deep SC regions are the ones of significance.

Interestingly, the FCA (section 1.2) using the same experiments assigns dif-

ferent contributions in different runs. In most runs, it uncovers the role played

by the deep SC regions. Alas, it usually also assigns non-vanishing contributions

to the superficial SC regions. Furthermore, in some runs it assigns large contri-

butions to the pMS regions. This testifies to the disadvantages of an operative

approach such as the FCA, that are overcome by the MSA by offering a unique

fair solution for the contributions, as elaborated on in chapter 3.

We further perform a two-dimensional MSA to quantify the interactions be-

tween each pair of regions, finding only one significant interaction, between SCR-

deep and SCL-deep. Furthermore, observing that SCL-deep has a zero con-

tribution when SCR-deep is intact, while it has a negative contribution when

SCR-deep is lesioned, the MSA concluded that SCL-deep is positively modulated

by SCR-deep (section 3.8), uncovering the “paradoxical” type of interaction as-

sumed to take place in this system (Hilgetag, Kotter, & Young, 1999; Hilgetag,

Lomber, & Payne, 2000; Lomber et al., 2001). One should emphasize that a

single-perturbation analysis of the same data would not have revealed this “para-
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Figure 5.4: MSA contributions of the different regions to auditory spatial atten-
tion, in the left hemifield of the cat. The letters D and S terminating each region’s
name (x-axis) indicate whether the region is in a deep or a superficial layer, cor-
respondingly.
The figure illustrates that only SCL-deep and SCR-deep play a role in determin-
ing auditory spatial attention, with a positive contribution of the contralateral
region and a negative contribution of the ipsilateral one.
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doxical” effect. This analysis testifies to the usefulness of the MSA in deducing

the functionally important regions as well as their significant interactions, over-

coming the disadvantages of both the single-perturbation approach and the FCA.

The prediction made by the MSA to perturbation configurations that were

not performed in the experiments is that deactivating either one of the deep SC

regions will result in large deficit in (contralateral) spatial attention to auditory

stimuli, while deactivating both will result in a much smaller deficit. Deactivating

any subgroup of the other regions involved in these experiments will not influence

the performance in this task. In particular, it is predicted that as long as the

deep SC regions are intact, the animal will exhibit full orientation performance,

even when some or all of the superficial collicular layers, the superficial parietal

cortical layers and the deeper parietal cortical layers are deactivated.

5.2.2 Visual spatial attention

We turn to analyzing data from similar lesion experiments studying the local-

ization of spatial attention in cats to moving visual stimuli. The analyzed data

set was collected from various lesion and reversible deactivation experiments of

striate and parastriate visual cortex (VC), SC and deep and superficial layers of

the pMS cortex (Sprague, 1966; Lomber & Payne, 1996; Lomber et al., 2001,

2002). The predicted Shapley value was calculated using prediction based on 21

available lesion experiments, out of the 256 possible ones, with a predictor based

on multiple expert neural networks. The small number of lesion experiments is

not sufficient to precisely predict the full multiple perturbation set and, hence,

the results might be inaccurate. Indeed, testing the prediction using cross valida-

tion results in explaining only 33% of the test variance. However, any additional

experimental results, as they become available, can be added in a straightforward

manner to refine the prediction.

Fig. 5.5 presents the contributions of the different regions involved in the

experiments. The analysis yielded opposite contributions of left- and right-

hemispheric structures, with the structures on the ipsilateral side to the tested

(left) field having negative contributions and the structures on the contralateral

side having positive ones. The largest positive contribution made by SCR is in

line with the presumed central role of the SC in visual spatial attention in cats.

Conversely, the largest negative contribution is made by the superficial layers of

the ipsilateral pMS due to their powerful role in reversing the impact of con-
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Figure 5.5: MSA contributions of the different regions to visual spatial attention,
in the left hemifield of the cat.
The figure illustrates positive contributions of the contralateral regions and neg-
ative contributions of the ipsilateral ones.

tralateral lesions. For example, deactivation of the ipsilateral superficial pMS is

sufficient to reverse the impact of a complete deactivation (superficial and deep)

of contralateral pMS (Lomber & Payne, 1996), or even a lesion of the entire

contralateral VC including the pMS (Lomber et al., 2002). The role of cortical

regions in visual spatial attention in the cat has been previously investigated in

great detail for pMS. Our analysis also suggests important contributions of other

cortical regions (VC). It remains a challenge for future deactivation experiments

to test this prediction and identify additional regions within the cat visual cortex

that specifically contribute to attentional behavior.

Detailed two-dimensional MSA reveals the functional interactions between the

regions. Fig. 5.6.A illustrates the type of the interactions with largest magnitude.

Fig. 5.6.B further quantifies the contributions of lesioning various regions, with

respect to a given lesion in the network. The contribution of lesioning region

i while region j is already lesioned (−γi,j̄) is based on the average marginal

contribution of such a lesioning, taking into consideration other possible unknown

lesions to other regions in the network (section 3.8). The figure clearly shows the

significant reverse impact of the ipsilateral superficial layers of pMS. This graph

is just one example of displaying the causal effects which can be revealed by the
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Figure 5.6: Significant interactions in the visual experiments. (A). The type, in
both directions, of the twelve two-dimensional interactions with largest magni-
tude. (B). The positive contributions of lesioning a region knowing a specific
other region is lesioned (−γi,j̄). The figure shows the largest values, arrows rep-
resenting the contribution of lesioning the arrow’s base region (i), given that the
arrow’s end region (j) is already lesioned.
The figure illustrates the significant reverse impact of the ipsilateral superficial
layers of pMS.
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MSA, testifying to its usefulness in deducing the functionally important regions

as well as their significant interactions.

5.3 MSA of chemotaxis in C. elegans3

To study the role in chemotaxis of the chemosensory neurons of C. elegans, we

turn to apply the MSA to laser ablation experiments. C. elegans is one of the

simplest organisms with a nervous system, capable of responding to chemical,

thermal and mechanical stimuli using a small and well-defined set of sensory

neurons. The behavior studied in the experiments is chemotaxis, in which the

nematodes direct their movements according to certain chemicals gradients in

their environment, moving toward the highest concentration of food or fleeing

from toxins. Reanalyzing the data published by Bargmann and Horvitz (1991),

we compare their qualitative conclusions with the quantitative analogues obtained

by the MSA. The elements studied are 8 sensory neuron pairs (out of a total of 16

pairs which form the chemosensory system, Bargmann & Mori, 1997), and in each

laser ablation experiment both neurons in a pair are either intact or perturbed.

The performance indices, chemotaxis to various attractants, each denoting a dis-

tinct functional task, were evaluated under 31 multi-perturbation configurations

according to the protocol described in Bargmann and Horvitz (1991). Based on

these experiments, a projection pursuit regression has been applied to predict the

full set of multi-perturbation configurations, resulting in a prediction explaining

65 − 80% of the variance, depending on the attractant.

Calculating the contributions of the different neuron pairs to the 4 different

attractants (Serotonin, Cl, cAMP and Biotin), according to the predicted Shap-

ley values, results in a contribution matrix that denotes the contribution of each

neuron pair to each attractant task (Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.7). As evident, the

neurons most important to chemotaxis across all attractants compose the ASE

pair, in line with the results of Bargmann and Horvitz (1991). However, the

MSA additionally shows how the importance of all other neurons varies among

the different attractants. Generally, the processing of the Serotonin task is more

distributed – the neuronal contributions are more equally spread – across the

network than that of the other functions. Notably, the ASH pair has a negative,

3The study described in this section has been carried out in collaboration with Alon Kaufman
(the results have not been published yet).
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Figure 5.7: Contributions of the 8 neuron pairs to the different chemotaxis at-
tractant functions. The figure presents the data of Table 5.1.
The figure illustrates that the importance of all neurons varies among the differ-
ent attractants, with the ASE neuron pair being the most important across all
attractants.

inhibitory, contribution to chemotaxis. This observation, absent from the orig-

inal qualitative description (Bargmann & Horvitz, 1991), is in line with other

more recent experimental assays showing that ASH plays a role in mediating C.

elegans avoidance of toxic chemicals (Hilliard, Bargmann, & Bazzicalupo, 2002).

Interestingly, examining the interaction between these two neuron pairs, ASE

and ASH exhibit a suppression interaction: In three attractant tasks, Serotonin,

Cl and cAMP, the contribution of ASH while ASE is intact is less negative than

its contribution while ASE is ablated, denoting that the inhibitory role of ASH is

suppressed by ASE. This leads to the prediction that ASE’s activity is attenuated

in avoidance behavior, where ASH is likely to be highly activated.

The contributions of the neuron pairs across the different tasks can be sum-

marized in a contribution matrix (Table 5.1). Its quantitative nature permits

the utilization of a series of analyses which are not applicable when the results

are only summarized in a qualitative manner. Singular Value Decomposition

(SVD), a standard method for dimension reduction previously utilized in vari-
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ASE ADF ASG ASH ASI ASJ ASK ADL
Serotonin 0.4300 0.0383 -0.0619 -0.1055 0.1210 0.2658 0.1628 0.1496
Cl 0.7084 0.0182 -0.0442 -0.0460 0.0693 -0.0346 0.1387 0.1902
cAMP 0.7219 0.0415 0.0159 -0.0666 0.0285 0.0857 0.1573 0.0158
Biotin 0.7445 0.0172 0.0459 -0.0446 0.0569 0.1485 -0.0721 0.1036

Table 5.1: The chemotaxis contribution matrix, portraying the contributions of
the 8 neuron pairs (columns) across the different attractant functions (rows). The
contributions are normalized such that their sum in each function equals 1.

ous biological applications (e.g. Alter, Brown, & Botstein, 2000), can be applied

to the contribution matrix to reveal both its “neuron-space” and its “function-

space”, identifying similar functions or similar functional contributions of neu-

rons. Fig. 5.8.A presents the results of an SVD of the contribution matrix in

the function space. The figure reveals four main clusters of the neurons, based

on the contributions of the neurons across the different attractants (the column

vectors of the matrix in Table 5.1). The distinct placement of the ASE and

ASJ neurons is notable. Neurons participating in each of the two main clusters,

{ADF,ASG,ASH} and {ASI,ASK,ADL}, play similar functional roles across the

investigated attractants. Fig. 5.8.B presents the SVD in the neuron space. The

processing of Serotonin chemotaxis is localized very differently than the process-

ing of the other attractants, and the processing of cAMP and Biotin is localized

in a very similar manner. The similarity between the tasks was already observed

by Bargmann and Horvitz (1991), although not shown in a rigorous manner. Fur-

thermore, chemotaxis to Cl, which was thought to be processed similarly to that

of cAMP and Biotin (Bargmann & Horvitz, 1991), is actually processed quite

differently.

5.4 Discussion

This chapter has demonstrated how the MSA can provide new insights to the

working of a classical neural model, that of a segment of the lamprey, revealing

a skeletal subnetwork that is primarily responsible for its CPG activity. It has

also showed that the MSA framework is capable of dealing with behavioral data

from experimental deactivation studies of the cat brain, quantitatively identifying

the main interaction underlying a “paradoxical” lesioning phenomenon observed
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Figure 5.8: SVD analysis of the contribution matrix, using the two main princi-
pal components of the SVD decomposition, which together explain 96% of the
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previously in studies of spatial attention, along with suggesting important contri-

butions of other cortical regions contributing to attentional behavior. Last, it has

demonstrated a reanalysis of laser ablation experiments in C. elegans, providing

a more refined picture of the sensory network involved in chemotaxis, as well as

rigorously reinforcing previous findings.

MSA is a novel framework for causal localization of function, with a wide range

of potential applications in neuroscience, for the analysis of laser ablation, lesion

and reversible deactivation experiments, all of which allow the collection of multi-

perturbation performance data. It can also serve in the analysis of existing neural

models of biological systems, ranging from detailed models of organisms to large

scale integrated models of imaging and activation dynamics in different functions.

As the biological systems under investigation grow in size and complexity, the

MSA estimation variants will be required for a tractable analysis. The k-bounded

MSA should be particularly useful for such analyses, as current techniques can

only perturb a relatively small number of elements concomitantly.

An exciting new prospect is emerging of carrying out experimental perturba-

tion studies in human subjects using Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS).

This technique allows to induce “virtual lesions” in normal subjects performing

various cognitive and perceptual tasks (Pascual-Leone, Wasserman, Davey, &

Rothwell, 2002; Rafal, 2001). The methodology can be utilized to co-deactivate

doublets of brain sites (Hilgetag et al., 2003) and potentially triplets. We plan

to apply the MSA to the localization of spatial attention in the human brain. To

this end, occipital, parietal, temporal, prefrontal and motor cortical regions in

human subjects will be reversibly deactivated in multi-perturbation experiments

using TMS.4 These experiments will be analyzed by the MSA to yield precise

quantitative localization of processing, to study the general profile of spatial lo-

calization across subjects and to determine the important functional interactions

between regions involved in spatial attention processing in the cortex.

4The experiments are planned to be carried out by the lab of Claus C. Hilgetag, International
University Bremen.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and Future Work

6.1 Discussion

The primary goal of this thesis was to develop and test new methods for causal

functional localization in artificial and biological networks. For this purpose, we

established that multi-perturbations must be employed, studied the role played

by the perturbation method and, most important, presented the MSA framework.

The MSA is the first to make sense out of multi-perturbation experiments in a

formal, axiomatic and rigorous manner. After its introduction, the MSA has been

extensively and successfully applied to the analysis of evolved neurocontrollers, to

the analysis of a neurophysiological model and to the analysis of several different

types of neuroscientific experiments.

The first study presented in this thesis was motivated by the need to address

the paradox that arises from the aim of the perturbation methodology to learn

about the network’s normal mode of operation by examining it in a series of

perturbed states. The hypothesis underlying this study was that this potential

caveat may be overcome by a perturbation method that employs very minute

perturbations, and thus studies the network in perturbed states that are close to

the network’s normal mode of operation. Indeed, our results show that as the

perturbations are smaller, the more accurate is the prediction of the network’s

performance levels. Analyzing the contributions as a function of the perturba-

tion level reveals new insights concerning the short-term vs. long-term effects of

perturbations. Last, as the perturbations are made more and more minute, the

contributions tend to approach a set of limit values.

The second study, after acknowledging the shortcomings of the previous, ad

hoc, FCA method, turned to develop the MSA, a novel framework for quantita-
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tive causal function localization via multi-perturbation experiments. The MSA is

based on an axiomatic approach borrowed from Game Theory to yield a precise

attribution of contributions among the investigated elements in a system. The

Shapley value as a unique and fair solution concept has been used in many fields

beyond Game Theory, testifying to its usefulness. The MSA accurately approxi-

mates the Shapley value, in a scalable manner, allowing to base an analysis on a

small subset of multi-perturbation experiments. As the analyzed networks grow

in size and complexity, more advanced prediction and estimation methods, or

domain-specific methods, might be required and would be developed within the

framework of the MSA.

Since multi-perturbation experiments are technically difficult and costly, an

emerging question is whether the multi-perturbation data will enhance one’s un-

derstanding of the studied system, and if so – to what extent? Within the MSA

framework this question is dealt with in a quantitative manner, measuring the

additional insights gained by performing a multi-perturbation analysis over a

single perturbation one. It further allows to compare the full information MSA

results with those of the K-bounded analysis, gradually increasing the depth of

perturbations. Such a procedure allows for an exact quantification of the extent

to which the multi-perturbations clarify the picture, an extent which depends on

the complexity of the analyzed system.

The third study demonstrated the MSA’s applicability to large-scale systems

by applying it to the analysis of agents solving a food-foraging task and guided

by fully-recurrent neurocontrollers consisting of up to a hundred synapses. The

analyses uncover the important neuronal and synaptic elements in each agent

and quantify their contributions to its performance, as well as their functional

interactions, while pointing to the MSA’s accuracy, scalability, efficacy and com-

putational efficiency. Then, the study continued to apply the MSA to several

different types of agents, proving its usefulness in addressing substantial ques-

tions arising in these different contexts. A large part of the MSA’s usefulness in

these applications is attributed to the flexibility of the MSA to employ the differ-

ent variants it encompasses, to analyze different functions of the studied network,

to vary the level on which the network is analyzed and to analyze experiments

employing different perturbation methods.

The fourth, and last, study demonstrated how the MSA can provide new

insights to the working of a classical neural model and how it addresses behavioral
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data from experimental perturbation studies – analyzing cooling deactivation

studies in cats and laser ablation studies in nematodes provided a reinforcement

of previous findings, as well as suggested a refined picture of the network involved

in the studied functions.

As pointed out previously, and as evident from effects such as “paradoxical”

lesion phenomena and functional backup, single perturbation approaches do not

suffice to portray the correct function localization in a network. Why then has the

great majority of lesion studies in neuroscience and knockout studies in molecular

biology up until now have relied on single perturbations solely? First, it has been

very difficult (and in many systems, practically impossible) to reliably create

and test multiple perturbations. Moreover, single perturbation studies have been

perceived as already being fairly successful in providing insights to the workings

of neural systems. Naturally, the lack of a more rigorous multi-perturbation

analysis has made the testing of this perception practically impossible, and it

may well have been the case that the lack of a formal analysis method has made

such experiments seem futile. We hope that at least this last obstacle has been

remedied by the introduction of the MSA. We conclude that multi-perturbation

studies are a necessity if one wants to understand the processing of complex

networks in a causal manner. The MSA framework presented in this thesis is a

harbinger of this new kind of studies, offering a novel and rigorous way of making

sense out of them.

6.2 Future Work

The informational lesioning method developed in section 2 is motivated by the

need to apply minute perturbations to the system under analysis. Previous stud-

ies have shown that the action of aminergic neuromodulation on neurons may be

modelled as a variation in the gain of the neuronal response function (Servan-

Schreiber et al., 1990; Usher et al., 1999). This gives rise to the possibility of

pharmacologically manipulating the fidelity of neural response and carrying out

an informational lesioning analysis on the neuronal level, applying minute per-

turbations.

Future studies of perturbation strategies within the context of artificial neural

networks should include an investigation of more general informational lesion-

ing methods that do not necessarily apply the same perturbation level at all
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perturbed elements. A further extension may be the use of even more general

perturbation methods, abandoning the binary dichotomy of a perturbation con-

figuration where some elements are perturbed but others are left intact. I.e.,

in such a perturbation method, every element is perturbed to some extent in

any perturbation configuration. These more general perturbation methods, since

they employ a continuous perturbation configuration space, may be better suited

for active learning algorithms (Cohn, Ghahramani, & Jordan, 1995; Engelbrecht

& Cloete, 1999) that may adaptively select the best perturbation configurations

with which the predictor should be trained. They are also likely to allow for

more tractable studies of the contributions at the limit of vanishing perturbation

levels.

As evolved artificial neurocontrollers grow more and more complex, a clear

need for principled analysis methods arises. Section 4 presented several appli-

cations of the MSA to the analysis of agents solving a food-foraging task and

guided by fully-recurrent neurocontrollers. Future work may evolve around fur-

ther analyses of neurocontrollers, of varying architectures and sizes. Specifically,

the MSA might prove itself even more useful for the analysis of more complex

agents that solve harder behavioral tasks in richer environments than the ones

analyzed in this thesis. The general methods and indices developed in section 4.2

for the analysis of spiking neural networks can be further put to use for comparing

spiking neural networks to other networks models and for exploring the spiking

model in different environments and tasks.

Future EAA studies may also further utilize the MSA to decipher the course of

evolution by analyzing the neurocontrollers as they emerge. Such an analysis may

permit to study when and how neurons differentiate and take on the different roles

in the network. Particularly, in the evolutionary environment employed in this

thesis, it may be of interest to trace back, in evolutionary time, the functionalities

of the command neurons. These may be divided into two, most likely co-adapted,

traits: Their ability to arrive at the optimal decision as to the desired behavioral

strategy and their ability to transmit this decision to the relevant neurons in the

network that carry out the behavior.

Bearing in mind that the MSA is a general function localization framework

geared towards real biological applications, the most exciting future work is to

apply it in a wide range of such applications. Specifically, a new prospect is

emerging of carrying out experimental perturbation studies in human subjects
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using transcranial magnetic stimulation. We plan to focus further research on the

localization of spatial attention in the human brain by reversibly co-deactivating

occipital, parietal, temporal, prefrontal and motor cortical regions using tran-

scranial magnetic stimulation and analyzing these experiments with the MSA.

Going beyond the realm of neuroscience to biology in general, new experimen-

tal techniques are now emerging to carry out multi-perturbation studies (Carpen-

ter & Sabatini, 2004; Tong et al., 2004; Steinmetz & Davis, 2004). Specifically,

the recent discovery of RNA interference (RNAi; Hammond, Caudy, & Hannon,

2001; Couzin, 2002; Wheeler et al., 2004) has made the possibility of multiple

concomitant gene knockouts a reality. Using RNAi vectors it is now possible

to temporarily block the transcription of specified genes for a certain duration

while measuring the performance of various cellular and metabolic indices of the

cell, including the expression levels of other genes. The rapid recent advances

in gene silencing with RNAi chips (Wheeler et al., 2004; Lehner & Fraser, 2004)

have further advanced multi-perturbation technology to our door step. As with

transcranial magnetic stimulation, RNAi is limited at this stage to just a few

elements that are knocked out concomitantly, but this is just the beginning. As

the technology allows to investigate larger, more complex, biological systems, the

estimation variants of the MSA will be required for a tractable analysis, with the

bounded perturbation level variant being of particular usefulness.
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